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165- , 94-oo TNANSLATIOM MO141

STEP NO. ACCISSION NO.

02-UR/oooo/67/o0/ooo/Ooo3/oo_
AISTRACT

(U) This paper was presented at the All Union Conference on
Information Retrieval Systems and Automatic Processing of Scientific
and Technical Information held in Moscow in 1967. The author
depicts the place of the machine and its role in information
activity and cites two independent, internally, interconnected
problems: centralized processing scientific and technical literature
and the creation of automatic input of printed text and satisfactory
output from ETsVM of ready printed form for reproduction without
typesetting, plus an entire group of complicated questions connected
with the creation of information-retrieval systems. The need is
stressed for the development of a wide front of theoretical and
experimental works illuminating the problem of creation of
information-retrieval systems.
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POISKOVYM SISTEMAM I AVTOMATIZIROVANNOY OBRABOTKE FTD-MT-24-13_0-69
NAUCHNO-TEKHNICHESKOY INFORMATSII 3D, MOSCOW, "-PROJECT No.
i97 TRTmv (RTTm.RT AN) 6050205

63-SECUItTY AND DOWNGRADING INPORMATSOM 64-CONTROL MARKINGS 97-KEADEM CLASH

UNCL, 0 NONE UNCL

7-REEL RAME NO. 77-SUPIKlS 73-CNANOES -4EOOAPNICAL NO OF PAGES

ARIA

* 889 1578 __...UR 14
CONTRACT NO.. X Nr Acc. NO. PUSLI SNINS DATE TYPE PRODUCT REVISION FRIG

______.." __1 65- 94-00 TRANSLATION NONE

STEP NO. Access ON,

02-UR/0000/6 7/001/000/0009/0015
ANSTRACT

(U) This paper was presented at the All Union Conference on
Information Retrieval Systems and Automatic Processing of Scientific
and Technical Information held in Moscow in 1967. The author
discusses the construction of a terminological machine dictionary,
i.e. Thesauri, and the interrelationship between machine input
and retrieval language, utilizing Thesaurus terms. Automatic
indexing and reviewing are discussed on a general basis, with the
author stating that the USSR has achieved favorable prerequisits for
successful advancement inthis area. The USSR appears to have
many problems providing information Processing Systems with machine
technology such as the comparatively low class of series domestic
EVTsM; insufficient volumes of storage units, poorly developed
parallelism of devices and low reliability, especially of external
devices.
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l65- 94-0 TRANSLATION NONE
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02-TR/0000/67/001OOO/O16/oo24
ABSTRACT

(U) This paper was presented at the All Union Conference on
Information Retrieval Systems and Automstic Processing of Scientific
and Technical Information held in Moscow in 1967. The author states
that up to 1965 there was no preparation of specialist to work in
and further develop a system of scientific and technical information.
In 1965 the Ministry of higher and special secondary education
created in the higher school system, speciality No. 0640-automation
and mechanization of processes of processing and delivery of
information. Since the establishment of speciality No. 0640
improvement of the curricula has been developed, such as, discip-
lines of physicomathematical and engineering cycles must not con-
tain obsolete information; a mathematics course must reflect the
basis of mathematical logic, the principles of calculus of varia-
tion, probability and information theories, and other divisions
needed to increase the mathematical level of the specialists in
automation; the contents of disciplines intheoretical mechanics,
strength of materials, theory of machines and mechanisms, descrip-
tive geometry and drawing, and other general-engineering disciplines
not directly related to specialities in automation should be radicall
examined, and the strengthening of general and special education of
future automation engineers in electrical-engineering disciplines,
electronics, and the general theory of automatic control.
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02-UROOO&7/01/00/-Ppc/p(Qo ______________
ASTRACT

(U) Two uniterm retrieval systems are analyzed- Pusto-Nepusto 2
.and 4. The author states that comparison rules of the Pusto-
Nepusto-2 system rests on different assumptions from the Pusto-
Nepusto-4 system. These assumptions are formulated thusly: if an
..inquiry descriptor in a document is replaced with a lower descriptor
this in no way refl'eci6 on the relevance of the document; if a
document for a certain inquiry deactiptor has not only an equal or
lower but also a hI'igher one, then this in no way effects document
relevance; if in the document for a certain inquiry descriptor
there is neither an .equal nor a lower ae, but at least one higher

oethen this lowers document relevance, but does not make it
~eqyal to'zero, Pusto-Nepusto-2,logic can split delivery into 2
.* eche-lons against the 4 echelons of .the Pusto-Nepusto-4 system. The
...author concludes that the Pusto-Nepusto-2 system is in the experi-
mental exploitation stage and it is too early to draw conclusions
about the r~sults of the conducted reorganization of the logic of.
*tetwo systems.
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ABSTIRACT

(U) This paper was presented at the All Union Conference on
Information Retrieval Systems and Automatic Processing of Scientific
and Technical Information held in Moscow in 1967. The author
discusses the construction of automated information-retrieval
systems of the descriptor type on the Minsk 22 and the Minsk 2
digital computer. The paper examines an improved variant of the
Setka-3 information processing system on the Minsk 22 with use
of the socket associative-address method of organization of
information. Also examined in the paper are the creation of a dic-
tionary of descriptors for the Thematic Division-Computer Technology;
construction of a machine dictionary of descriptors of an automated
IPS; processing of inquiries and their input into ETsVM; recording
of initial information in ETsVM; and a description of the algorithm
of work of the IPS.
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ABSTIACT

(U) This paper was presented at the All Union Conference on
Information Retrieval Systems and Automatic Processing of Scientific
and Technical Information held in Moscow in 1967. The author'
.reports on the development of information retrieval language of
the descriptor type according to the division of computer technology.
Conclusions of the article indicate that the developed information
retrieval language (IPYa) has satisfactory characteristics; growth
of a dictionary is considerably delayed during the growth of an
array of over 2000 documents; input of grammatical means into IPYa
is inexpedient for small arrays; the question regarding the need
to introduce grammatical means into developed IPYa will be
examined after conducting experiments on 15-20 thousand documents
in 1967; and distribution of descriptors in retrieval patterns
of documents obeys the same, Zipf and Mandel'brot laws, as words
in natural languageotexts.
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ABSTRACT

(U) This paper was presented at the Al.". Union Conference
on Information Retrieval Systems and Automatic Processing
of Scientific and Technical Information held in Moscow in
1967. The paper discusses the need to employ computer
technology for information storage and retrieval of
patents.
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AbSTRAcT * 09 IifFOR.IATIC! MAT.'RIALS

(U) Ti-s paper was presented at the .1 Union Conference on Infor-
mation Retrieval Systems and Automatic Processing of cient-"'ic
and Tc--lica i1 T o',aticn held in Mcc,'-i 167. Thi ae
discusses automatic indexing based on keywords. Peccrlirgs .- ere

processed on the Ural-k according to a specially composed prcgra!:
reproduction of titles according to the nvmber of noted key words,
intramachine sorting of reproduced titles ac-ording to the alphabet
of key words in the input column of the U!S and printing. The
author states that the creation ara wide use cf pfrmutation indexes
will allow operationally in more compressed periods informing
consumers of information about the latest putlications, increasing
the effectiveness of current bibliography and making it accessible
to all categories of specialists.
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(LicTis paper -..as pre, ;nnted at the all 'Union Conference on
Inforination Retrieva l Sys t-ems and Lutomati1c Processing of~rj. ~ 1 Trt~c~h ir in Mocow: in N6-7,

The aut-hor stated .h- the Informa-tion Proces;sing. System
developed by T5,--e',SS is applied in practical activity cf
varied SIP durin _ tl,-: years. 'Mechanized retrieval. and
delivery of info ratiori wit-h the use of comparatively cheap
punc n-card equipmen- considerably reduces the tim'e nece2ssary
for retrieval of ocoumens arnd facilita-tes the labor of ..orkers
of the sectior. 1.thouc h retrieval is conducted according to
a limited nurncber of retrieval criteria ('1-5) irn t-e majority
Of, cases the UTSSR is satisfied with the results.
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(U) This paper was presented at the all Union Conference on
Tiformation ?etrieval System and Automatic Froccsring of
Scientific and Technical Information held in Moscow in iC67.
The authors discussed improvement of the control system of a
naval fleet of steam navigation by mathematics and computertechnology. The IPS for automated control of the work of t.he
fleet was developed in the following sequence: analysis of the
problems of control, information conmunications; foundation of
SAU in the form oi£ an IFS; classification of objects and their
characteristics; development of methods of distribution of
information in the memory unit; development of algorithms and
programs of input and restoration of information; and the
development of algorithms and programs cf answers to inquiries.
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(71) T-his naror w-Ias; cjraented at the AlUnion Conference onI
inom-to Retrieval Systems and Akutomatic Processing of'I
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PREFACE

The Party and Government are giving their constant attention

to the development and improvement of systems of the information

service. The special resolution adopted by the Council of Ministers

of the USSR in November 1966 is directed towards implementing

solutions to the problems enacted by the XXIII Congress of the CPSU

on creation of government-wide highly effective scientific-technical

information service.

Being based on contemporary technical means for acquisition,

.processing, investigation and delivery of information data, and

automation of information processes, the State system of scientific

information is directed to provide timely information about

.achievements in domestic and foreign science and technology.

At present in many organizations of the country scientific

research work is being conducted in the area of automation of

information processes. The level and state of this work require

defined organization and coordination. This is especially important

since scientific and technical information is such a many-faceted

branch of science and technology, embracing all branches of the

national economy, that its further effective development would be

inconceivable without coordination of the work and exchange of the

experience of all specialists occupied with automation of information

processes.
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The Third All-Union Conference on information retrieval systems

and automated processing of scientific and technical information,

conducted from 19 through 22 December 1966 in Moscow, provided
results of scientific and technical information activity of scientists

and specialists and outlined the way for the fullest and fastest

fulfillment of problems set by the Party and Government in the area

of scientific and technical information.

The work of conference involved the participation of 1150/
specialists representing different ministries, departments, information

organs, scientific research and design organizations, industrial

enterprises and establishments of the country. At the conference

220 reports were presented.

The present Transactions contain material presented at the

plenary sessions of conference, as well as at meetings of the

separate sections.

For the convenience of readers, the Transactions are being

issued in four volumes.

The first volume "Information Retrieval Systems" presents the

results of research and development in the areas: semantic systems

of investigation of scientific and technical literature in large

data bases, with automatic translation from a natural into a

formalized language; automated systems of factographic facilities

based on the use of information languages of the natural sciences;

information retrieval systems for industrial enterprises and

establishments.

The same volume is devoted to other questions connected with the

creation and introduction of automated information retrieval systems

of different classes and assignment for processing large as well

as small volumes of scientific and technical information.'

The second volume, "Semiotic Problems of Automated Data

Processing" presents material dedicated to: development of problems

FTD-MT-24-130-69 v
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of the connection between syntactic and semantic properties of

language systems; investigation of the natural and formalized

languages of science and technology in connection with problems of

storage and retrieval of information; questions of automatic processing

of tests for creating operational systems of machine indexing,

abstracting and translation of texts; research in the area of creation

of special programming languages end translators from them for machine

processing of texts.

The third volume, "Automatic Reading Devices" presents results of

research and development of different methods and devices for automatic

identification of typographical and typewritten symbols. Special

attention is alloted here to automatic reading machines, allowing auto-

mated computer input of masses of scientific and technical, statistical

and economic information to ETsVM [,electronic digital computers].

The fourth volume, "Technical Devices for the Information

Service and on Line Reproduction Techniques" presents works

related to research and development of: technical devices for

preparation and input of alpha-numeric information into a computer

and high speed output devices of textual information, and also

*output devices with many characters and high quality print;

specialized memory units for information systems, possessing

internal logic and the possibility of storage of large volumes of

information, including photoscopic, associative, with internal

logic; retrieval devices on continuous carriers (microfilms) and

discrete carriers (microphoto cards, magnetic cards, etc.);

technical means for mechanization and automation of all stages of

information processes.

A considerable place in this volume is given to questions on

organization of industry and improvement of technological processes

on output of urgent information publications with wide application

of methods of the classical printing industry and reproduction

technology, the use of latest models of typesetting typewriters with

stored control for manufacture of original mock-ups suitable for

direct reproduction, application of xcrrographic, electronic equipment
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for urgent manufacture of printing forms, and also questions of the

use of high-speed cylinder and offset machines for printing

information.

Material is riven on the use of highly productive brochure
e a u ipine, it.

Ii
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THE ROLE AND PLACE OF THE MACHINE IN SCIENTIFIC

AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION

A. I. Mikhaylov

The "...all ossible assistance to further strengthening of

the role of science in the building of Communist society...

standard statement of scientific and technical information, and

the whole system of study and propagation of domestic and foreign

advanced experience" provided for by the program of the CPSU found

its reflection during the last few years in a number of resolutions

of the Central Committee of the Communist party of the Soviet

Union and the Council of Ministers of the USSR directed towards

creation in our country of a standard system of scientific and

technical information.

At the 23rd Congress of the CPSU comrade A. N. Kosygin said:

"Technical progress in the national economy and successes of

science to a large extent depend on a well supplied system of

information about results of scientific investigations conducted

in this country and abroad, about the achievements and new methods

of production, and about inventions and proposed innovations.

We must create in this country a highly effective state system

of scientific information".

Recent years have been distinguished for active activity in

the field of development of scientific and technical information in

all links of the national economy.
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Transition to a new system of leadership and planning of the

national economy requires reconstruction also in the region of

state leadership of scientific and technical information. The

resolution of the Council of Ministers of the USSR from

29 November 1966 is a program of works directed towards creation

of a state system of scientific and technical information most

fully responding to further developmcnt of progress in our country.

During the last few years there has been scanned a wide front

of development of scientific information. This finds confirmation

in a huge number of publications and in a large number of inter-

national, regional, and national scientific conferences, symposia,

conferences, etc. The main direction of these investigations is

the search for ways to speed up processes of information activity.

In spite of successes attained in the region of scientific

investigations and desin developments, in our days the need has

become evident critically to estimate results in the region of

development of scientific bases and new technical means both from

the point of view of satisfaction of appearing requireme'nts of'

consumers of information and from the point of view of the overall

solution of the whole information problem.

A deficiency of scientific activity in the past (during the

experience of the VINITI)[All-Union Institute of Scientific and

Technical Information] was individual special problems, which

sometimes hurt the development of general theoretical problems.

At present more and more attention is being paid to questions

of development of the theory of processes of scientific information.,

And the basis of information activity should be the theory of

processes, not the empirical and intuitive method.

We do not as yet have an acceptable name for the scientific
discipline which studies the structure and properties of scientific

information; the regularity of information activity; and the theory,

history, and method and organization of information. The term

FTD-MT-24-130-69
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narrow and inconvenient. It seems to us that the most suitable

term to use would be the word "informatika" [no translation found].

A similar proposal is argued in an article published in No. 12

"NTT" [Scientific and Technical Information] in 1966. From now

on we will use this term.

We put in the idea "informatika" - in this new discipline -

the following contents: the study of the laws, methods, and

means of collection; analytic and synthetic processing; storage;

retrieval; and propagation of' scientific information.

In informatika mucn has already been done to give contemporary

machine technology a fitting place in scientific and information

activity. However, the role and place of the machine in

informatika is sometimes understood to be too simplified, and in

investigations and experiments with the use of ETsVM4 not all trends

have been sufficiently developed.

The Role of ETsVTM in Information Processes
Tie Time Factor Not Quantitative Growth)

Formation of scientific and technical information as an

independent scientific trend appeared as a result no'- o ]., of the

exponential growth of scientific and technical literature, but

also, in addition to that (and perhaps, even mainly), as a result

of peculiarities of development of scientific and technical rroress.

Contemporary science and technology have two characteristic

peculiarities.

1. Ever increasing complexity of scientific and technical

problems the solution of which is possible only througn the

efforts of a large pool of scientists and engineers of various

specialties. These pools need to be provided with information.

Froviding it takes on more and more the character of queueing.

Effective solution of this problem requires the application of means

of mechanization and automation.

FTD-MT-24-130-69 3
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2. Fast reduction of periods of development, mastering, and

introduction of various discoveries and inventions,

The president of the Academry of Sciences of the USSR,

M. V. Keldysh, in the article "Natural sciences and their value

for development of Weltan3chauung and technical progress"

("Kommunist", 1966, No. 17) writes: ' Those who say that the

century of science and technology has Just now started are not

entirely correct, After all in all times material and technical

progress was largely based on the development of science. The

roots of the industrial revolution also lay in science. The

last century was characterized by a very large number of the grea'est

scientific achievements. It is incorrect to think that earlier

there were few discoveries in the field of natural science entailing

great consequences in the region of material production and that

we have only now entered the century of continuous discoveries.

However, there is one feature very characteristic of contemporary

development of science and technology; the speed of practical use

of scientific discoveries. It is possible to give a number of

examples. The period from the discovcry of the electric current

(Galvani) to the creation of the first ele-tric power station spans

about a century. It took almost one huinred years to master this

remarkable discovery, having hugh prospects. It is possible also

to note that seventy years passed from the clarification of the

role of mineral fertilizers in the feeding of plants (the middle

of the last century) to their intense use. And they came into wide

use only after the second world war. The discovery of nuclear

fission of uranium was another story. Only three years passed from

the moment of this discovery to the creation of a nuclear reactor,

and to creation of the first atomic electric power station 15 years.

The very fact that our time is characterized by extraordinarily

fast use of achievements of science nakes all the more important

good organization of scientific investigations and use of their

results in production. Today not that country which first makes a

new scientific discovery but the one which is better able to organize

its fastest use in practice is ahead in realization of the industrial

procuss" .
4



This peculiarity can be shown in a number of examples.

From the moment of discoveries which in 1he final analysis led to

the appearance of photography (the first half of the XVIIIth

century) to the introduction of the means of photography in practice

112 years went by. Development of means of telephone communication

took 5C years, radio 35 years, radar 15 years, television 12 years,

and the transistor but 5 ears.

Sucl- acceleration of the rate of investigations and developments

requires a corresponding increase in the speed of information systems.

it is clear that this problem can be solved only by way of wide

application in information practice of means of mechanization and

automation.

Consequently, contemporary organization of information activity

must not only help the researcher to look into the rapidly growing
"Himalas-as of libraries" but also satisfy the requirements of*

users, emanating from rriany aspects of the development of scientific

thought.

The history of the development of informatika gi-.es us many

examp.es of the futility of trysing to solve the problerm of

scientific informationi by way of creation of complicated machines

simulating infornation processes. A look back at the past in

American practice is enouch to convince anyone of that. Remember

the unrealizable hopes cornected with the creation of such

information-retrieval devices as "Rapid selector", "File search",

"iM.inicard" arid o-hers. In 1955 we attended an American exhibition

organized by. the 'MFD [International Federation for Documentation]

conference in the United States, where there was represented a

wide range of modern machines which were not widely used in

irformation practice. But at the same time work on such devices

was useful at least in two respects. It permitted understanding

that the basic difficulties of mechanization and automation of

information processes consist not Jn the absence of necessary

technical means tut in the fact the internal mechanisms of fulfillment

of su eh processes have not been- studied b:y rman. And when: we are not
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clear on the mechanisir of fulfillment of an operation 1), man, we

can only imitate this process but not simulate it.

Another useful result of works connected with creation of

information-retrieval devices was accumulation of valuatie

scientific and technical experience used more and more in various

spheres of the national economy.

Speaking of the place of the machine in information activity,

it is impossible not to remember tne definite evolution of views

of specialists with respect to machine translation.

If in the first half of the fifties many researchers flippantly

promised literally in a few years to replace the human translator

with a machine, then subsequently their groundless optimism was

replaced by a sober understanding of the exceptional difficult.

of the problem before uS. Attempts immediately "to take the bull

by the horns" and already now realize machine translation in

practice were replaced by deep theoretical research. Now there

will hardly be found a serious researcher who will begin to affirm

that the problem of machitip translation (in its strict sense) can

be solved in the next 2-3 years. It is true that experts of the

"brain" corporation, "Rand," who are specially engaged in the

composition of forecasts of development of science and technology

in the next 50 years express a rather optimistic point of view-

they expect macnine translation to become a rcality already by
1970. Regarding, however, an automatic information center,

They predict its appearance only in the period between 1970 and 1990.

Consequently, there appears the question of our relationship

to the problems of machine translation. We have before us the

very complicated problem of machine automatic reviewing and indexing.

It is possible to conclude this from reports which were iead

at the UNESCO seminar on the problem of automatic reviewing and

indexing held in Moscow in September. 1966.



The scientific aspect of the problem Is reaiizlion 01 8eulie blt:

reviewing and Indexing in the strict sense of these terms. This

meatts that the unprepared text of the scientific document - book,

article, patent, etc., is reviewed. The procedures of automatic

reviewing can be pictured, for example, in the following way:

a) translation of the text of the document into a certain

formalized language;

b) exposure of the train subject of this document and

expression of the given subject in the formalized language;

c) translation of the abstract from formalized to natural

language.

If the problem of autoinatic reviewing is solved, (the most

important and difficult problem here is algorithmic e*-posure oj

the main subject of the scientific document), then automatic

indexing becomes practicall. realizable. For this it is sufficient

to translate the abstract from the formalized language into another

formalized larguage utilized in the information-retrieval system.

Solution1 of this bunch of problems is possible only after

carr:ing out deep fundamental investigations in many: branches of

science - in linguistics, psychologiy, mathematicel logic,

semantics, semiotics, etc. These investigations should open slightly

the curtain above the secret of human thinking, which presents

general scientific interest. Such investigations are so complicated

that there is hardly anr reason to expect considerable results in

the next few years. But there can be no doubt that the investigations

must be expanded and deepened. It is necessary, to pay attention

to the fact that without solution of the problem of machine

translation we will not solve the problem of automatic reviewing

and indexing. For execution of this vital problem there are useful

and important all methods, including automatic quasi-reviewing
in all its varieties and automatic indexing of abstracts of scientifie
documents. Of course here in the first place it is necessary to
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consider such factors as comparative cost of processing of texts,

obtained gain in time, etc.

It is necessary specially tI stress that development and

application of methods intended for solution of such purely

pragmatic problems by no means signifies solution o- the protlem

of automatic reviewing and indexing in its strict sense, although

it will promote this.

Thus, the examined problem has two aspects - scientific and

practical. Both these aspects are important, but successes in the

solution of the practical aspect of this problem must not be taken

for the solution of its scientific aspect. A clear understanding

of this distinction is a necessary condition of the success of our

further work in this important direction.

Solution of the problem of automatic readout of texts is

expezially important in connection with this. Without automatic

reading devices not only can no practical system of autoLatic

reviewing and indexing be realized, but investigations in sufficiently

wide scales in this region are impossible. It is necessary to

remember that all proposals to use Dunched tape obtained from

floxowriters, monotypes, etc., for machine input and other

analogous proposals have no bearing on the problem of automatic

reading of texts, althougn they are very useful in the practical

p an.

The side of the problem of automatic reviewing and indexing

is the problem of satisfaction of' the information needs of scientists

and engineers today, and not somietime in the future.

One of the trends of scientific invest'gations which must

be developed before the nroblems of informatika can be solved is

undoubtedly semiotics. zeation of artificial formalized languages

of science and technology and also languages of gene'lizd

programming is one of the most important conditions of automation of

information activity. Solution of the central problems )f structural



linguistics, machine translation and decoding of ancient written

language will make it considerably easier for us to solve the

problem of automatic analysis of the contents of scientific documents.

Semiotics are useful and necescary. Those of you who are

acquainted with reports of it car- evaluate its achievements yourselves.

In connection with this I would like to make just one remark.

It is assumed that results of semiotic investigations will find

practical application in informatiun activity in the future, when

the basic problems of automatic analysis of text have been solved.

e'anwhile, we cannot wait this time. The recent resolution

of the government obliges us to create soon an effective state

system of scientific and technical information. This is why it

is absolutely necessary that semiotics already now take part in

a numrber of concrete works on creation of information-retrieval

systems and on the study of information needs of specialists,

improvement of methods of processing documents, and regulating

of information flows. This will not only unite our efforts in

solving pressing problems of inforrrmatika but will also make the

investigations of semiotics itself move purposeful.

One more important trend in informatika appeared in connection

with wide application of machine technology. I have in mind study

of a system of scientific Publications. Until lately the orinion

wa.. .. th..nfr... n.ion crisis arose -In conectIon with 

the stormy growth of scientific publicat ions. Authoritative

scientists rep:eatedly expressed the opinion that publication of

scientific literature needed to be limited and regulated. As

examples it is possithe to refer to the well-ks.own project of

3. Bernal proposing replacement of the contemnorary system of

scientific journals or the recent appearance in "Izvestia" of

academician V. A. Kargin calling for limitation of the number of

nulis ihed sources.

'owever, investigations conducted at present abroad obviously

show that we barely know the internal regularities of a system of

scientific publications. B.eir, tasic means of transmission of

t9



scientific information in time and over distance, scientific

documents obey certain objective laws, the neglect of which makes

it impossible correctly to plan information activity and all the

more so to improve the system of publications.

Long ago attempts were made to study this question on the

basis of calcu!ati' n of quoted literature and tracing of connections

between documents forming by means of bibliographic references.

However, only after this method was reinforced by the use of ETsVM,

did it begin to give perceptible results. We must scan the

corresponding investigations both with respect to domestic and

with respect to foreign publications. Study of the laws of

scettering and aging of publications and creation of informatlon

systems based on the method of bibliographic combination of

documents (in particular, indicators of quoted literature), are

among the first steps which must be taken.

The purpose of this report is to show the place of the

machine and its role in information activity. It seems to us that

-one of us needs to be convinced of the fact that the road to

speeding up all information processes can be built only by the

machine-automation in combination with the intellectual labor of

man, necessary in all cases. Formation of the requirements of

such machine technology must be approached from scientifically

well-founded positions. We are faced with two large iridpendent,

internally interconnected problems.

The first concerns centralized processing of scientific and

technical literature.

Conditionally it is possible to concieve of this problem as

an information system at the input of which is a flow of world

literatare. After processing at the output of this conditional

system we have bibliographic-signal information and series of

abstract journals with a system of various indicators.

10
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Here the role of ETsV)IM and its value is distinctly seen.

An acute problem remaining is creation of automatic input of

printed text and satisfactory output from ETsVN of ready printed

form for reproduction without typesetting.

An exceptional place is occupied by magnifying, highly productive

equipment for crinting with and without typesetting. But clarity

in these individual questions does not remove the need to develop

the wide front of research works spoken of in the beginning.

The second problem concerns the entire group of complicated

questions connected with the creation of informationi-retrieval

systems. Here great is the role of ETsVM as a means of helping to

conduct experimental retrieval works in large volumes and in

shorter periods.

A number of experimental retrieval systems have already been

created in our country in the last few years. All of them are

built on different principles, i.e., they are fragmental.

Is it possible already.. today to consider that these works have

completely cleared up the whole problem? It seems to us, not yet.

Eut at the same time these works are accumulating very interesting

facts whimc are difficult to reevaluate. The sum of these facts

will surely help correctly approach the creation of a state,

centralized, or coordinated information-retrieval system.

In conclusion i wold like to stress again and again the

extreme need to develop a wide front of theoretical and experimental

works illuminating the problem of creation of information-retrieval

systems.

it is possible to sai." with confidence that an increasing staff'

of specialists in the field of scientific information will make their

contribution to the great 50th aniversary of the October Revolution.
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BASIC TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF INFORMATION-
RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS

D. I. Voskoboynik, '. E. Vleduts and
V. S. Chernyavskiy

Development of information-retrieval systems (TPS) at present

ha; taken a rather wide swing in connection with the growing growth

of information with respect to all branches of sciences and technoogy

and increasing requirements of consumers of irformation on pcrlods

cf information service and also in ccnrecticn with acceleration cf the

rate of technical progress. Several years ago consumers of information

could be satisfied by retrieval of materials wit - the help of the

simplest IPS [information-retrieval systems] up to nonmechanized

IPS of the type or library-bibliographic classifications.

Now such systems can no longer satisfy the demands of scientific

and engineering-technical workers. Volumes of reference and

information funds considerably grew, and interbranch prcblems

represented by multiaspect materials became ever more important.

In conncction with this there were complicated requirements for

retrieval systems, which now have to select materials from huge

arrays with much more exact regard for various semantic aspects of

these materials. EVTsM technology was called in to help. Its high

speed was generally known and had already given a number of practically

perceptible results in various regions of human activity.

12



However, the first experiments with the use of EvrsM for the

purpose of information retrieval showed that high speed alone is not

enough. In order to carry out multiaspect retrieval with the greatest

thoroughness and minimum noise it turned out to be necessary to

develop special information-retrieval languages (IPYa) which would

allow recording information in E.7sM in a form useful for algorithmic

processing.

Already in the early works of V. P. Cherenin (1] and

V. A. Uspenskiy [21 dedicated to theoretical analysis of ways of

developing IPS, the authors assumed that formalized IPYa determine

potential semantic and logic possibilities of TPS independently of

various methods of their technical realization.

However, this fundamental position very important for development

of all IPS prcblems became widely acknowledged only during the last

2-3 years, especially after the TI All-Union Conference on Information-

Retrieval Systems and Automatic Data Processing. In general, one

should note that the period which passed after the II All-Union

Conference is characterized not only by considerable growth in the

number of works in the IPS region, but also by essential increase in

their scientific level. In this period trends also developed which

were totally unrepresented earlier. Therefore, we can now present

a more or less whole and systematized picture of the whole front of

domgstic developmentr in the IpS rEgon dvrJnS the lqst few years.

In the development of information-retrieval lanxuages from the

very beginning it is possible to trace two branches: TPYa for

factographic IPS and IPYa for documentographic IPS.

Let us consider in the beginning the first branch.

As was shown in the work of V.A. Uspenskiy, the way to creaie

sufficiently rich formalized languages for recording facts of nattral

sciences is through development of the metatheory of these scienceL.

In it there are basic forms of objects and relations corresponding

to the elementary ideas of the given discipline and methods of
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construction of complicated ideas from elementary ideas and the

reasoning procedures applied in the given region are investigated.

On the basis of created metatheories formalized languages are

constructed as methods of recording facts with the use of the

symbolism of mathematical logic. Formalized languages thus built

can be used in systems automating not only information retrieval, but

also processes of forecasting new facts in so-called "information-

logic" systems.

Examples of particular formalized languages created on the basis

of the above-mentioned metatheoretical-logical approach are formalized

languages developed for geometry and organic chemistry. Information-

logic language built on the basis of narrow predicate calculus by

A. V. Kuznetsov, Ye. V. Paducheva, arid N. M. Yermolayeva [3] for

geometry was subsequently a successful object for investigations

carried out by Ye. V. Paduchevoy [4] of the problems of translation

from information-logic languages to Russian. G. E. Vleduts and

V. K. Firn [5] developed information-logic language for structural

organic chemistry. The mentioned formalized language was Pssuned as

a basis of development for the field of chemistry of the big

information-logic system. In this system units of information are

properties of chemical compounds and processes o: their mutual

transformatioii, i.e., chemical reactions. For machine recording

of the structure of organic compounds and equations of organic

reactionsi tlieve are used atomic (toooglcal) linear recor ings
of chemical graphs, and also several different systems of so-called

"filter recordings," reflecting with various degrees of detail the

basic peculiarities of structure of compounds and chemism of reactions.

For the putting into the system of nonlinear chemical structural

information there have been developed special systems of primary

coding close to the nomenclature language and designations accepted

in chemistry.

Leaning on the peculiarities of formalized language utilized in

the system it was possible to formulate algorithms of solution of a

number of information-logic problems from the field of chemistry, in

14



particular, a probable forecast of reactivity and ways of synthesis

of organic compounds.

Other examples of factographic PS are the system for inorganic

chemistry developed by A. L. Seyfer and his colleagues [6], in which

the chief attention is focused on recording and retrieval of properties

of compounds expressed in numerical form and also IPS for physico-

chemical systems with two or more components based on formalized

language of physical-chemistry phase diagrams.

During construction of information languages, forming the basis

of factographic IPG, there was more or less carried out the above-

mentioned metatheoretical approach to formalization of the language

of the corresponding fields of science.

Another approach to construction for sufficiently broad fields

of science and technology of informatidn languages of the so-called

"descriptor" type is based on study of vocabulary specific for the

natural language of the corresponding branch. It is accepted practice

to call terminological dictionaries thus compiled of words and word

combinations grouped in classes of term-descriptors sufficiently

close or equal in meaning "thesauri" or descriptor dictionaries.

In thesauri, besides exposure of the relationships of synonymy

and homonymy of terms, there are also exposed semantic relationships

existing between descriptors. These relationships reflecting objective

relationships taking place in the examined subject field are custom-

arily called "basic" relationships according to the terminology

introduced by V. S. Chernyavskiy.

Descriptor languages are widely used in docu'mentographic IPS.

An example of a descriptor dictionary for large-scale documentographic

IPS in the field of applied chemistry and the chemical industry is

the thesaurus developed under the leadership of V. B. iargaritov.

The retrieval forms of documents on descriptor information-

retrieval languages without gram.mar have the form of simple sets of

descriptors. Use of such languages essentially simplifies

i E
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algorlthinization of the process of translation from natural to

formalized language, which in this case essentially boils down to

word for word comparison of the text of the document in natural

language with the thesaurus; difficulties connected with recognition

of homonymy are easy to solve by lexical analysis of contextual

encirclement of homonymic words. This was shown by V. S. Chernyavskiy

and his colleagues on an example of translation of texts of abstracts

on electrical engineering from Russian to descriptor language without

grammar. A language of such type, with the establishing of basic

relationships between descriptors, is assumed by V. S. Chernyavskiy,

D. G. Lakhuti and E. S. Bernstein [7] as a basis of the "Pusto-Nepusto"

experimental IPS developed by them for the field of electrical

engineering. In particular, the "Pusto-Nepusto" IPS in which documents

are automatically indexed according to the above-mentioned principle,

is realized with the help of the "Minsk-22" EVTsM.

There have been developed information languages of the descriptor

type for TPS intended for separate, more or less wide regions of

technology, in particular, for a number of subfields of radio

electronics, tractor construction, machine-tool building, and others.

In the Central Institute of Patent information thematic dictionaries

for corresponding divisions of the patent fund are compiled

simultaneously with development of -the overall experimental system

of machine translation and automatic indexing.

As we have already mentioned above, retrieval samples of documents

in descriptor languages without grammar have the form of simple sets

of descriptors. Because of the absence in these languages of grammati-

cal means such retrieval samples cannot reflect contextual

relationships into which semantic units corresponding to descriptors

in concrete text enter. This deficiency leads during algorithmic

retrieval to increase in the percentage of unnecessary delivery,

i.e., to rise in the number of issued IPS documents not satisfying

the inquiry. To decrease this "retrieval noise" descriptor

languages are given grammar elements, the simplest of which are

so-called "role indicators," which are supplied to individual

descriptors in retrieval form for the purpose of defining more

accurately their menaing in the examined context. A. V. Sokolov
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proposed using three role indicators the first of which would

separate one or more main descriptors corresponding to the main

subject or subjects of consideration. This role Indicator

distinguishes the main de&:riptors playing the role of "subjects" from

the remaining descriptors fulfilling explicative functions of

"adjectives." Furthermore, role indicators of negation (absence)

an! multiplicity are used.

At the Institute of Cybernetics of the Academy of Sciences of

the Ukrainian SSR under the leadership "f E. F. Skorokhod'ko [81 an

IPS has been developed for the field o, omputer technology based

on descriptor language, in which well-aeveloped grammatical means

are used. In this language from a comparatively small number of

base (elementary) terms with the help of a limited number of base

related themes fulfilling the role of one-place and two-place predi-

cates, more complicated terms of different rank are constructed.
"Scannings" of complicated terms thus obtained reflect the structure

of definitions of complicated ideas with the help of initial

elementary ideas corresponding to the base terms. Scannings of

terms assign basic semantic relatiorships between terms, on the

basis of which semantic correspondence between retrieval patterns

of docments and inq-uir es are established. Related terms are used

also to transmit textual relationships between terms in retrieval

Patte rn s.

For the field of synthetic urganic chemistry N. A. Stokolova

and D. G. Lakhuti [FJ built a descriptor language with grammar in

which syntactical onnections are expressed by the method of
"standard phrases." A standard phrase is a means of type of

multiplace )redicate the places of which ar2 filled with term-

descriptors. Every form of standard phrase -s used for recording

a certain type of information and the place, occupied by the term in

the standard phrase and strictly determine:; its function in context.

To record in information language texts ccz stituting titles of

abstracts of articles from the examined fi id it turned out to be

sufficient to use three forms of standard t .rases of various degrees

of complexity. The basic relationships bet-teen terms are expressed

S



in the fori of classiPication diagrams; several different forms of

relatioi eri.p are used. Experiments in thematic retrieval of

information with the nie of this language showed that very high values

of coeffiients .,t' accuracy anid thorougluiess of retrieval are attained

in this way.

It iF necessary to stress that from the point of view of

one. tional qualities of IPS, lcside6 the semantic force of information

languages utilized in trhem, peculiarities of methods of realization

of these systems and, in partLc.iar, such methods of organization of

information arra.3 as the dircct nnd inverse methods are importent.

From this point of view one should note development of the method of

associative progrsmming, whr-ch perits realizing the associative-

address me'hod of organization, combining a number of positive

features of both the direct mrethod ani tre inverse methcd. This

method is now resli7e In thp "Setk.-.3" IPO. wh.ch services a number

of brancheL of radio _1ectron.c8, and in IFS on materials of

cardiovuscular surgery.

To evqlua e the inf.uence of various struct- -, elements of TPS

on their operational parameters, experimental st-ies comparing the

efficiencies of %.arious systems. have positive value. Such a work,

in which an exparimenta?. method was worked out and the efficiency of

traditional IP.S (based on lib'ary methods of classification and

cataloging) was ccnpared aith that of descriptor IPS was carried out

at the Leningrad Institute el Cu]ture on the Iniiiative of

A. V. Sokolov [10].

To further improve TPS it is necessary to intensify theoretical

research, which will allow comprehending, correctly estimating, and

improving the means of expression of informabion languages. "'his, of

course, is impossible without thorough comparison of the peculiarities

of the means of expression of artificial and natural languages. From

this point of view works already mentioned on automatic indexing have

great value, i.e., automatic translation from natural languages into

various kinds of information languages, and also works close to

them on automatic reviewing and automatic composition of subject
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indicators. An important general trait uniting all these processes

is compression of information, i.e., transition to the most important

characteristics of the meaning of the document.

The most interesting, results in the field of automatic indexing

(cataloging) are obtained during overall use of various principles,

tin particular, during combination of means of the following three

different types: 1) lexical means in the form of precomposed lists

of words (terms) significant or insignificant for the given field,

2) statistical data on the particularity of different words (terms)

in the examined text or in the totality of texts from the given region

and 3) results of syntactical or another kind of formal structural-

linguistic analysis utilized for identification of semantic categories.

In the first works on questions of automatic reviewing [11, 121

there were investigated diverse variants of purely statistical

procedures of sampling weighted phrases of reviewed text. Recently

there have been developed methods combining statistical methods with

the other means mentioned above. Thus, in the work of V. M. Gorobtsov

[13] on automatic cataloging along with frequency considerations

there is considered entry of words both into descriptor dictionaries

of the whole field and into descriptor dictionaries compiled for

texts pertaining to various subject classes and also certain

grammatical characteristics of words. In the end, the text is

classed under a certain subject Leading with a known degree of

probability.

In the work of I. I. Styazhkin and his colleagues [14] after

translation of he text of the document into descriptor language the

phrases containing the greatest number of descriptors encountered

in the title of the article and encountered jointly with the

descriptors of the titles are selected: in this way there are

obtained "author's abstracts"' of acceptable quality in the sense

that deviation between them and "abstracts" composed by people (by

way cf sampling phrases taken from reviewed text) is not too great.

'This term is used here in the sense of a "paper" composed
autoatically.
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In the work of B. V. Yakushin [15] the basis for algorithmization

of composition of subject recordings is a certain list of base terms

fixed for the given -'ield. For e.-posure in the text of other words

explaining these base terms and forming together with them "calling

pairs" which are used as subject recordings, grammiatical (syntactical)

criteria are attracted. By this method subject recordings fully

comparable with subject recordings composed by indexers are obtained.

Along the line of use of linguistic means is the work of
I. P. Sevbo [16], in which the results of a complete syntactical

analysis in a certain sequence of phrases are used: here not only

separating of certain semantically weighted sections of phrases

(noInal groups) occurs, but procedures of their unification in

chains connected In meaning also appear: tne result (an abstract of

the annotation type) is a list of names on which the text is discussed.

Comparing the level of domestic and foreign works over the whol

complex of questions pertaining to formalized languages of science

and technology, and, in particular, the state of theoretical

research ifl this field, -t is possible to note that we have seraous

achievements creating favorable prerequisites for soccessful advance

forward.

Further progress in development of both methods of construction
.of lcii enough inforinats: ..'IF:,rgages and methods of translation

into them from natural lanruages and back requires essential

deepening. expancion, end approach of fundamental structural-

linguistic and logic investigations. Prom this point of view research

in creation of scma ic irformation theory is paramount; important

steps In this direction are made in works of YVU. A. Shreyder fl] by
way of generalization and deepening o- th- thesauris concept.

It is necessary to allot much attention to investigations directed
to wards autorat Ion u IndIvIdual stages of processes of creation of

, , In the first pilc a automatic composition of thesauri. For thec -

purp'oses it is necessary to more widely apply statistical methods to

claP, stored in big information funds.
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Extraordinarily important problemas appear in connection with

providing IPS with machine techno)ogy. The main difficulty here is

caused by the comparatively low class of series domestic EVTsM:

insfficient volumes of storage units, poorly developed parallelism

of devices, and low reliability - especially of external devices.

These deficiencies lead to the need rigidly to save machine

operations and memory volumes in the process of programming, which
in ,rn prevent-s standardization and automation of programming. Tn

the end programming of even not very complicated algorithms is turned

into time-consuniing work. At present programming :Is frequently the

cause of prolonged delays in carrying out necessary experiments and

in realization of already developed iPS.

Tc will be possible to change this position, if industry

schedules EVTsM, at the level of contemporary average world standards.

Although we cannot at present completely answer the question of

optimum parameters of E'!Ts. intended for information or semantic

purposes, accumulated experience permits formulating certain

unconditionally necessary recuirements.

Speed is not a critical parameter, but it is desirable to bring

the number of operations per second up L it least iO0 thousand.

Capacity of storage units - fas- store should be brought up to

32 thousand words, and the capacity o. external memory should be

brought up to several billion bits.

Types of storage units - access to external memory should be

facilitated and it is desirable to have drums or disks or sufficiently

convenient tape units. External memory in which at least with respect

to one process - readout • access time would be the same order as in

fast store is very useful. All these devices are developed at

dmiestic e rbu" tLheir introduction and issue lag.
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Input and output - the presence. of many simultaneously operating

input and output devices is absolutely necessary, in particular readers

and multialphabetic high-speed output units of the photosetting-machine

type.

Parallelism - independence and parallelism of functioning of

all machine units are necessary and also the possibility of operating

in the multiprogramming mode.

These will be definitized or modified with the accumulation of

practical experience. However, one should recognize that the process

of accumulation of this experience is extremely slow. We have a

certain number of successfully operating experimental systems, but as

yet not regularly functioning big Information-retrieval services.

Arid meanwhile, only in the process of industrial exploitation is it

possible to organize comparative investigations and to work out

optimum criteria.

Let us try, however$ to formulate certain general positions,

proceeding from existing domestic and foreign experience.

For effective exploitation of IPS they must be used for

simultaneous solution of two problems: 1) for selective (address)

announcement of consumers on new entries on the assigned subject;

2) for retrospective retrieval with respect to inquiries. It is

necessary to design systems which could provide the serviced circle

of consumers with all forms of information necessary to them. For

this purpose automated IPS should, besides solving the above-indicated

problems also be widely used for composition of various types of

signal bulletins or subject indicators (in particular, of the

permutation type). Automated IPS, realized on EVTsM, must also

produce punched card variants of small retrieval systems useful for

reproduction and use at places with application of simple means of

nischanization.

In the process of realization of large-scale branch systems and

information services an important role must be played by the
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ministries and branch information centers subordinate to them.

Disposing big material resources, ministries can make a decisive

step for transition fro experimental and test bystems to large-scale

operational services. All branch cervices must be intelligently

combined with the centralized system of processing scientific and

technical literature in VT IT and scoop from VINITI materials for

filling branch IPS in a form convenient for this. It is clear that

Vii'!TI, as head institute, is ready actively to participate in the

process of designing branch-services and must generalize and spread

experience accumulated during designing and exploitation.

We must always remember the indication of Comrade A. N. Kosygin,

Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the USSR, made by him in a

speech at the .XXIiI Congress of the CPSU, about the need to create a

highly effective state harmonious and reliable system of scientific

information. An interconnected system of branch services, servicing

in the beginning narrow and then wider and wider fields of science

and technology, gradually has to satisfy all interests of scientific

and engineering-technical worker. romplexes of machines supplied

with a branched network of' lead-in ,reading) and lead-out devices

placed directly in places cf generation an consumption of information,

in scientific-research and research-design establishments, and united

b. means of communication with central devices will fulfill more and

more diverse forms cf data processing. Storin in their memory units

a whole mass of introduced irforma.tior,, they will deliver it t o

consumers in accordance with thematic requisitions formulated by them,

which will be definitized as a result of constant feedbacks.

Information should be delivered in the form of compressed summaries,

but on demand of the ccnsumer and in the form of detailed abstracts

or detailed factographic references. T-rthermore, periodically (in

accordance with thematic profile) or on demands, scientists, engineers

and leaders have to obtain thematic surveys or specialized indicators,

and products of logical and statistical processin- of accmulated

information more complicated in perspective up to forecasts of facts

or hypot'heses.
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Results obtained up to rnow, familiarization with many of which

awaits us at sessions of sections, open fully real prospects of

ac~iievement of outlined targets.
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PREPARATION OF ENGIITERIU3 AI TD SCIENTIFTC CADRES WTTH
RESPECT TO 1,ECHANIZATION AD AUjTVC.ATIC-N OF

!i TO)E4AT ION WORKS

Doctor of Technical Sciences Prof. I. I. Petrov and
I. BR. Pochkay

The most important condition necessary for successful development

of scientific and technical information in the country is automation

of various information processes based on computer technology and

other contemporary means of automation, in connection with this

questions of educating specialists in mechanization and automatic

data processing have become very important. Questions of trainin,

cadres were given especially great attent:on at the XXIII Congress of

the CPSU. In the current report of the Central Comm:ittee of the CPSU

it is stressed that these questions have to be advanced to the level

of general political problems of the party and state.

Up to 1955 there was in general no preparation of specialists of

such a profile in the USSR, and btY this time about 100,000 people

have worked in the systcm of scientific and technical information.

It is natural that unproductive "manual" methods have predominated

in information services and that processes of information service

were mechanizcd and automated very slowly. Taking all these

circumstances into consideration, the Ministry of higher and special

secondary education of the USSR decided in 3.95 to create in the

higher school system specialty iHo. 0640 - +.Automation and iecianization

of processes of processing and delivery of information." This

specialty is offered in four higher educational Institutions of tne
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country: the Kuybyshev Polytechnical Institute, the Tomsk Institute

of Radio Electronics, the Sevastopol, Instrument-making Institute,

and the Tallin Folytechnical Institute.

In the first course of all these institutes 100 people are

taught, and in the second course 75 people. Certainly, this is small.

In order to expand preparation of engineers for the information

organs of the country, it is necessary to ask the Ministry of higher

and special secondary education of USSR to offer in the near future

specialty No. 06LO in at least 6 higher educational institutions of

country, including the higher educational institutions of Moscow,

Leningrad, Kiev, Sverdlovsk, and in other cities, where there is

specially sensed a sharp need for specialists in automatic data

processing and where there are scientific and pedagogical cadres in

the field of automatics, computer technology, and technical

cybernetics. The solution of this problem is of interest not only

to the information organs of the country but also to the Ministry of

Instr ment-making, Means of Automation, and control systems of the

USSR, which is assigned development and production of special.

technical means and systems for processing, storage, and retrieval of

scientific and technical information; copying-duplicating equipment;

means of microfilming; typesetting-typewriters; computers; and library

equipment. Here it should he especially stressed that the specificity

of specialty Nc. 0640, the tasic disciplines of which are based on

computer technology, automatics, electronics, communication

engineering, etc., requireE for organization of laboratories for this

specialty scarce and complicated equipment. Therefore, with the

offering of this specialty in higker educational institutions it is

necessary to provide their corresponding material base, allowing for

this sufficient means u..d funds, including the purchase of imported

equipment.

A very important problem also requiring immediate solution is

the improvement of the curriculum of specialty to. 05}0, and programs

of discipline entering it, Many of the tenets of this plan are due

to novelty, and the experience of its compilers turned out to te

insufficiently founded.
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At present the Scientific and Methodical Council on !utomation

of Industrial Processes of the Ministry of Higher and Special

Secondary Education of the USSR recommended proceeding from the

followin g general principles in developing new curricula on automation.

1. Disciplines of physicomathematical and engineering cycles

must not contain obsolete information, methods of calculations and

investigations historically composed, bu't having lost practical value,

and material duplicating other disciplines. Programs of these

disciplines must be based or the attained level of natural (mathematics,

physics) and applied tecbr:ical sciences.

2. A mathematics course must reflect the bases of mathematical

logic, the principles of calculus of variation, probability and

information theories, and other divisions needed to increase the

mathematical level of the specialist in automation. These divisions

must not be introduced into the course as simple additions to the

existing complex of mathematical questions, but must be an organic

part of the whole course of higher mathematics. Tt is especially

important that the study of higher mathematics be conducted on the

basis of application of computer technology. In general, provision

should be made for using computer technology in all disciplines of

both physicomathematical and engineering cycles and the special

cycle.

3. The contents of disciplines in theoretical mechanics,

strength of materials, theory of machines and mechanisms, descriptive

geometry and drawing, and other general-engineering disciplines not

directly related to specialties in automation should be radically

examined. It is necessary somewhat to reduce the nomenclature of

these disciplines, decrease the volume of certain of them, and

thoroughly examine their contents.

4. It Is necessary to strengthen -, all possible waysc the gcncr2.

and special education of future automation engineers in electrical-

engineering discirldnes, electronics, and the general theory of

automatic control.
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5. I' is desirable in forming the nomenclature of special

disciplines not to crush it in a whole series of small courses, but to

provide in the curriculum for fundamental study of enlarged special

disciplines embracing the basic questions of the specialty. Such an
approach will exclude duplicating of materials in programs of separate

disciplines and increase the quality of preparation of automation

specialists of a wide profile. It is necessary to provide for a cer-

tain sequence in the study of special disciplines so that the study of

the basic special disciplines precede the study of narrower special

disciplines.

It is necessary to provide for a certain cecuence in the study of

special disciplines so that the stady of the basic special disciplines

precede the study of narrower special disciplines.

6. A very important problem in the examining of the contents

of' disciplines of automation curriculums i. elimination of scholasti-

cism in the stud,- of these disciplires. This scholasticism. is caosed

bY the tendency to describe any phenomenon or proc-ess with only a

natnematical formula without any- explanation of the essence of the
phenomenon or process. Departure from physics permits the student

to start to perceive the physical process through the prism of

mathematical expression, not penetrating into the essence of the

phenomenon, and to become helpless if this process is modified.

unfortunatel>, in the curriculuT of specialty No, 06-0 affirmed

'h .. 'O-f of -I h and Speci- Secondary., Education of the USSR,

the expounded principles were not adequately taken into consideration,

wich made the plan far fro- perfect.

Thus, the plan contains tihe discipline "Iydraulics and hydraulic

machines" (125 hours), which is not strictly necessary for the profile
of the specialist being educated and its exclusion from it is not

detrimental. There is insufficiently founded removal from the

curriculu;m: of the courses "Strength of materials," "Theory of machines

and mechanisms" "M-achine parts" and leaving in it the course

"Theoretical mechanics. " Here, as is done in the curriculu, of

srcc alt:.: No. 0- - ",^ uoai-cs and telemechanics" and in curriculus
of other a;tomation specialties, i would be more expedient to comiTne

all these disciplinies into a single course, "I echanics," and mainl,-
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stress questions of dynamics, the theory of elasticity and the theory

of oscillations in it..

Fo provision is made in the plan for the study of one of the

most important basic disciplines for automation engineers, namely:

'Theoretical bases of electrical engineering," containing expanded

theory of electric circuits at the expense of a certain reduction

in field theory. Instead of it into the plan there is introduced

a couirse in "General electrical engineerin-," which in no case can

be considered founded. This error must be corrected and a large

number of training hours must be assigned to the study "Theoretical

bases of electrical engineering."

Absent from the curriculum are disciplines important for future

automation engineers, such as the "Theory of Automatic Control and

Checking" and "Mathematical Bases of Cybernetics," which leaves

serious gaps in the plan of specialty No. 0640.

Special disciplines are in especially bad shape. They are

excessivel, crushed and to a considerable extent duplicate one another;

therefore, the composition of' programs in these discip]ines is very

difficult, Examples of such disciplines are "Technological processes,

machines, and apparatuses of scientific and technical information"

(2'7 hours), "Means of reproduction of scientific information" (140

hours), "specialized additional units and devices of data processing

coputers" t12our.,; yLri uS~do.onhn~tcnlo

electrorLc computers" (85 hours), "Construction and exploitation of

punch-out computers (50 hours) and several others.

In order to correct these deficiencies it is apparently necessary

to enlarge special disciplines and provide for the study in them of

such questions as information-retrieval systems, automation of

technological processes, and others. The sequence of study of

special disciplines is not maintained in the curriculum. An exa'pli

is the course "Bases of scientific and technical information," the

study of which starts only from the Sth semester, and highly

specialized disciplines start to be studied from the uth semester,

that is, they precede the basic special discipline. This is an

essential deficiency: of the curriculum, and it must be corrected.
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Th-us, the curr.culum of specialty No. 0640 now in effect is

imperfect and needs essential corrections. Inasmuch as students

learn specialty ho. Ou.qO onl,. in the second course, there is time for

t:ese correciions. i. is necessary to ask the inistry of Higher

and Special ztocondar. Education of the USSR to examine the curriculum

of specialty 'lo. QJ4 and correct it as necessary.

Let now turn to the question of preparation of scientific

cadres for the information services of the country.

A present scientific cadres are taught automatic data processing

in the 1SSR only at VIi~iTI. in 1959 it began to offer post graduate

worK in the three following specialties: "Scientific and technical

information, "Computer technology" and "Computer mathematics." All

these specialties are being studied by 62 graduate students, including

36 people studying "Scientific and Technical Information." In the

past 6 years 14 people have completed post graduate work, 8 of them

in 19CC. This is very small. .Epparently, in the near future it

will be necessary to offer specialty 71o. 0oI for preparation of

engineers (wh.ich was !m.entioned above) not only in big higher educa-

tional institutions of the country but simultaneously to organize

preparation of [raduate students in automatic data processing in

these hitther edncqtjoral institutions.

large pote -al reserve for preparation or science canadates

in the field of information is the so-called 'competitors,"

n-umber of leadint specialists of information services. Thus, in

19(5 out of the number of V1!T workers alone and especially from

its scient f c-research subdivisions, more than 25 engineers started

to work on dissertations, using 71--T scientific-research

laboratories as a.n experimental base.

The educating of scientific cadres in the field of automation

of in:ormration processes is considerably deterred by the informing

of specialists about the scientific set of problems of this new

branch of knowledge. This set of problems is ver, Irteresting and

many-sided. I js rformed aT the .ic.n of Tany sc"ences a u
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both achieve:'.ents in t!e field of se.iot-cs, and achiev.;e-emts in! the

field of automatics and telemecha!-ics, co::pvtin'- and electronic

teco..nolo:.;"-, cy.bernetics, and other sciences. It was very timeiy

to .:o,'pose and issue a special scientific a.-d methodical aid wt."- al
account in :t of the basic problems of scientific information a.d

proble.-.s of automation of information processes and widely to diffuse

it among the specialists of information services of the country.

Considerable difficulties arise in the selection, of scientific
leaders of graduatc stude-ts and competiters. Ti is necessary more

widely to attract to such leadership not only scientists workingy in
organs of information but also scientists from various kinds of

scientific research institutes and higher educational institutions,

the thematic directivitv of whicn is close to the problems of

automatic data processing (institutes of cybernetics, automatics,

and telemechanics, computer technology, etc., and also the

corresponding departments of higher educational institutions)

present problems of increasino scientific and engineeri--:

cualification of cadres occupied in tie field of development, mastery

and exploitation of information-retrieval s-:stems an-d mechanization

and automation of processes of rrocessin of scientific and techn-.-ical
Srf-,oryration are becoming very importart. It is inecessar more widely

to practice the organization of cnstantly., operational and short-term

courses, scientif'c and enoineering cadres and also leading cadres

of institutes of information, usin: the experience of the 'TT. .t

those higher educational institutins of countr- where specialty

':o, 0§40 is offered, it is expedient to create courses to increase
the aqalification of specialists workino in the field of automation

and mechanization of information processes. -t is also necessary' to

more widely attract scientist-candidates and doctors of sciences

working or having education in the field of scientific information

to the reading of lectures and teaching in higher educational

instjt. tjon , in various courses, and at various seminars.
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Thr TOOGI t OF DECRPO RETTIEVAT R~A. ....

C. Chernyavskiy

During construction of retrieval systems, including so-called

descriptor retrieval systems, it is al.%*ays necessary to make a large

nimbr of different assumptions, --- ich usually are not clearly

formulated. These assumptions, w-ich in the most essential manner

determine both toe structure and t-e properties of created systems,

cannot be derived from any teories developed up to the present time

and at the same time, as far as it -is now possible to judge, cannot

be confirmed or refuted by no matter what experiment different from

direct exoerimenting -..:itL ret r ie,l svstems built on the'r bsis.

r--erefor , the mo t nsturol " Iuscn of retrievai systems is one

which in evident form onerates with- essumptions on which they are

based and rests on more or less consi-erable experience of their

exploitation. -n this article such analysis is conducted for two

s--stems of the "Pasto-hepusto" cl ss- the systems "Pusto-Nepusto"-4,"

developed ty Bernshtein and ,,,st- er sto-2," developed by Lakh,, ti.

For sources oP that group of retrieval systems to which there

telong, in particular, retrieval systems of the "Pusto-Uepusto" class,

there lies an idea of fundamental importance for the first time

expressed a.d realized, as far as can be judged, by Mortimer Taut in

his I;nit erm" system. This idea consists in the fact that in natural

language it is possible to separate certain "si.alficant words .at

with a comoleteness, sufficient for the purposes of information

retrieval, the contents of dcnumet s and inquiries will be transmitted



1y a disordered set of "Iirni ;'ict' words ente-ing tAIem. other

words, the Taub idea consists In the fact that for retreal purposes

it Is sufficient to consider that prt of the conests of documents
-- . which is transmitted ,y their ns composition.

Both this idea itself and various modifications of it have

provoked and are till now provoking numerous objections. These

objections basically boll down to affirmation that retrieval systems

not taking textual relationships between words into account cannot

be effective. As an argument there are usually given various examples,

ch, let us say, as "In-fluence of dJyes on bacteria" and "influence

o b ac er aondy s"These examples have to show t')ifE A,(-tIonq

postion of sentences can be the same, and at the same time, if
one of them is considered an inquiry and the other, let us say, as

the title of a document, then the document should hardly be issued

on demand.

in spite of the apparent con-.incin, ness of such objections, at

rresert the successfully exploited retr eval syst cms of the "U:nriterm"

ype. are well known, and this simple fact inJicates that the mtter

is by no means exsmples contradicting the T5aub idea or any other idea,

but in whether such examples are encountered in concrete conditions

of funct.ioninz of the retrieval system and in a cuantity noticeably

lowering its effectiveness. Thus, one may assume that in spite of

the existence of nontrdi tnn.r exqmj and nossible obJections,

the experiment confirmed the correctness of the Taub idea, it E- s -

without saying only for those concrete conditions in which "Uniter m"

type systems are exploited, so that there are no bases to ascribe

to this idea great universality. What has been said well illustrates

that very important circumstance that now in the discussed set of'

problems speculative reasonings can be only the initial point of

investigation, but not its replacement; reliable conclusions can be

drawn only on the basis of experiment.

In accordance with the simplest treatment of the Taub idea, if

it is taken literally, the document would have to be issued in answer

to those and only those inquiries, the dictionary composition of

which coincides with its dictionary -,oosition, In such a form the
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Taub idea was not grasped by anyone and was not realized, at least,

.n systems which are approprintely called systems. From the very

beginning this idea was transformed in that direction, which for

delivery of a certgin document is sufficient so that it included all

terms from which the inmuir1 - is bult.

This additional assumption is not evident and carmot be obtained

deductively as a result of generally significant evident positions.

:oreover, it is easy to think of a situation in which ir will be

incorrect, since relevance or irrelevance is not an immanent property

of the document- i nquiry pair and can essentially depend on the

conditions of functioning of the system. Such a situation can be

caused, in particular, by the use as information objects of multitheme

documents and documents large in volume, in these conditions it can

happen that a small document wholly dedicated to the subject of the

inquiry is relevant, while a larre volume concerning the subject of

the incuirv is not relevant and this in spite of the fact that in a

large document to the subject of the i nqiry there will be assigned

as much place as in a small one. The possibility of such a situation

is anticipated in particular by, ,--'rvard University researchers (the
United States), when they offer for calculation of the relevance of

a document a formula according to which relevance turns out to be
inversely proportional to the volume of the retrieval pattern of the

document.

This assumption can be or.posed on the same grounds as the Taub

idea, namely, it is possible to ,give as a contradicting example some

artificial document or one encountered in practice, including the

whole dictionary composition of an inquiry the relevance of which

nonetheless is more than doubtful. An example of such an inquiry

is "voltage of generators utilized on submarines" and the title of

the document "repair of high-voltage generators utilized on

sbmarines.." And nevertheless, in spite of possible objections and

the existence of examples contradicting the discussed assumption, i t

is confirmed by s es5 5... f. .fnct.n 5 .n of systems of the "UIniterm"

tyvpe; it is confirmed, of course, only for those concrete conditions

in which these systems function.



Sy stem;- of the "yniterm" type are -icsed on N third C -. :. M p , Ion-

ntamely, on the assumption that entr,; of' all the terms of the inqoiry

into the dictionary composition of the document i- not only s.IfficLont

-at also necessary -or thrir relevance. LIke the other two assumptions

i.ready exa-.ined by us, the tird assumption is not avident ard it. is

easy to come up with examples contrad1ct1n, it. These examples break

down into two groups essentially differing from each other.

The first group can be. represented by an inquiry in which there

is an adjective or another word lir:itin, its subject. Let us issume

that, for example, there is a text relevant to the inquiry "production

of transformers." Then it can happen that it is also relevant for

the inouiry "production of large transformers" in spite of the fact
that the word "large" does not appear in its dictionary composition.

.ractice, however, shows that such examples, thouh they be completely

real, do n t noticeably. lower the efficiency retrieval systems of the

"Uniterrn type and therefore cannot be the cause of transition to

sy' em.i of another type.

Tt is an entirely different story with examples of the second

--roun since difficulties connected with them car. no longer be

disregarded. Let us consider as an illustration the incuiry7
"exploitation of high-voltage equipment" and a document under the

heading of "repair of small-oil circuit-breakers." ihot one tern of

the inquiry enters the title of the document and nevertheless, even

,wsithout turning to the text of the document, it is possible to say

with confidence that it is relevant to the inquiry since auestions

of repair pertain to exploitation, and small-oil circuit-breakers

pertain to high-voltage equipment. Practice shows that such cases

cannot be disregarded, since this would lead to unacceptable losses

of information. Therefore, the Taut principles must be essentially

modified, which gradually goes beyond the limits of "Uniterm" type.

In order to consider cases 8nalogous to the above-mentioned

example there is no need to reject the basic idea according to which

the contents of inquiries and documents is transmitted bLy their

dictionary composition. This idea, however, must be supplemented by
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another, in accordbnce with which between terms essentiail for trans-

mission of ti1 e contents of text, there can exist relationships which
we ~all basic - relrtionshlps b virtue of which the inquiry and

document can -re relev ct sn wIthout the entry of tie dictionary

composition of t'e inquir, into tire dictionary composition of the

do,,ument.

At present successfully exploited systems of the "ilniterm" type

are well-known, and it can appear that this contradicts the conclusion

that one of the assumptions on whic'h these syste-s are based, are

refuted b" the practice of their exploitation. This, however, is not

so.

The basic relationships can tc considered in the process of
functioning< of retrieval systems tLY various methods. First of all

it is possible to fix the necessary relationships between terms,
let us say, Lavine assi=:ned these relationships by list, - -rd one

way or another introduce them into the retrieval system, for example,

ha vin assi-ned an algorithm of comparison of inquiries and documents

using these relationsruips, Thus, for example, wishing to look up

the abov-e-mentioned example, it would have been possible to introduce

into the set of terms the as-...mm.erical relationship of "subordination"

and to sutcrdinate the term "repair" to the term "exploitation," the

term "circuit-breaker" to the tern "eouipment," and the term "small-

oil' to the term-hi ote and to cay that tphe A ndc he t sol-.

be issued in answer to the inquiry only if every term of the inquiry

either enters the document itself or is represented in it by a term

subordinated to it.

If the problem is to construct an automatic retrieval system or

at least a system which would not use the creative abilities of the

person exploiting it in the process of functioning, then thlis method

of realization of the basic relationships is the only method.

Resorting to this method, we rise to a way which essentially changes

the structure of the reorganized exploration system and through a

numer of intermedi.ate systems leads to systems represented at present

ty "Pusto- -epusto" sy:stems. If, however, it is not necessary to
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limit human tiarticipation in the retrieval process, then 1.c This]5

rclationslIps can be realilsed even without ci~anges in the rctrieval

Ws tix oi.a, one complication of the procedtire of it-. i.su. 'Ile
Sdli l onrl it..ren connected with rea--lizalion o1' i.]:(, nlcic relalt n si' s

is -orne not by the retrieval systie" but by the perzo eplo. 1 nc it

One of the variants of such a complication consists in th.e fact

t that in the retrieval pattern of the docunent there are inscribed noi

Ci l:.i terms present in it but also those t!he presence of whic! in

Ina'ai-v would require, in the opinion of the indexer, delivry:. of the

indexed documpent. lims for example, in the example examined b, 'j:s,

i. the retrieval pattern of the document there should bv included not
oinl' the terms "repair,' "small-oll," and "switch" btt also the terms

"exploitation," "high-voltage," "equipment" and, possibly, still

utxierz at the discretion of the indexer.

Another, in many respects stronger, variant of complication of

the diagram of exploitation of the retrieval sy'.tem -- of a coipiicat "

also havin 6 the purpose of realization U' basic ratios, consists in

the fact that instead of one retriet al on one intoir< there a-c

conducted a number of retrievals or. several inquiries, which- arc

modifications of the initial inquiry. Thus, in the exmple considered

by: us the inquiry "exploitation of high-voltage equtpment" could have

been possible at t'.e discretion of the inquirer supplemented Vy such
of its modifications as, let us say, "repair of high-voltage equip-

ment," "exploitation of small-oil circuit-breakers," "repair of

small-oll circuit-breakers," etc., and retr.eval could have been

carried out accordinr to each of these inoutrlcs.

Thus, using the "Vniterm" system, which issues a document or.lv,

if its retrieval pattern contains all terms entering the retrieval

pattern of the inquiry, we can by special procedures of exploitation

of this system find in the end those documents which correspond to

our inquiry, not including its dictionary composition. In all known

cases of the successful use of exploration of "Unterm"-type syistems
there ace used both above-described methods of their complicated

exploitation, and the need for such special measur'es directed towards



removal of undesir-.able conseane-,nces- of the third assu-mption indicates

that. namely; th1is assuml.ption vas notL Justified.

nis hias already: been sdin tho.(se cases in whichi the boasic

relationsh-ilps have t1o be reaili:sed .:ot b-y thec retrieval system itself

but 1,v a s-chem,-e of It!-s use, the- developer of tite retrieval system

cann~ot mae the bas' c. relat ionships the object of' special developmenlt,

tnerebv sliift-n- tite, bu.-rden and resoonslbilitv. to indexers and

inquire rs. Pu If for cons ideratilon~s, suLch as the requlirement of

comrplete autratlci': he ea naton of basic relationships is

1s1:,e L- the retr-Ieval s,-sti, special development of' a syste eof

basic relati-onsh.1ips turns out to b~e inelvitable.

Duigdev elop~i.ent of the basic relationships it is possitle

to lean on the most diverse assumptions, wilch can be confirmed or

refvuted only by experiment. Therefore, it is natural to start from

attempts to solve the problem by the simplest mieans, During_ develop.-

ment of the Psoept-U as sucrh means. there were used, first,

a rerea anguage, analoouis to th-e langauges of "Tiniterm" -type

sy,,stems the words of v.h-icb - descriptors - were with rar(s exceptioens

translations of natural lagaeterm )s, and, secondly, a transitive,
as,,mmetrieal and unrellexive orediLcate partially regucla t ing~ the set

of descriptors. Th-e sy~ of bask'L relationships was construlcted

as a set of sentences of ty-.pe [E(d, otl)i ri'),e) assiL-ned by list,
weed ea A'l are desenrintors of the lanr~uac-e. and P is a regulating

predicate.

Thus, one of the assun t ionIs ln wh-ich the logic ofP Fut

Teousto" -class is b,.ased, consisted in the possibility of reaching

th-e necessary. res-,lt with h-elp of paired ratios of the form P(d, d')

not depen~ding, on context where P -1s a predicate of partial order, both-I,

the operati oral experience of thelist o-iepu-sto-jl' system andth

first series of experim!-ental retrievals viJa the "Pusto-iHepusto-2"

s:,.stem- do not y.et iv su,-fficient 'bases for refutal of this assumption,
althouxn it is already. clear Li-!aL c urLuln adv-antagEes deserving,
consideralio coulld begvnb:a syster. of relationships depending,

on the context of thIe documtent and inquiry, compared. Suchi dependenice
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can be realized in many ways - by both direct and roundabout methods

detailed discussion of which is not within the scope of the present

report. Let us note only that fixing of word combinations and

homonyms introduced in ins.4nificant quantity into the dictionary of
"Pusto-Nepusto" systems as independent descriptors permits making

the necessary basic relationships to a certain extent essentially

dependent on the context of the documents. However, the number of

word combinations and homonyms introduced into the language is small,

so that we do not yet have bases to talk about zystematic use of

connections depending on context.

Thus, the basic relationships are introduced specially so that

a document pithily corresponding to the inquiry could be issued also

when it does not include the whole dictionary composition of this

inquiry. Therefore, the simplest principle of setting basic

relationships P(d, dt) between descriptors d and d' taken in this

order is the following principle: let us aosumb that [D] (A) and D'

are random.documents, and let us assume that the descriptor pattern of

document D' is obtainea from the descriptor pattern of document D

by replacement of descriptor d with descriptor d'; if document D' is

relevant to any inquiry relevant to document D, between descriptors

d and d' there should be established relationship P(d, d").
/

It is probable that certain pithy relationships between ideas

can be intimately connected with the formally determined relationship

P. Thus, for example, it is possible to expect that generic

relationships will be included in relationship P in the sense that

every time d is a generic idea with respect to form d', it will be

neiessary to establish relationship P(d, d :) between them. On this

count :Lt is possible to express many assumptions, which, however,

all need experimental check. It would be interesting, for example,

to clarify whether the relationship of type to form corresponds with

that part of relationship P whlch does not need establishment of

dependence on context. However, it is important to emphasize that

the connection of the formal relationship P with pithy relationships

is an empirical fact and cannot be obtained as a result of a deductive

conclusion. In this connection it is interesting to note that such
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an approach to the establishment of basic relationships was clearly

formulated, as far as we know, only in two cases: by the Nidkhema

group in Great Britain - as we learned of this in 1963 during the

[FIDI (IDMZ) [expansion unknownl symposium in Moscow and during

construction of systems of the "Pusto-Nepusto" class.

Appearance in the logic of retrieval systems of fixed basic

relationships requires making new decisions which need to be checked

experimentally and can be initially based only on a priori assumptions.

First of all one should note that the above-formulated principle

of establishing relationship P(d, d') does not give us any algorithm

which would indeed allow deciding whether or not relationship P

should be established between random d and d'. This principle can

therefore be considered only heuristic help of our intuition, and

only exploitation of the retrieval system can show, how successfully

this principle can be put into practice.

Further, even if it is assumed that the principle of establishing

relationship P can be conducted in some sense in series and

sufficiently effectively, then during formulation of comparison
rules nevertheless it is necessary to make a whole row of assumptions

about this relationship.

For convenience of the following presentation we will say that

descriptor d is subordinate to itself descriptor d' or stands higher

than this descriptor if relationship P is established between them.

Then assumptions made during the construction of the "Pusto-Nepusto"

system can be formulated in the following way.

The first assumption is that the relevance of the document is

influenced not only by replacement of one of its descriptors with

the descriptor directly below it, but also by simultaneous replacement

of an arbitrary number of descriptors with arbitrarily descriptors

below them. This assumption is not evident and does not come from

the principle of establishment of basic relationships. Nonetheless

one may assume that the practice of experimental exploitation of the
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"Pusto-Hepusto" system confirmed this assumption for those concrete

conditions in which the system was tested. It remaIns unclarified

,:hat role in confirmation of this assumption is played by the

ircvstance tat almost half of the descriptors of lancuage 1ere

not connected with anyv other descriptors; averaFte length of circuits

of interconnected descriptors did not exceed 3, and the average

number of descriptors in an inquiry was equal to 4 (i.e., that during

so-lution of the problem of document, replacement of not more than four

descriptors was actual).

The second assumption used in the form-,lation of riles of

comparison in the "P_,sto-N epusto-L" system is connected with

repl.cement of descriptors with higher descriptors, it was essumed

that relationship P should to a considerable extent coincide with the

relationship of the general to the particular idea and that,

consequently, replacing higher descriptors, we will probabl, make the

subject of consideration more general. Therefore, in the rules of

comparison it was anticipated that replacement o" descriptors .'it'r.

higher ones lowers relevrane ut does not maKe it eual 1o _rc.

On the same basis it was, further assumed that presence in the

document of descriptros above the descriptors of the inquiry somewhat

lowers document relevance since it is probable that the document is

not about the subject of interest to the inquirer but about something

more general.

The last two assumptions turned out to be not as well-founded.

They wera not confirmed by practice of exploitat. on of the "Pusto-

ulepusto-4" system, and this circumstance was one of' the causes of

transition to the "Pusto-,epusto-2" system.

The first of these assumptions lead to noticeable noise. This

is explained apparently by the fact that on the one hand, relationship

P is connected with izeneric relationships not as closely as it seemed

to be at first, and on the other by the fact that transivity of

relationship P led to delivery in answer to very concrete inquirie:

of a large number of such ernpral documents that the: must have been

of no r(;al value to the inq-irer.
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The last of the assumptions now examined could not lead to

serious troubles, since it influenced not the composition of issued

documents but only their distribution with respect to the echelons

of delivery. L.onetiheless the un-naturalness of distribution of

documents by eoi-elons was in certain cases so evident that this had

to be grasped by the inquirer as a deficiency.

The following assumptions were made in connection with what has

been said on the basis of the "Pusto-N epusto-2" system.

First of all, the "Pusto-';epusto-2" system rests on that

fundamental idea of Taub according 'o which the contents of the

document and inquiry is transmitted b% their dictionary compos'lion

with fulliess sufficient for the purpose of information retrieval.

urth.er, as in the "1P1 LiFo-,:epusto-14" system it was assumed that

for delivery of a certain document it is necessary and sufficient

that every descriptor of the inquiry be represented in the retrieval

pattern of the document either by a descriptor equal to it or by some

descriptor connected with it by basic relationships.

But in contrast to the "Dasto-u.epusto-4' system it was now

necessary to reject the assumption that the necessary result can be

reached with the help of one transitive predicate P, partial ly

regulating the set of descriptors. instead of this the basis of logic

of the "Rsto-N;epustu-2" was the assu-mption of the two predicates

P1 and P2. The first of them coincides by and large with predicate

P of the "Pustn-iiepusto-4'" system and Pl(d, d') can be as before read

"d' is below d." The second predicate in contrast to the first is

not transitive and to a .;.ell-known degree can be graspd as a

predicate having a large number of exceptions reverse to pl. in a
2

noticeable number of cases P (d, d') is equivalent to P (d, d').
2P (d, d') is read "d is above d'." Thus. in the "Pusto-Ilepusto-2"

system "d is above d arid "d' is below d" - this is not one and the

samre, and, furthermore, it can happen that "d is above dl," "d, is

above d',; ' tu "d is riot atove 61'.1
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The basic relationships of the "Pustc-'eusto-2 srte. were

developed according to the principle usual for "Pusto-.-evusto" systems

which Is described above and which was used in its time b; :idkhem.

They remained independent of context liv.st as in the s
system and with the same reservations with respect to word ccrr-ina-

tions and homonyms.

It is necessary I.o note that the generalization of basic

relationships made in the "Pusto-.Depusto-2" systerr as compared to

the "Pusto-Nepusto-4" system, is not, of course, the only ccnceivable

one. But it is the simplest one which allows counting on removal

of deficiencies revealed in the logic of the "Fusto-ITepusto-4k system.

The rules of comparison of the TPusto-TUepustC-2" system also

rest on assumptions different from the corresponding assumptions of

the "Pusto-Nepusto-4" system. These assumptions can be formulated

in the following way:

1. if an inquiry descriptor in a docunent is replaced -.:ith a

lower descriptor, this in no way reflects on the reiea > e cf

document,

2. If a document for a certain inruiry descriptor has not only

an equal or lower but also a higher one, then this in no way effects

document relevance.

3. if in the document for a certain inquiry descriptor there

is neither an equal nor a lower one, but at least one higher one,

then this lowers document relevance, but does not make it equal to

zero.

From what has been said it is easy to see that "usto-K.epusto-2"

logic makes it possible to split delivery only into 2 echelons

against the 4 echelons of the "Pusto-iepusto-4" system.., where

echelons of the "Pusto-Nepusto-2" system cannot be obtained by grouping

echelons of the "Pasto-Ne ust- ," syste.
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'low the "Psto-j$epusto-2" system is in experimental exploitation

and at the present it is eerly to draw conclusions about results of

conducted reorganizat-ion of the logic of systems of the "Pusto-

TLepusto" class. LNe :ertheless, preliminary data bear witness to the

fact t.r rt deliver-, of th--e new system is fuller than that of the old

one and contains noticea.'ly less ncise. For the present it is diffi-

cult to say how essential the loss of the possibility to divide

deliver- into four echelons is: if this proves to be an essential

deficiency of the new system, then it will most likely be essential

only., in arrays of the order of several hundred thousand, which we

have not yet achieved.
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THE "SFTKA-3" AUTOMATED IPS 0, TI-I "MII:SK-22" TITi THlE
USE OF THE SOCKET ASSOCTATIV-ADDRESS METHOD O

ORGANIZATTON OF T0RYTTC

. orokhov

Since 1964 at [NITEIR] (HL§IS]P) [expansion unknown] there have

been developed several fundamentally different approaches to

construction (machine realization) of automated information-retrieval

systems ([IPS] ('AflC)) of the descriptor type on the "Minsk-22" and the

"Minsk-2" [1]. There were examined IPS using in diverse variants

the nodal associative-address method of organization of initial

information and the "zonal" method with various principles of coding

initial information. In spite of the fact that during the associative-

address method of retrieval there is accepted direct organization

of initial information, it turned out to be possible for such IFS to

use the inverse method of retrieval [21, which permitted significantly

lowering the consumption of machine time expending realizing inquiries.

As criterion of semantic conformity of the contents of the

inquiry to the contents of the document in the mentioned IPS there

is accepted the entry, sometimes with certain elements of grammar,

of all the descriptors of the inquiry into the retrieval pattern of

the document [POD] (i0,4).' In spite of its logical simplicity,

'Under elements of gramxnrar here there is understood appropriation
of weight (0 or 1) to descriptors of inquiry depending upon the
semantic load which they carry in the inquiry, and the connection of
descriptors in the inquiry by the clusters "AlT" and '"O."
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which made it possible considerably to simplify the IFS algorithm,

the given criterion of semantic conformity together with principles

laid during indexinrr of the document ensures sufficiently high output

characteristics of IPS.

Below there is examined an improved variant of the "Setka-3"

iPS on the "'binsk-22" with use of the socket associative-address

method of organization of information.

As initial information in the examined IPS there are taken two

thematic divisions from [GSBK] (ECH) [expansion unknown] NITEIR -

"Computer technology,' consisting of two parts (20 thousand and 12

thousand documents), and "Transformers" (1.3 thousand documents).

I. Basic Characteristics of the "Minsk-22"

For the best understanding of certain sides of the work of IFS

essentially connected with ETs'.V possibilities, we will give the

basic characteristics of the '"Minsk-22."

The "VMinsk-22" is a two-address ETs!.: with a speed of 56

thousand operations per second. Its calculation grid consists of

37 its. ,;a7netic working storage (internal memory) consists of

felritite corts and. ,t]s ci9 -- it words. External memorr is

magnetic-tape storage consisting of 16 tape-drive mechanisms. On

any tape-drive mechartism there can be sot magnetic tape accomodating

an average of 75 thousand 37-bit words. On magnetic tape information

is recorded in zones. The volume of one zone is 2048 words.

Information is recorded on magnetic tape from fast store in any

place of a zone, and readout of information from magnetic tape to

fast store is also possible from any place of a zone. It is possible

to put cut L093 words in two zones in succession.

The "!iinsk-22" allows input of numerical (binary and binary-

decimal system) and alphabetic (Cyrillic and Latin alphabets)

J.,for.'ion. Initial information can be fed to the "M..insk-22" both

from punched tape and from punched cards.
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Calculatior results (numerical end alphabetic information) are

derived differently. Numerical information in octal and decimal

systems is printed at a rate of 20 twelve-character lines per second.

Alphabetic information is printed on an alphameric printer

([ATsPU] (A[SV)). The maximum value of a line ,zf ATsFU printina is

128 symbols, an- pintf-rlo Ppr iS7 lines per second.

TI. Information-Retrieval System

Application of ETsVWY for information retrieval essentially

constitutes an attempt to ensure more convenient and rapid access

to accumulated knowledge, so that developers and scientific workers

are given timely and complete scientific and technical information

needed by them in their work.

Examining the work of autonated IPS, it is necessary to note

that in an absolute majority of contemporary TPS ETs-,. "take over"

the main part of the "mechanical work": retrieval in a large array

of scientific and technical information but one built in a certain

way, delivery of answers to inquiries in a predetermined fonm, etc.

The person servicing the IPS in this case indexes documents for putting

into the IPS, which is connected with semantic appraisal cf the

contents of documents of scientific and technical information,

semantically analyzes and indexes entering inquiries, composes a
dictionary of descriptors, etc. lt i obvious that in t a u

some of these functions will be wholly and some partially fulfilled
by ETsVMI. Certain prerequisites to this will be shovrn below.

Let us consider now the construction and functioning of the

main partz of automated IPS developed at the 7,IEIR.

1. Creation of a Dictionary of Descriptors for the
Thematic Division "Computer Tech-nology"

The first stage in the work of creating an automated-iPS

language was the indexing of documents of the thematic division

"Computer technology." The indexer was tasked with as much more
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exactly and briefly: as possible expressing the basic contents of the

indexed document. The indexer need not limit himself to the

terminology used Tn a ,Jvr document, when it is necessary to use

a word more exactly or more .enerally copying the contents of the

document, althou.h not contained in it.

'inus, on the first stage of work there was created a POD card

file of the division "Computer technology." Division POD on the

average consist of 8 words. The greater part of these words expresses

the basic semantic contents of the document, and the lesser

bibliographic data about the document and the name of the equipment

or development on the whole in the given document.

The followinyg stage was connected with the work of E-sV',. and

consisted in countirg frequency of recurrence of various POD terms.

For this the words in the POD were normalized, that is, they were

reduced to the standard form of recording - masculine gender,

nominative case, and singular number. Stable word combinations of

the type "arithmetic unit," "magnetic drum" and similar ones were

replaced by the abbreviations - ["au," "mb'] ("ay," ","). From the

POD there were excluded prepositions, conjunctions, and other words

not essential for transmission of the basic contents of documents.

Lormalized / OD olt ired after that were perforated and were intro-

duced into the FTsV'. .: hen a special program calcuL- ted frequency

of rY-u,rrPr-e of' ~- wore in the 9r:-ao-17,normapliaed FCD and thosec

data were printed.

The total number of normalized w,.ords in the POD of the first

par4 of the di-isIon "Computer technology" exceeded 120 thousand.

Sixty-five hundred different words were obtained. The frequency

of recurrence of individual words varies from one to 2000.

The next stgae of work is composition of the dictionary of

descriptors. By the table of frequency of recurrence of words in

the POD there were r'emove] words the freouency of recurrence of

..,hich is highe th,n 9 certain numerical threshold (in the examined

case the numbe.- !0. The total number of these words was 600-700.



These words formed the main pirt of the dictionary of descriptors.

From a large part of the words the frequency of recurrence of which

is lower than the threshold shown, there were formed classes

of equivalence. The words of the remaining smaller part were either

replaced in the POD with words which qre encountered more frequently

and are then introduced into certain classes of equivalence or

removed from consideration.

Tn a class of equivalence there were united words the presence

of one of which in the inquiry with a high probability will require

delivery of documents, indexed in other words of the given class of

equivalence.

One of the words of the class of equivalence, usually the one

most fully expressing the semantic value of the given class was

called a descriptor, and all the remaining words of the class of

equivalence were called key words. Along with frequently encountered

words to descriptors there was advanced a certain part of the words

perspective for the field of computer technology but encountered

fewer times in the array.

Thus there were formed 814 classes of equivalence, that is,

814 descriptors were determined.

Words which are close in meaning, but not close enougn to be

united into one class of equivalence, are supplied with the reference
"see also." This reference is needed later for possible expansion

of delivery of answers to inquiries.

Besides semantic descriptors, in the dictionary there were

included 34 descriptors of a bibliographical character and a certain

number of descriptors designating the names of equipment, developments,

and firms.

Thus, in the dictionary of the thematic array "Computer

technology" there were included about a thousand descriptors.
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2. Construction of a Machine Dictionary of
Descriptors of an Automated IPS

The carrier of the machine dictionary of descriptors of the

improved variant of the "Setka-3" automated IPS on the "Minsk-22" is

punched cards.

in the upper part of the punched card with the help of a

typewriter there iK recorded -- he designation of the descriptor or

key word and reference number in the dictionary of descriptors of

the class of equivalence to which the given key word belongs or which

the given descriptor determines.

Then two lines are punched in the punched card. In the first

of them there is shown the first information line (IS 1 1 (VCi)) of

the descriptor subarray of the given class of equivalence, and in

the second the second information line (TS2). Their structure and

assignment will be pulled apart below. The descriptor and all key

words entering the class of equivalence of the given descriptor have

identical TS and IS2 .

All punched cards of the machine dictionary cf descriptors

are co.llected in a cm,.d file, in wich tney arc located ina:._hetic

order of descriptors and key words. On the average the card file

contains every punched card in triplicate or quadruplicate, since

answers to several inquiries can be retrieved simultaneously in the

IPS under consideration. Furthermore, there are a certain number of

punched cards with the designation of operation of negation.

3. Processing of Inoquir..es and Their Input into FTsVM-.

Inquiries for retrieval wit. the help of automated TPS initially

have no limitations placed on them, besides the wish to most exactly
formulate the object of retrieval.

Then the specialist servicin the IPS according to the given

thematic division analyzes the incoming inquiry and indexes it
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i hlat Is, translates the conte,'Ls of' the inquiry into thm terms of

the (ictionary of descriptors of the th ena'Ic division); nfter thai

it is determined whether the Inquiry is complicated or si:i;ple. A

simple inquiry is one which 1bclont-s to only one thcom:it ic division

and the descriptors in which are ulnited by clustcrs "AliP" and "0T

Any inquiry not satisfying these conditions is complicated. A

complicated inquiry is reduced to the sum of simple inquiries if

possible, or 1B reformulated.

Then punched cards with the descriptors of the simple inauiry

will be selected from the card file of the machine dictionary of

descriptors. The punched card of the negated descriptor is proceeded

by the punched card of negation. Inquiry is separated from inquiry

for machine realization by a special punched card.

The group of inquiries thus selected (the maximum number of

inquiries in the group must not be over 36) is put into the reader

and fed into working storage via programming.

4. Recording of Initial Information in ETKZT7

Initial information for retrieval in automated IFS is an arrey

of reference numbers of documents in GSBK iIIETR according to the

corresponding thematic division of documents.

In the examined IPS there is accented the inverse method of

retrieval and -- accordingly - the inverse form of organization of

initial informatton, ie., the array of initial information is

recorded in the form of so-called descriptor subarrays.

Descriptor sm'barrays are sets of reference numbers of documents

recorded in order of increasing absoiute values and pertaining to

one descriptor (class of equivalence). The number of these subariays

is determined by the number of descriptors in the dictionary, and

their dimensions by the frequency of occurrence of the given

descriptor in the POD of the examined thematic dIvision of documents.
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For the purpose of si\,ing memory and hastening retrieval in

]PS there Js accepted posltion coding of descriptor subarrays and

the two-stage method of retrieval of documents' answering the inquiry.

The principle of position coding consists in the fact that the number

of a docuen .is not, written in the form of a nunber in this or that

number system, brt is determined when necessary as the number of

a position reckoned from A ce,-tain origin. A working storage bit

was taken as a position element. Since one or zero can be recorded

in any bit of a working--storage cell, then let us agree to mark an

occupied position one, and a free one zero.

Thus, a working-storage cell can be considered a 36-position

section, which will henceforth be called a position interval.

However, during direct position coding of an array of initial

information descriptor subarreys become sufficiently large in value

and a large part of the position intervals in them turn out to be

empty. Thvurefore, indirect position coding was used because

position-interval structure have to be modified.

Every position interval was ascribed its reference number in

the general sequence of position intervals of the examined thematic

division. The position interval was cut down to 25-- bits, and the

remaining 11 bits were for recording the reference number of the

pocition inter,,2. All em ty position int.rval ...-rc rcmcvcd froz -
the descriptor subarrays.

The subarrays of numbers of documents consisting of position

intervals not empty belonging to a certain descriptor is called the

second descriptor subarray and the position intervals of this

subarray are called second position intervals.

To speed up retrieval every descriptor from the dictionary was

compared with a subarray - the subari'ay in which direct position code

'At present the possibility of o three-step retrieval met]'od isI
under consideration.
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marked all numbers of position intervals entering the second

descri.ptor subarray of the given descriptor. This subarray is called

thc first descriptor subarray, and position intervals of this subarray

are called first position intervals.

First descriptor subarrays have constant value for all descriptors

of one thematic division of documents. Their value is determined

by the total number of documents in this division.

The first and second subarrays in the ETsVM4 are recorded on

magnetic tape in two large groups. In first group there are extracted

&ll first descriptor subarrays and into the second all second ones.

So that any of the first descriptor subarrays can be later

supplementel each of them ends in a set of empty cells. On magnetic

tape the first descriptor subarrays are recorded in order of decreasing

number of position intarvals in the corresponding second descriptor

subarray2.

Second descriptor subarrays are subarrays of variable dimensions.

Position intervals in them are located in order of their increasing

numbers. On magnetic tape one subarray is -eparated from another by

a set of empty cells. In tne last cell of this set after complete
filling of it there is placed the address indicating the place of

recording on magnetic tape and the dimensions of the new subarray,

which is a continuation of the completel.- filled set. Thus the

recording of' second descriptor s1barrays is turned into a socket

associative-address structure.

On magnetic tape second. descriptor subarrays are recorded in

order of decreasing numl-r of numbers of documents in them.

Let us consider now the structure of the first and second

information lines.

Each of the subarrays of any descriptor is set in conformity with

an information line fixed in the dictionary of descriptors, It
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indicates the -lace of the given descriptor of the subarray on

magnetic tape and its value.

The structure of the fi rst information line follows:

Nut A. n

where 9, is the number of the magnetic tape zone on which the given

first descriptor subarray is recorded; A. is the initial address

of the first descriptor subarray in the zone; and n is the number

of cells occupied by this subarray.

It is assumed that all first descriptor subarrays are recorded

on magnetic tape hung on the zero tape-drive mechanism.

The structure of the second information line is

where 4, is the number of the tape-drive mechanism on which the

corresponding magnetic tape is bun; Xv, is the number of the

magnetic-tape zone, on which the second descriptor subarray is

recorded; A. is the initial address of the second descriptor subarray

in the zone; m is the number of cells occupied by this subarray.

The number of the tape-drive mechanism is sho.n because second

descriptor subarrays can be disposed on several magnetic tapes hung

on different tape-drive mechanisms accessible simultaneously.

5. Description of the Algorithum of Work of the iPS

Documents answering an inquiry in the examined IFS, are found

in two stases.

The first stage is the stage of rough retrieval. On this stage

there are selected numbers of second position intervals comm.on to

all the descriptors of the inquiry. A a result of this the:e is
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considerably narrowed the scope of information coming into play in

tle subsequent processing.

The second stage is the stage of sampling of coimmron position

intervals in the second descriptor subarrays of the inquiry and

separating in them of the numbers of documents common to all the

descriptors of the inquiry, which by virtue of the accepted criterion

of semantic conformity signifies finding the numbers of documents

answering the inquiry submitted.

Introduction of the two-stage method of retrieval permitted

accelerating the retrieval process and made possible si-multaneous

retrievals in response to 36 inquiries.

Let us consider in detail fulfillment of each of these stages.

A group of information lines of inquiry descriptors Is put into

working storage from punched cards. After that the group is split

up into two subarrays - the subarray of the first information lines

and the subarray of the second information lines anc table 11 is

formed, in which there are fixed the number of the inquiry, the number

of descriptors (information lines) in it, and the initial address

of the subarray of the first and second information lines of the

corresponding inquiry. Information lines of negated descriptors are

recorded with minus signs.

After that among positive TS1 Finformation lines] there are those

the number of the magnetic- tape zone of which is maximum and minimum.

The zone with the minimum -umbe; is read into fast store and fromr.

it there are separatel the necessary first descriptor subarrays,

which are then put with the help of the operation of logical multi-

plication into an earlier-prepared place in fasL store. Preparation

of the place in fast store consists in recording ones in all bits

of a certain set of successize cells, which will allow carryin: out

logical multiplication even for the first subarray.
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After full processing of the zone its number is compared with

the maximum number found. If these numbers did not match, a new

minimum zone number is found among the remaining positive IS1 and

the zone found is processed as described above. If, however, the

zone numbers matched, rough retrieval is over with and it is necessary

Lo go to a new stage of processing - checking the equality to zero

of all the lines of the result of processing of the first descriptor

subarray of each of the inquiries. In case these lines are equal to

zero the given inquiry is not further processed. Its number is

printed with a mirus sign. Otherwise, after completely checking the

whole array, one goes to the next stage of processing.

The next stage of processing is preparation of a place in fast

store for the second part of retrieval - finding the numbers of

documents answering the inquiry.

There is formed table T,, in which there is noted number of

inquiry, number of second position intervals which must be further

processed in response to the given inquiry, and the initial address in

fast store of the corresponding subarray of second position intervals.

A place in fast store for the second stage of retrieval is

prepared in the following way. In the first 25 bits of the cells

there are vtored ones, and in the 11 last ones the number of the

second position interval for which further finishing is required.

Thus, for each of the inquiries there are recorded as many

lines, as there are position intervals in it requiring finishing.

The second part of retrieval starts with finding the maximum

number of tape-drive mechanism and the maximum zone on it and also

the minimum number of tape-drive mechanism and minimum zone on it

among second Information lines.

The minimum zone is read into fast store, and from the correspond-

ing second dascriptor subarra' there are selected second position

intervals which require finishing, and with the help of logical
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multiplication they are put into their place in fast store. The

position part of the second position intervals of negated descriptors

before superposition Is inverted with the help _.f logical

multiplication.

Second position intervals are processed similarly until the

maximum zone on the maximum tape-drive mechanism has been reached.

The last processing stage is the decoding of the position code

and delivery of answers to inquiries. Position code is decoded by

the formula:

Nt=-25+ P,

where M. is the number of the position interval and P is the number

of the position in the given position interval.

6. Forms of Deliveries of Answers to Incuiries

In the examined IPS provision is made for two forms of deliveries

of answers to inquiries.

The first form is deliver' of reference numbers of documents

from the corresponding thematic division GSBK NITEIF.

The second form is delivery of bibliographic descriptions of

documents recorded under the given numbers. Delivery of bibliographic

descriptions of documents is carried out at the option of the inquirer.

Examples of deliveries follow:

+ OOM2N !

+ 0000 0000 WM)
+ 0000 23953

where the first and third lines designate the reference numbers of

inquiries, and the second and fourth the reference numbers of

abstracts issued in response to the corresponding inquiries.
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inquir.y 1.

23951. Programs of addition and subtraction of sine with floating
point on the "'ral--1." Klokachev I. V. In the collection
"Solution of engineering problems with electronic computers."
L.. 1963, 8-13.

Tnquiry 2.

2 t3953. 'Agorithns ir. Algol- 0). .Testein I. H. Algorithms
'Communs Assoc. Comput. Mash.' 1963, 6, hNo. 8, 441-450
(English).

7. IPS Characteristics

Let us give some IPS characteristics.

1. Number of inquiries simultaneously
serviced .................................... 36

2. Average time (machine) of retrieval for
one inquiry ................................. 5-7 s

3. Number of magnetic-tape zones necessary
for storage:

a) of descriptor subarrays (20 thousand
documents) ..............................

b' of bibliozraphic descriptions (20
thousand documents) ...................... 300-400

4. !,umber of inquiries satisfied per shift:

a) answer in the form of reference
numbers of documents .................... 1-1.5 thousand

b) arswer in the form of bibliographic
descriptions of documents ............... 0,5 thousand
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EXPERIENCE TI CREATIG IIORMATION-R17PRIEVAL
LAH-3UAGE VIA COMPUTVER TECHNOLOGY

V. K. Vakhabov, A. A. M4khaylova, L. 1,. Yesilevskaya and
T. S. Ktayeva

At the Perm Scient4.fic Research Institute of Control Machines

and Systems attempts are being made to create an automated information-

retrieval system [(IPS)] ((ITC)) for a reference and information

fund [(SI')] f(C:)) of the [OITIJ (OHTV) [Association of Scientific

and Technical Publishing Houses] of the instrument.

An important IPS elemen, is information-retrieval language

F({PYa)1 (( 21SI)). ['he present report reports on the development of

information-retrieval language of the descriptor type according to

the division of "Computer technology."

During selection of TPYa structure there were considered the

following peculiarities of IPS operation.

1. High productivity of retrieval (up to three-four thoust.nd

inouiries in a day) via application of a magnetic-drum electronic

digital computer.

2. The need for machine translation of key words in the retrieval

instruction into codes of descriptors to increase retrieval

productivity.
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3. Absence of direct feedback with the user durinC machine

retrieval for correction of the retrieval instruction for the

purpnse of obtaining the required fullness and accuracy. 1' edbac1
is achieved in the system vi a application of a three-circuit 1P

system, where the first circuit does not have feedback (Wig. 1).

I ...... .
d&4LW. -W- .r~I'-1-

Fig. 1. Block diagram of three-circuit IPS.

Under such conditions presence of noise requires only a certain

increase in the pioductivity of the secondary circuit. Therefore,

noise is less important than losses.

4. The whole information array in the branch center is split

into a number of big thematic subarrays with a volume of the order

of 30 thousand documents. For each of the subarrays its own local

IPYa is developed.

The enumerated peculiarities of IPS operation determine the most

important features of the information-retrieval language developed.

1. The language has basic relationships of the type "higher -

lower" between ideas in order to ensure delivery of documents

concerning particular ideas on an inquiry formulated in more general

ideas, and, thus, lower losses.

2. It was decided to introduce grammatical means very carefully,

only after experimental measurements of noise. At present it has

been decided not to intorduce grammar. If noise with increase or

array exceeds 505, then in the first place one should apparently
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introduce gramnar of the type of indicators of communication.

Application of role indicators is problematic since available source

materials [2], [31 show that use of role indicators leads to high

subjectivity of indexing and does not lower noise much when losses

increase considerably.

3. The criterion of semantic conformity of the developed language

is simple - on entry. Dasic relationships are considered during

indexing in the following w;ay: if the descriptor, included in the,

retrieval pattern has dispatch to a higher descriptor, then the indexer

includes the higher descriptor in the retrieval pattern. This is

equivalent to an insignificant increase in depth of indexing but does

not complicate the criterion of semantic conformity. The simplicity

of the criterion of semantic conformity is the condition of high

productivity of retrieval.

. Depth of indexing averages 8-10 descriptors per docunent.

Ps results of experiments of Soviet and foreign specialists show

[1] and [4], increasing the number of descriptors in the retrieval

pattern markedly increases noise when fullness increases

insignificantly.

5. Presence of a machine dictionary for translation of the key

words of an inquiry into ccdes of descriptors inevitably requires a

certain standardization of key words of the dictionary and retrieval

instruction.

The following basic rules are accepted:

a) a majority of key words are separate words of natural language.

Word combination is used only in '.he case when it is a commonly used

scientific term. Tt can correspond to the abbreviation, which is

also included in the dictionary. For example: computer - [Vid] (BM),

memory unit - [ZJ] (3Y):

b) key words h-ave to be nouns, adjectives, rarely numerals;
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c) all words are sIngular, with the exception of tho4se words

having no singular;

d) adjectives are masculine. The dictionary was composed on an

array of 1300 abstracts on computer technology from [RET] (P3T)

[expansion unknown] journals.

In the process of free indexing of abstracts there were selected

key words, they were integrated into classes of conditional

equivalence, and basic links were established in the form of

references "see" to higher descriptors. Upon the termination of this

work the dictionary contained 664 words and 367 descriptors (classes

of conditional eqaivalence). Then on the basis of the available

dictionary 1060 abstracts were indexed. New words were added to the

dictionary. At present the dictionary contains 702 key words in 404

classes of conditional equivalence.

From these data it is possible to trace the character of

dependence of the value o. the dictionary on the volume of the

information array (Fig. 2). From the given graph it is clear that

growth of the dictionary is considerably delayed when the array of

documents increases. This phenomenon is called dictionary saturation.

Fig. 2. Dop.ndenc. of the volume
a of the descriptor dictionary and

the dictionary of key words on the
N.I number of documents in the array:

m is the number of documents in
the array, n' is the number of
desciiptors in the dictionary, n is
the number of key words in the
dict ionary.

U /

W" 210 ik
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To evaluate the language developed there was conducted an

experiment on an initial array of 1300 documents and on a summary

ari-ay of 2360 documents. The purpose of the experiment was:

1) to determine noise factors and losses;

2) to clarify how these indices vary with increase in the

retrieval array. This is necessary to forecast introduction of

grammatical means into the. IPYa.

For the experiment there were formulated 250 inquiries. They

were composed by specialists not participating in IP.a development.

In every inquiry there were no fewer than three key words, a rr'xim w

of nine, and an average of five key words in en inquiry. On the

basis of these inquiries the coefficient of accuracy was calculated

by the formula [2]:

where R is the number of relevant documents in the delivery, and L

is the total number of documents in the delivery.

To calculate the coefficient of accuracy retrieval was carried

out for 150 inquiries. For all 150 inquiries 412 documenLs were

hits, of which 351 were relevant.

Analysis showed that for 113 inquiries only relevant doc-Uents

documents not answering an inquiry were hits.

Of 37 inquiries 22 drew one unnecessary document each, 10 drew

two, and the other five inquiries each drew 3 or more documents.

After a study of causes of errors it turned out that 7 of informat"

noise was caused by indexing deficiencies and 93Y by irremovable

noise through false combinations.



Example 1. Tnquiry: principle of action of core storage.
The total number of documents issued to the inquiry is six, five

relevant. One document does not answer the inquiry and was issued

as a result of false combinations. The document talks a-out the

principle of action sf thin-film !3torage and the method of selection

of words with the help of ferrite cores.

Example 2. Inquiry: characteristics of magnetic storage. The

total number of documents issued to the inquiry is 22, 21 relevant,

one superfluous (not answering the inquiry) document is issued via

false combinations. The document talks about characteristics of a

military electronic miniature system with magnetic 7U torage].

Coefficient of fullness was calculated by two methods: first,

as a percentage of the number of relevant documents in the delivery

to the total number of relevant documents in the retrieval array [2];

secondly, as the ratio of the nvumber of found initial documents to

100 inquiries [2]. A source document is the document from which the

inquiry is composed. There are 100 initial documents.

In view of the complexity and labor-consuring character of finding
the total number of relevant documents in the retrieval array,

coefficient of fullness was determined by the first method for 10
inquiries. Coefficients of fullness calculated by the two different

methods give the same result (see table).

Table.

Parameters of IPS effectiveness Information array Surmary array
on which the IPYa on which iPYa
was created (1300), was worked out

(2360), 5s

Coefficient of fullness (first
method) 92 92

Coefficient of fullness (second
method) 92 92

Coefficient of accuracy 85 80
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Losses of documents occur through the complexity of calculation

of all aspects illuminated in the document during indexing.

Example. Inquiry: application of thermoregulators for normal

ZU operation. Due to the absence in the retrieval pattern of the

key word "Thermoregualator" the following text was not i9sued in

answer to this:

Copy "'o. Universal Decimal Classification 681.142.652.2

9967 Stabilization circuit of recording current of
address circuit of type-Z ZU. "Tnformation
of inquired sheets." 15u3 No. 3441, 3 P.,
illustrated.

There is described the circuit of stabilization of the address

recording current intended for use in type-Z ZU containing 128

27-bit nuxmbers consisting of (2 x 1, 4 x 0.9) [VT-1] (BT-1)-type

ferrite cores. The cores operate under the following conditions:

readout current Tcq =-(1.2-1.5 A; discharge current of recording

ipa~p = 0.6 A; address current of re~ording Isa n = 0.7 A; fixed bias

I 0.- A. The stabilizing circuit consists of six [P25B] (f125B)

(or P25A) transistors and regardless of the -.umber of reversed -ores

in the numerical rale (load) ensures stable current Isan = 0.7 A by

way of limiting it by the internal resistance of the circuit. To

ensure normal ZU operation when ambient temperature varies, in the

stabilizing circuit there are used thermoregulators consisting of

two semiconductor thermistors and a diode. The proposed circuit

ensures normal ZU operation in the temperature range from -20 to 460 C.

The results of the experiment are given in the table.

In the process of indexing the information array there was

conducted a study of law of distribution of descriptors in the

retrieval patterns of the documents.

As is knc.;n r5] aind [6], the frequency of appearance of words

of natural langnage follows the Zipf law with high accuracy
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where K = const; 1 1, 2, ... , n is the reference number of word

during location in order of decreasing frequency.

Kcrc exactly the distribution of th. words of natural language

is described by the Mandel'trot law, which essentially generalizes

the Zipf law:

pa +

where K, B and a are constants, where I <1~i2.

The study of the real law of distribution of descriptors in

retrieval patterns of documents shows that Zipf and Mandel'brot laws

known for distribution of words of natural language, also well

describe distribution of descriptors.

Figure 3 shows the real law of distribution of descriptors.

From the graph it is clear that this law can be described by the

expression:

0. 202

which fully agrees with the Zipf and Mandel'brot laws.

IN
Fig. 3. 1 - the real law
of distribution of
descriptors in retrieval
patterns of documents, 2 -

40 curve plotted according to

40 the law P- 0 . 2

2+1

U?

U.1
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Conclusions

1. Conducted experiments show that the developed IPYa, in

spite of its simplicity of structure, has fully satisfactory

characteristics.

2. Growth of dictionary is considerably delayed during the

growth of an array of over 2000 documents.

3. Input of grammatical means into IPYa is inexpedient for

small arrays. The question of needing to introduce grammatical means

into developed iPYa will be examined after carrying out in 1967

experiments on an array of 15-20 thousand documents.

4. Distribution of descriptors in retrieval patterns of
documents obeys the same Zipf and Vandel'brot laws, as words in

natural-language texts.
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REALIZATION OF THEM ATIC INFORPiATiOH -RETRIEVAL
SYSTEMS ON AN ELECTRONIC

DIGITAL COMPUTER

M. P. Ubiyko

At present patent-licensing work in scientific researrh

institutes is continuously expanding. Branch patent funds are

growin,-; the volume of patent-description investigations ds grow.ing.

From patent funds there are determined the world Technical

level and direction of development with respect to one tech- nical

branch or another. With respect to the same funds there are made
numerous examinations for the purpose of determining:

- the patent purity of articles or their components;

- the novelty of developments and inventions;

- the need to develcp a new article or the expediency cf

obtaining licenses.

These operations take much time of specialists, inasmuch as it

is necessary to examine hundreds and thousands of patent descriptions,

in order to make a patent examination. Months are spent making an
average examination. The main Eart of the time (aver 5cu) is taken

retrieving patents.
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Therefore, the tendency of many specialists, whole organizations,

and institutes to simlFify and accelerate these operations is

natui-al. And apportionment cf patents on narrow subjects is the

first step in this direction.

The most e.csential shortening of the time spent retrieving

patents is given by systematization of branch patent fund with help

of well-known tabulyagrams [no translation found]. This method was

develored by the Central Scientific Research Institute of Patent

information TsNIIPI.

Our organizatio, from the very beginning of formation of the

branch patent fund systematized it with the help of tabulyagrams.

Further operational experience showed that in such systemati-

zation, considerably facilitating and accelerating retrieval of

patents, there is laid a real possibility for mechanization of

retrieval with the heir of ETsVM, which will reduce still more the

time it takes to retrieve ratents. All patent data in tabulyagrams

are encoded by numerals.

In our organization it was possible to realize retrieval on

the "Ural-2."

We mechanized such labor-consuming processes as:

- examination of all patents pertaining to the subject of

interest with rescect tc the funds of one or several countries.

- sampling and recording of numbers of patent descriptions

from patent funds of one country or a group of countries which

oertain directly to the assigned subject.

- delivery of a typewritten reference of contents: = On the

technical question interestinE You in the onuntry (in the countries)

there are the following numbers of patent descriptions (there are

reported the country and number cf ratents in the fund of this

country).
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The only thing left. for the specialist to Jo is io obtain

patent descriptions on the issued reference in the patc'- ibrary

and to investigate them.

Thus, the specialist assigns the question and 1tigaces the

patent descriptions found, and any other work is dc cachine.

However, it is noticed that of the obtained and investigated

patents the specialist finds only a few patents of interest to him,

and sometimes nothing at all.

We now work on these, in order to mechanize this proces., too,

i.e., investigation. For this purpose, apparently, it will be

nec-ssary to train, figuratively speaking, a machine to answer more

complicated questions.

For realization of the idea of comuter retrieval of patents

there was carried out a vclume of works on programming of retrieval

on the machine and the corresponding shift of the contents of the

tabulyagrams to the storage units of the machine.

1. Volume of programming usually depends on the comcplexity of

those tasks required of the machine and on the volume cf operations

which need to be carricd out.

But since in this case the discussion concerns patent informatirn,

we are first of all interested in retrieving the patents we need

from the whole volume of the branch fund without the participation

of the specialist. Therefore, programming was faced with two simple

questions:

-What numbers of patent descriptions are in one country "X"

on the technical question interesting us (transmissicn system, form

of propeller, and others)?

-What numbers of patent descriptions are in any group of

countries on the same question or on any other technical question

(switches, reduction gears, or transistors, and others)?
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2. After that all patent information of one tabulyagram was

split up into groups - so-called zones with appropriation to them

of numbers. In accordance with the volume of the operational

storage unit of the machine in each zone there shou.d not be more

than (4096 instructions) ox 2048 numbers.

3. Then there was composed a so-called working table of

operator with numbers of zones and addresses for input of information,

in which there were the following columns:

1) numbers in order;

2) numbers of headings according to the tabulyagrams;

3) numbers of zones (recorded in the octal system);

4) address cf memory cells for every zone (recorded in the

octa] system)

Initial addresses of all zones start with 1000. The final

address is determined by the number of patents in the given zone.

Part of the addresses - from 0 to 1000 - is assigned for telegram.

4. For input of initial information (patent information) of

groups of numbers or a zone in the operational storage unit as

information carricr thcre was selected standard opaque 35-mm film.

Such an infcrmation carrier is distinguished by its independence,

which is very convenient in those cases in which an ETsVM is used

mainly for other purposes. Furthermore, the volume of information

in such a carrier is practically unlimited.

On film information fror tabulyagrams is transferred by the

method cf punching on an external device of the machine (PFCh2)

LThe following data are recorded on punched tape:

- zone number;
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- patent number;

- number of country to which patent belongs. I
Numbers of patents are printed in the decimal system next to

the number of the country also in the decimal system.

The patent number must not exceed an eight-digit number, and

the number of the country a two-digit number. These conditions are

easy to satisfy.

The data of the printing are thoroughly collated with the data

of the tabulyagram and then the tape is glued in a circle, and it

is ready for use. It is numbered correspondingly.

Punching of tape with transfer of information by one thousand

patents is fulfilled in 3-4 shifts by one man. Data of 52 patents

are accommodated in one meter of tape. The maximum permissible tape

length is 250 m (about 12,003 patents). Input speed is 150-10

patents per second. Tape speed is 2.8 r/s.

Order of Retrieval of Patents with the
Help of a Computer

The order c retrieval, f Tents can be comprehended h ,st of

all with the following example. The specialist (designer oi developer)

asks for a report on what numbers of ratent descriptions art in

France on the technical question in which he is interested

The operator of the section in the beginning determine,- to

which tabulyagram and to which of its zones the given technical

question belongs. From the tabulyagram number it finds the corre-

sponding punched tape. After that machine memory is fed data of

patents of the whole zone to which this question belongs. A data-

processing program is also introduced. Control is transfered to

the beginning of the program.

The program examines all numbers of countries. And if the
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r France number is found, then the number of the patent next to the

number of this country will be printed on paper. Thus there is

examined all information of the given zone and all patents belonging

to the French fund on the technical question asked will be printed

on paper. In suci a sequence there are also processed all other

inquiries of specialists.

Obtaining, thus, the reference with the number of the patents,

the specialist analyzes and studies these patents.

The Technical Effect Obtained from the Application
of Machine- Retrieval

1. The main effect of the application of machine retrieval of

patent descriptions is considerable acceleration of retrieval of

patents. For example, retrieving 100 patent descriptiuns on any

technical question with the help of tabulyagrams and recordior. only

the numbers of patents takes a minimum of 50 min. With the help of

the machine this work takes no longer than 4 min (input of program,

and information 2-3 min and retrieval 1 min).

2. The seconj effect is the releasing of highly skilled

specialists from retrieval of patents. This work on their assign-

ment can now be fulfilled by an operator or laboratory technician

on a computer.

3. Mechanization of retrieval makes it possible to organize

patent-licensing work in reference to the flow chart of development

of new articles - in all its stages.

Region of Application

Introduction of the macnine method of retrieval of patent

descriptions is easy to carry out in all organizations having

ETsVM. One practical application of the machine method of retrieval

of patents is expedient in those cases in which the frequency of

retrievals is high - 10-15 retrievals per day.
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Certain difficulties arise in organizations not having computcrs.

Since in these cases not the problem of use of the machine for

re 1 rlcv,,-] of nateit.s Ibut th. p0robl2m of ILS olteS i ni ie ,lblc':.I

of cooperation with other organizations haviing such machines is

solved.

Application of ETsV4 for bigger - republic patent funds - is

unconditionally expedient, but in these cases problems of system'atize-
tion of the whole fund comc up. All ratents have to spread according

to narrowly specialized or other criteria.

This is a question of the competence of the cen'tral scientific

research institutes.

However, these problems mu,-t be solved since the study of

technical levels according to patent-technical descriptions and the

carrying out of patent examinations takes up too much of the time

of highly skilled specialists. Reduction of this time is croblemn-

number one, all the more so because the volume of information is

continuously increasing.

The contemporary level of development of computer technology

permits solving this problem already no,. and with great effect,

which is confirmed by the experiment of our organization.
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CERTAIN QUESTIONS OF MACHINE PREPARATION OF INDEXES

FOR CURRENT AND RETROSPECTIVE RETRIEVAL OF
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL I

INFOR4ATI ON MATERIALS

D. I. Mekhtiyev and E. K. Kuznetsova

In contemporary practice of information service a more and 4.

more considerable place is being occupied by various Kinds of

indexes prepared with the help of punch-card machines and computers, A

for example, permutational indexes and varieties of them, indexe.

of bibliographic references, and indexes of the tabular type.

The possibility of mechanization of almost all stages of tht

recnxnological process of the manufacture of machine indexes ensures

the operativeness of their preparation, which is especially

important if indexes are used a s g nal InfcrmatLon. The redut-L,

of exuenditures of manual labor essentially decreases the periods

of preparation of such indexes.

Preparation cf bibliographic indexes for current and retro-

scective retrieval of scientific and technical literature in the

practice of libraries and organs of scientific and technical informs- I

tion is labor-consuming work requiring large expenditures of time.

Automation of preparation of indexes permits getting current

information to the consumer and preparing at the order of special't: -r

in the shortest criods retrosrective bibliographic indexes with.

respect to various branches of science and technology. t
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This work examines c. t rtain questions of the method of creation
of a permutational i m , ci:ba n Z sources in the field of

elpe nlt and e-ue irat ior, n a val petr'oeum and eas derosit
" to 966. ,. ;ccv 'as prer-ared by the Z.-rbaydzhan

Institute of etii and- Technical inforication of the Oosplan of
the Azerbaydzhar. Soviet Socialist Republic in conjunction with th-e
All-Union Institute of Scientific an Technical Information of the

State Coinlittee on Science and Technology and the Academy..y of Sciences

of the USSR (Division of Seiotic-, leader of w..ork G. E. Vleduts).

During "reparation of the ind-x there ,.as used the "Urai-4"
anJ the punch-card ecuipment in the system.

'This index includes various literary sources: journals,

collections of scientific and technical information, bulletins,

books, articles, and other materials, which illustrate questions

o. drimng and e.loitation of naval oil wells, hydrotec-nical

construction, corrosion of equirment of naval petroleam industries,

e.concmics, and others. It consists of three parts:

l) the index of key .ords UKS lcate . alphabetical order

in t he input column in approximate!- the center of the table, and

information codes ( cclrrht urm' weh are the moot into t:i0

other two parts;

2) the biblicgraphical part;

5 the a b.,:.etica] index;

On the left and on the right of the key w..ord in the line there

is olaced the context of the title, definitizing its meaning (Ee

tab-K ).
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Sample Index of Key Words [in Russian alphabetical
order. Right context continues at left margin].

opyzenft- ASTOuNSTMaMRS Xa?OAuOA 3AMHTU MOP"IXx CO 1412
osa3HA npx nomoiIZH dyposoro arperaM 6eno~o-npoR~iao1crso cuAaflrx OCH I=3

arperau M* saamaa caaA- 08w opwte He4mrunue npoaubcamr a3ep6aix~iana- 1272
UOPmaI ceAcuopasuejuca R A3ep6&AaRaH. 136
aeopcxoft 30o- annne aao0ARa -t&. ta ne4rTeumuuaaeomite csollcrsa 1359
Ctix-Ttte3TEqeCXa 3auiwra axaopen tiopcxti me4"uepoue.os 0? m0iH 0778

XOpcXO! &JM23tHoe 6ypemnue- 1353
t TIxepos- I1pRyeHeHHC w&m(teabx TPYG Upit 31Fp)3C II Pa3Ipy3K 082
me An ?opcxoro dypeHwNJ Ha aitaxe- ociogm 080
ANt- AAWaNaH vxtri6iiTop KtIcaontoA XOPP03HIII Cr 1418
MINu uopay- npmeeHrne an~eptetix csaA npx cTpoHneatbCe v rat~pr 1379

AYxiTitiOA TO.JItZ sMorqHaror an~epota - +csollema Bepxtiero oULena npo 0785
TtpeAmaPHTie.1bHoe tianemmeI apuaiypu 2Ktae3o6COHHIIX Cuafl- 0148
pozAemRnd 6a1XXH ~ASpaBe, 0. ApTema xr noprimm - mope- +.,osoA pencum

mecro1315£0m7TP03 He4SeIOCHOCTR -a. apreu a a pacnpWevietus 13a8c6opa mopcxof me"~r a tiny apTemtle;n- mosax cICem 1405
KounpeccopamiK - : n pTeaake4nm-yaasAmsaxue flofyro orau 1439

t3Aporec-1orHnectoro pemictiu 6atCKucofl 6YXTa-o NexoToplix aonpoax 1292
SAmu pa3pa6oTMt 06Wexa KC 6atric Aapoaut- an. 127OYPeuuu WAYMoHNUX Cx8AaH&rn 6arnKa AaPatea- +X0311 GopaeWMepoaannori, 132
4~A06o4 PetN NeCOPO)eAeneA Gauxa AaPatexa. 0. *preUA N nopritmu - ope- 1315

alnratemias apxKa. Ana 6ypemus a mope- 1339* saodAzemax 68psca- 1338
m OpCXau florpywmamu 6apzii- 0866DCASOAHoro *ipy6onPos5jA& C 6&PmmX- uOaza 1291*.W a CtAH~tITatltlHHMX dacceAaeax sextioro maps- +psatpoCrpseNx 0315

During preparation Of the index there wer e carried Cut the
following operations: separating of key words, composition of a
list of nonkey words, and editing 'off titles of materials. In the
list of nonkey words (empty wor~s") we include conjunctions, prepo-
sitions, certain forms of auxiliary verbs, certain adjectives and
nouns not carrying basic semantic load in the text of titles, and
also the most frequently repeated terms:

Exemplary lieit of words excluded from index.

Analysis Quantitative Rules
More Short During
Struggle Big Application
Future People Example
Faster Measures Principles
Probable Method Causes
Interaction Powerful Problem
Influence Certain Production
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Exemplary list (Continued).

To the question New Process

For the first Guarantee Properties
time

Gigantic Regions Conjunctions

Data General State

Action Definition Method

Permissible Organization Periods

Problems Peculiarities Point

Regularity First Improvement

View (from the Perspective Conditions
point)

Change Areas Section

Study Preparation Factors

Investigation Indices Characteristic

Use Position Integers (in)

Results Therefore Stage

Edited titles of publications were recorded on punched cards

according to a preliminarily developed mock-up.

Separating of key words is the most resp~rsible part of the

work during preparation of a permutation index and usually should

be fulfilled by highly skilled specialists. The quality of this

work to a large extent determines the quality of the index.

Furthermore, if the index is reloaded with words not bearing the

basic semantic load, then retrieval according to UKS will be hampered,

since the latter will strongly swell.

It is necessary to note that optimum recording density of a

UKS page plays a large role in evaluation of preparation of permuta-

tion indexes. The questiop of volume of index is especially sharp

during processing of large collections of publications. In this

case speed of preparation of permutation indexes in combination with

the economic form of recording is an advantage of such indexes.

Complexity of apportionment of key words is caused by the fact

that the titles of publications for the most part do not correspond
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to the necessary requirements, i.e., as a rule, are multiword and
uninformative. As an example let izs give the following title:

"Research ils the problem of origin of oil. Hydrocarbons in

contemporary deposits." After editing the title took such a form:
"Origin of oil. Hydrocarbons in contemporary deposits."

"Application of a conveyer on a barge for the pouring of

dam." After editing - "Conveyer on barge for pouring of dam."

In some cases the title absolutely does not disclose the
contents of publications and must be completely replaced. Into the
UKS there were also introduced new key words taken from text.

The process of apportionment of key words is considerably
simplified in the presence of a Yeady list of nonkey words and a
thesaurus. During preparation of permutation indexes with the use
of thesauri and microthesauri on special individual questions of
science and technology there is excluded human participation in the
marking of titles, and, consequently, there is removed subjectivism
in the selection of key words, inasmuch as in a thesaurus there are
enveloped all basic descriptors with respect to a branch, taking
into account basic gen1'q-species and associative relationships,
and others. Standardization of terminology will also allow
eliminating one of the most important deficiencies of the permutation
index - scattering of information, for example as a result of

cross-references.

The first variant of index obtained on the tabulyagram was
thoroughly edited. In connection with the fact that the list "of
empty words" was composed with certain assumptions, in index there
were often encountered contexts considerably truncated on the left
and on the right, which hampered perception of the title. In such
cases there were omitted terms which in the first editing were left
as key terms withait the proper base. It was necessary to exclude
from the UKS the title of source which started from the dropped
key word, and conversely to include in the UKS the title, starting
with the new key word; all the words were introduced in alphabetical
order.
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The average title of a book, journal, article, etc., in the

index contains 4 key words and only in rare cases more than

that. If the title of a pubi-hation has 3-4 key words, then there

is room for it in the index for the most part wholly without

truiicatin.

The end of the title, i. it fits completely on one line, is

marked (=); however, if the title does not go on one line the length

of which is limited (in this case not more than 67 characters

without code), then the context is partially broken. The break of

context is marked (+).' The remaining part of it is considered

accepted and is kept in the index if the number of letters of the

final word is not less than 4.

If it is impossible fully to decode the title because of the

truncation of the context one should find the second key word and

if necessary subsequent key words of this title. During the reading
of the title (in each individual case with the new key word) it

is possible to restore the context truncated in one of the variants

since during different hey words there are broken various words

entering context.

The index starts from the list of words excluded from the

titles of sources (so-called "empty words").

During more thorough examination and editing of titles it would

have been possible to separate an additional series of nonkey words.

However, considering the well-known labor consumption of such editing,

and also the fact that presence in the index of an insignificant

number of these words will not elicit special inconveniences during

the use of the index, certain assumptions are made.

After the list of words excluded from the index there is placed

'There are given signs used in test output of the permutation
index on development and exploitation of naval petroleum and gas
deposits (360 publications), collected by the typographical method.
Full output of the index has other signs.
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the "Index of Key Words." Then there follows a bibliographical
list of sources, in which the authors and titles of all sources

and others are shown.

Sample Bibliographical Index.
O0 Ameros K. 10.. AepHaN B. A. xi BarvpjaAe Y. A. thlrormsm e le3A merai-

JIOOHTPXIMkoclNomaHnf 110A Miopcve 6yPOmule. - H35. BU1M. yllefil 3a8eI41N
Cepmu1 tdm~f rS3). 1958, M* 8. C. 106-:114.

W1~0 AANU8mmaOms . C. 06 x3melleHHml wDowBro ycmms, ite~eTsyouero ma cam
NAOJ~b flO$IIJIE sombi. - C6. MOPCKOe Mo-Memite nv cmo mo~eaicrsie mia rnepmxe-
somemmie coopy2Kernl. 1a5& A3HHTH, 1965, c. 109-11&.
Aap'eyc a Hpavie.- 4iPeao flerpoai,. 1965. 1072. A* 126, c. 1-2 (aern.)

0033 ArsAmpos T. 0. K Bonpocy 3a!-.iy6.eHHm cml c nOombao noAseciux teeoow
a ycaoex cmpoumTCaa rjty 6'xoaoAeux mopcxnx HCTenpoUIc.oUIIX )Cmal

4"PeAMAmm u1TXOe Xo39CShlroD. 1959.,J'4 3. c. 36-37.
W61 ApHPIosB.K K DOnpocy 0 32msrre iwopcxx NtTInpoNIIC.ioB1I coopywmuerNA C~Ayqa. jiPCl1a AbA08. eakepWAfl mmvaoe neemmoe x03AcTsoD. 1955, Xt 11.

c. 24. Buxamorp.: 2 me3.
0113 Syposan ycmos CTpoumAI-1i x mosme rame mecropoxiemus a wro-

*aaoRoqm Texace. - .OAA 3HA r3C AmLS. 1955. 63. M* 6, c. 134-135. (anm)
0142 obetI~om xompx Ilpemee epr vCTJ~O U UPCXNX CYA08 nPX 6ype11Vne U

mtOmuHteanx p3soTnx a UOPe. - COlA SHA flC AX.). 1955. 63* 17, c. 43-46.

614 BOAH AL. 06oEYO DSMxe UM peasapntnamr minwzu spu&Myu ze-

On the left tnere is a column of numbers indicating the code
for every-work. The index i~s completed by an alphabetical list of

authors.

Sample Author Index [in Russian alphabetical
order]I.
AftypsMHAOD C. A. - 8M Swpcra A. K, 0831
AUpaeoa A. K. 1420 Belvuep nl. KI 15
Armc H. 0776 BewraoPT-l1HUbM 0. F- 1383AranapoB T. 0b. 01233 BepmveelAep ti. 0770Anexnepoaa 10. A1. 1301 BXAbMh 0. 0842Ameesr. P. 1302 BMMnCCovX 0142Ann 40. C. 1325 M35 Boarnc A. r. 0148
Aalaeuauemo A. C. 0010 BopeMUcee 3. 066
AAXHP >K. 1353 raAese B. A. 1310AudapuymSHa A. ni. 0781 r2AbnepHH A7. B. .0759
Aeerms M. 10. 0001 ran~apom 10. r'. 1306Aueep-neraHe-xjisepvf 0015 racamos A. S. (0275
Acaryprne A. W1. 1341 01276
Acprnv B. A. 0001 Facaeon 21. IL 1359
Axive~oB A. A. 1447 racaxom qi. r. 1454
AXYI4AOB A. C. 1404 1457Ampa4mo M. P. 0321 rimKUTeIn E. 2.1404
Bafaes 1H. B. (129 1416
Barvacapos E. n. 1439 r.txonx B. x. 0292
Barxp3aAe K. M. 0001 rolbAvAH A. 1339
Bafipamoma M. A. 1232 0o-n-yuaw B. X 0302
BaveUHn C. A. 1374 (Peie 3. M. 0322

1387 ropwp I. A. 0323
Sayep P. 0. 1352 Fomuep 0.2.0315.
BervcaPA K. H. 0623 FoMieA C P 0334
Beeam B. 0830 1psxsu T. 1338.
sece r. nl. 1350 FY3NcK H.C. 0342
503MAve H. K. 1275 FyceAmeoss A. A. 132,%SOMeP H. P. 1356 ryceamlon r. A M3IS
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Retrieval is carried out in the following way.- In the division

"Index of Key Words" along the vertical there is examined the

alphabetic list of key words and on the right along the horizontal

there is noted the information cede of the source of interest to

the specialist. From the information code, which is the innut of

the bibliographical part of the index ther2 is found the name of

the source, the year of publication, etc. The author's index serves

also for transition to the bibliographical part of the permutation

index. For example, there is given the title coded 1404 of one
and the same source, consisting of four key words: "Electrochemical

protection of hydrotechnical constructions from corrosion," and

diagram of transition from index of key words to bibliographical

and author's index (Fig. 1, see above).

So that it is more convenient to use the index and in order

to expand the aspects of retrieval the permutation index could

additionally have alphabetically coded names of sources, year of

publication, and others. In this case as a large number of the

most diverse forms of information sources were used, this possibility

is not used. Compilers of the index pursued anuther goal - on a

diagram of the permutation index, simple in structure, to reveal its

essence.

In the index ther, were used four-digit codes which in the

process of machine processing in all cases are placed in the UKS

in the column on the right. So that it is more convenient to pass

from the index of key words to the bibliographical part of the

:index in this part the code is given in the column on the left. In

the author's index the code is used not for retrieval but for

transition'to the bibliographical part; therefore. i is. JL?- j'-L

the column on the right.

Recordings were processed on the "Ural-4" according to a

specially composed program: reproduction of titles according to

the number of noted key words, intramachine sorting of reproduced

titles according to the alphabet of key-words in the input column

of the UKS (28th) and printing.
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For the given permutation index the author's and bibliographical

parts were prepared manually. Their processing-on ETsVM does not

present any principle difficulties. In this case all parts - UKS

and bibliographical and author's index - after machine processing

are printed separately; at the output of the ETsVM we have three

tabulyagrams which can be used directly for subsequent reproduction

by the photo-offset method.

In connection with the fact that during retrieval of sources

by this index there is used visual examination of titles, the

alphabetical list of authors or the bibliography, much attention

should be paid to shaping and printing the index. During preparation

of the test output of the permutation index,,according to the develop-

ment and exploit":ion of naval petroleum and gas deposits there was

proposed using the tabulyagram for direct photographing without

reprinting on the machine and subsequent reproduction by the photo-

offset method. However, in connection with the fact that there was

required additional editing of the tabulyagram, and the quality of

"Ural-4" printing was low, it was necessary to issue the index by

the usual typographic method (typesetting on linotype and printing

on a flat-bed machine). In order to facilitate visual search the

part of the context to the left of the list of key words and the

code part of the index are printed on a colored background.

When the permutation index is prepared as signal information,

the tabulyagram should nevertheles3 be used directly for printing.

During compositionpf the index on literary sources after a con-

siderable interval of time for retrospective retrieval there is

justified use of traditional forms of printing (in partictlar, flat

printing). It is true that periods of output in this case are

somewhat increased; however, the permutation index issued by such

a method is very convenient to use. Considering that one of the

main advantages of the permutation index are compressed periods of

its output, subsequently efforts should be directed towards improve-

ment of the quality of printing at the output of ETsVM, and intro-

ductton of all possible df'i vces and atttchments which allow improving

the quality of printing of tabulyarras . . m turning to
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publication of permutation indexes and for retrospective retrieval

directly from the tabulyagram by the offset method.

In contrast to foreign permutation indexes on every source

there is proposed giving n index of universal decimal ulassification.

This will allow partially removing the basic deficiency of the index,

connected with incomplete opening of the contents of the source

according to the title, and will also accelerate the process of

subsequent delivery of the source. Furthermore, considering that

the most widespread form of indexing of literary sources is Universal

Decimal Classification, the permutation index prepared with indices

of this classification will be easy to grasp by specialists and

library workers and will be widely used.

In this case there was no tendency to use Universal Decimal

Classification as a exploration system. However, in the permutation

index there is a real possibility of using Universal Decimal Classi-

fication for these purposes. The method of retrieval according to

Universal Decimal Classification and questions of location of indices

and their encoding have to be solved in the process of preparation

of the index, taking into account creation of maximum conveniences

for retrieval.

The main advantage of permutation indexes is t.ie g:eat r-in

in time during preparation of indexes with the help of ETsVM. This

is especially noticeable during comparison of time needed for their

preparation and with time of composition of subject indexes in

library practice.

The basic time during composition of permutation index is

spent preparing data for input by'external devices. In particular,

time is mostly expended punching and subsequently checking holes on

punch-card equipment. From available data during mechanized

processing of material, 70% of the time is spent punching and

checking. At the same time during application of ETsVM labor ofI

punching and subsequently checking is 90% of the total labor needed

for machine data processing. It is sufficient to say that it takes
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about 17 minutes to prepare a permutation index of 300-400 titles

in the presence of 600 nonkey words on the IBM 7090.

Creation and wide use of permutation indexes will allow opera-

tionally in more compressed periods informing consumers of informa-

tion about the latest publications, increasing the effectiveness

of current bibliography and making it accessible to all categories

of specialists.

On the example of a permutation index in the region of develop-

ment and exploitation of naval petroleum and gas deposits it is

possible also to conclude that analogous indexes for retrospective

retrieval of literary sources is highly effective. Creation of

such indexes on literary sources on different branches of science

and technology for defined periods of time will render priceless

help to specialists.

'I
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Fig. 2. Tabulyagram UKS.
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At present we are conducting experiments for the purpose of

further improving permutation indexes.

There is prepared an index of the type "KWOC" with the use of

the "Minsk-22." Experience accumulated in the course of the develop-

ments described permits fprrulating the question of creation of

fundamentally new indexes baLed on the indexes examined above,

absent in foreign and domestic practice.
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MECHANIZED IPS FOR A VARIED FUND DEVELOPED

AND INTRODUCED BY THE UPPER-VOLGA TsBTI

V. M. Mesnik

At the Upper-Volga TsBTI [expansion of acronym unknown] in

accordance with the plan of development of the national economy

of the RSFSR from 1964 to 1965 there was conducted scientific

research on mechanization of processing, retrieval, and reproduction

of scientific and technical information, which in 1965 was introduced

into the work of the TsBTI.

Naturally, the ideal information service cannot be immediately
created. Up to now no suzh service- ex'.tz an in the world.

However, in any case with application of mechanization urgent

questions of organizaticr of Tnforaation service today can be solved

more expediently, profitably, and quickly than without it.

Under conditions of a regionally varied organ of information,

only domestic punch-card equipment was recognized by us as accessible

and expedient for realizing the problem at hand (Penzenskiy plant

TEM [expansion of acronym ambiguous]).

Reproduction and removal copies is carried out on domestic

copiers and microfilming equipment. There are used:

Punch P80-6
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- Verifier K80-6;

- Sorter S80-5M;

- Installation for microfilming UDM-2;

- Electrographic reproduction apparatus ERA-2F;

- Thermocopier;

- Microphotographer.

As information carrier in the system of mechanized retrieval

there is used an 80-column punched card "Glavmekhscheta."

As a basis of the retrieval system for mechanized retrieval

under conditions of a varied fund we assume a language already

created - universal, international, and with relatively well-developed

logical links between ideas, i.e., a language of. Universal Decimal

Classification.

And only those ideas which are not reflected in tables of

Universal Decimal Classification are coded with the help of digital

code of another type, which is created in the division. Brands of

machines and apparatuses, their parameters, and certain other

characteristics will be thus encoded. Conditionally thiscode is

called "descriptor," although traditional use of this term has

another meaning.

It is known that Universal Decimal Clasi.ficatton is assumed

as a basis of retrieval language in sy-tec of mechanized retrieval

successfully used in Czechoslovakia, ungary, and other countries.

However, use of Universal Decimal Classification in a system

of mechanized retrieval involves a number of difficulties: 1) the

same questions have different indices if they belong to different

regions of application; 2) coding of complicated questions allows
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arbitrary arrangement of indices corresponding to subjective thinking

of indexers.

All of this in a system of mechanized retrieval must lead to

serious information loss and a high percentage of information "noise."

Therefore, using Universal Decimal Classification -.the traditional
system of classification for mechanized retrieval - we tried to

establish strict methodical rules obligatory during indexing of
materials with respect to four-five aspects. By these rules every

retrieval criterion of a document is coded always in a definite

zone of a punched card. Thus there is established a single diagram

of construction of a complicated and compound index for all coders,
and during composition of the retrieval program it is always

absolutely obvious in what zone a given retrieval criterion is coded

(See Appendix).

A code for mechanized retrieval includes:

1. An index of Universal Decimal Classification, complete and

exact, with use of all possibilities of the system.

2. A "descriptor" which expresses trands of equipment and
their parameters, i.e., those characteristics not in Universal

Decimal Classification.

3. Year of publication of information.

Code for mechanized retrieval takes up 33 columns on an 80-column

card. The remaining part, in which it is possible to dispose 1000
printed characters, is used for recording the text of the abstract.

The field for punching code is divided into five zones, in each of
which there is always recorded a strictly defined part of the code.

1) I zone - 12 columns. There is coded technological process
and equipment - all these ideas are expressed by the basic index
of Universal Decimal Classification and special determinants of

type 0;
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2) I zone - 6 columns (13-18): definitizing characteristics

(questions of checking, regulation, and machine parts) are expressed

through determinants of type 00 and of type - (hyphen);

3) III zane - 9 columns (19,227): object of processing, region

of application, material - all of this is expressed by the index

of Universal Decimal Classification after the ratio sign (:);

-4) IVzone - 5 columns (28-32) brands of machines and apparatuses,

parameters, and other characteristics not in Universal Decimal

Classification. (See mock-up of punched card in Fig. 1.)

I zone - 12 II zone - 6 III zone - 9 IV zone V-1 VI zone
columns columns columns 5 columns

Basic index of Determinant: Index of Uni- Descrip- Year Text
Universal of type .00 versal deci- tor of

Decimal Class- and - mal classi- publi-
ification and fication cation
special deter- after sign of
minants of ratio
type .0,

Fig. 1.

Such division of code into zones in which each part of it is

always punched in certain columns of the punched card, creates

important advantages during multiaspect retrieval, allowing

inquiries both general and special in nature to be answered.

If the inquiry is received to.issue materials on welding

apparatuses, it is possible to examine the whole array on welding

only with respect to the 1st zone 621.791.75.03.

If the user is interested in information on automatic welding

apparatuses, the 1st and 2nd zones of the same array.
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In order to obtain information on the make of equipment it is

sufficient to examine only the (escriptor zone of the corresponding

array.

Let us examine the method of composition of the descriptor

dictionary:

Classifying information is material in which the make of equip-

ment is shown, the coder records it in the descriptor dictionary.

In this dictionary every letter is designated by corresponding

figure A -0 1, B - 02...K - 10, P - 15, etc. The coded idea is

recorded by initial letter or figure "Welding automation" ASID-3M

on "A," indicator instrument PKSh5 on P.

Digital expression of the descriptor consists of the reference

number of its initial letter and the reference number of the given

recording on this letter. Thus, ASID-3M (make of welding automatic

machine) was coded 0116, where 01 is the designation of letter "a,"

and 16. is the reference number of recording. AT-4-120-1 is coded

01.29 according td the same principle.

When the corresponding recording is made in the descriptor
dictionary and the make of equipment is digitally coded, there is

ordered a card or, which there is -esignated the alphabetical or
numer.o-a. expr s.in cf h kle, 6he rAre of the equipment, the
code appropriated to it, and the index of Universal Decimal

Classification. This card is placed in the card file of the
descriptors in strictly alphabetical order by name of make, without

taking the digital expression of the code into consideration.

During composition of the retrieval program there is used

already only this card file (and not a dictionary), since from it
it is easy to find the make of any equipment information about which

is in the fund and the code appropriated to it and from the code

during several minutes of sorting the information is detected,

The index of Universal Decimal Classification entered on the

card indicates what division should be examined on the sorter.



Retrieval time on the sorter is 2-3 minutes. Today this fully
organizes us, the more so because there is no longer a need for

manual sorting and arrangement of maps - labor-consuming and thank-

less work.

Another method of preventing subjective approach of the indexer

to selection of key words and a method of their expression by

Universal Decimal Classification is a card file of decisions in which

there are fixed all decisions made while documents are being processed.

A sample card from the card file of decisions is shown below.

Casting under pressure 621.74.043

- created compressed air or gas 621.74.043.3

- equipment 621.74.043.3.06

- pressing pneumatic cylinder 621.74.043.3.06-222

- created mechanically 621.74.043.2

- assembly line 621.74.043.2:658.527

As the basis of this alphqbt'ical-sfbject card file there is

assumed an index. However, even in this question there is deviation

from traditional library procedures: in the card file there is

recorded the key word encountered during indexing of the document -

the procedure utilized in systems of the descriptor type - but in

contrast to these systems to the given word there is appropriated

ready international digital code - the index of Universal Decimal

Classification having its own definite place in the general

hierarchical system of classification of technical ideas - and,

therefore, is connected and with a more general technical idea and

with its narrow questions.

Welding apparatus - 621.791.75.03, where 621.791 is welding,

and 621.791.75 is electric arc welding.
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On the other hand, with such a method of management the card

file of decisions acquires an orienting function: presence in

card file of decisions of the card with the key word is evidence

that the corresponding document is in the fund.

Management of this card file is laboy-consuming work, but it

Justifies itself, all the more so since rates of growth of the fund

and this card file are incommensurable, to which Fig. 2 testifies.

Comparative graphs of growth of the

0o fund for mechanized retrieval of
60 information on 80-column punchedcards, card file of decision on

o Uiversal Decimal Classification,
and card file of descriptors

O 17111

015=

0Co

Ci. M.

0M

5ssntallgfciltaed

-- 4 -. -_I

Whesn inched cards fier thressurgrecedls re aotalthe

A table of these results is given below.
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0J0

0 0,

Suet of 8 c . 0 0 oI

1- 1 C0 CO* O
W0 0. " C. 0 0 0W

Pe1ss@ for wood
processing 1820 13 13 - - 0 0 1,00 1.00

Prmotrunsport- 1450 14 II. 3 - 0 21.5 0.79 0.79

Autotripper of yarn for
. spinning machines 423 5 5 - - 0 0 1,00 1,0

oerig of ate on 
000

USlOVY11 .,noy machine 371 I I - - 0 ',w.0 .1,0
Autcontic linesl In

machine b ilding 4530 61 60 1 - 0 1.6 0.98 0.98
Drying of wood 420 20 15 5 - 0 25,0 0,75 0.75
zincing 996 29 21 7 - 0 25 0.75 0,75

Application of Wood p3as-
tis of presed wood 5170 6 6 - - 0 0 100 I00Alo h pi i -.

1 1ctr, 148 132 16 -s 0

1anslator's eot. No trgnaiatim found.

Zero % noise - in other words, among information materials
issued by sorting there was not one superfluous document not

answering the given question.

The percentage of unissued information from what is available
in the fund on a given question of information was 10.8. In the

theory and practice of scientific and technical information this

index is considered very good.

Of the 16 punched cards unissued 12 were not issued because

of the imperfect construction of the sorting. Sampling on a many-

valued criterion is carried out by'commutation of sockets of the

first and second row of the panel "of set" with the help of switching

cords, which nct always ensures reliable contact and does not give
required speed. And from this there is increased the percentage

of noise and the percentage of unissued information.

For sampling of information on a many-valued criterion a
push-button panel of set is necessary. The deficiency of sorting
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is the fact that it samples on 12 columns in one run. And for

retrieval of information there is necessary an electronic sorter

to carry out sampling immediately on all columns.

Usually the following arguments are made against use of Universal

Decimal Classification for mechanized retrieval:

a) technical difficulties of indexation;

b) high cost of input;

c) impossibility of expressing the contents of the document

in detail;

d) subjectivism of indexer.

How we minimize the subjectivism of the indexer, using Universal

Decimal Classification, has already been discussed above.

Indexation by Universal Decimal Classification is a process

requiring tense attention and definite knowledge, like any intellectual

labor in general. And all engineers of average skill master it in a

comparatively short period and index materials with sufficient com-

pleteness and accuracy and comparatively rapidly, averaging 25

doouthotlt§ in A d~y,

In this connection it is appropriate to talk about cost of

input, more exactly, the cost of coding one document. It costs us

13-16 kopecks. All remaining consumptions on input are not related

to the retrieval language.

If one considers that regional reference and information funds

are in considerable measure completed with cards of central branch

institutes, which proceed to us with indices of Universal Decimal

Classification, then for laying of them in the fund for mechanized

retrieval it is necessary only to convert the index into code, and

this takes minutes, of course, if in central branch institutes it
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pertains to indexation with sufficient conscientiousness. Now,

unfortunately, this is not observed.
/

Regarding the degree of fullness and accuracy of coding,

although in principle systems of the descriptor type in this respect

have to have evident advantages over a system of the classification

type, (Universal Decimal Classification) in those systems with which

it was possible for us to become acquainted, there is not yet any

such advantage: in them lexical composition is too poor, and logical

couplings are almost not developed. Moreover all of them are created

for service of the fund on a more or less narrow question. For a

regional fund a universal system is needed, among which Universal

Decimal Classification is undoubtedly best.

What are the methods of processing, storage, retrieval, and

delivery of information used in SIF TsBTI?

In the fund of SIF there is put information both proceeding

"from the bottom upwards" and obtained "from the top downwards."

According to materials of information cards of enterprises of

three regions workers of branch divisions and SIF TsBTI monthly

compose lists of proceeding information cards. They are printed

on rotoprint in the form of pamphlets with the possibility of cutting

them into separate cards for convenient laying in the fund.

Information is printed on the "Optima" (IGV-2) typewriter and

carrieF the following information:

a) name of innovation,

b) by whom developed,

c) date and place of introduction,.

d) source of information,



e) annotation,

f) economic effect.

After reproduction of the bits on printer-copier equipment

and distribution of them to the enterprises of the economic region,

the first copy of it is cut and transferred on the ERA-2F to punched

cards.

In a shift one ERA-2F transfers information to 300 punched cards.

On information materials entering the TsBTI from other TSBTI and

central branch institutes, there is placed in the fund a punched

card with a bibliograph.c description.

The cost of one punched card with transferred text of information

is 1.8 kopecks.

Punched cards with transferred information are punched.
Punched cards in the receiving pocket of the P80-6 punch are filled,

and the operator punches the assigned code. -

The productivity of the punch is 1600 punched cards per shift.
The punched cards are checked.

They are checked on the K80-6 verifier on the keyboard of which
there is a second time collected code according to a mock-up of

punching.

Correctness of'punching governs the result of subsequent
retrieval of inquired information.

The productivity of the verifier is 1600 punched cards per

shift. We do not use it completely. Information in the fund is
retrieved in such order: in accordance with the subject of the

inquiry there is composed a program for mechanized retrieval with
respect to the card file of decisions and the card file of descriptors.

9
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The sorter examines the corresponding array of punched cards,
documents issued by it are analyzed by an engineer, and then copier-

reproducer or microfilming equipment makes copies in 2-3 min, which

are sent to the user.

Operational Communication

For operational us4 of the latest achievements of science and
technology there are necessary not only mechanization of preparation,

retrieval, and delivery of information, but also its fast trans-

mission to users.

According to measures provided for by the resolution of the
Council of Ministers of the USSR from 1 August 1963 No. 843, organs
of information are obliged to organize the obtaining and operational

transmission of information with the use of the latest instruments

and equipment of communication.

In the Upper-Volga TsBTI since March 1964 there has been teletype

communication between division SIF and DNTIP in the cities of

Yaroslavi, Vladimir, and Kostroma. There has been e.tablished

communication with many enterprises of economic regns.

At present there has been established teletype communication

with many republic institutes and TsBTI of many economic regions

of the country. The teletyTe communication permits considerably

shortening the time it takes to obtain and deliver information.

If the time it takes to obtain information (inquiry - answer)
by letter is 10-15 days at best, then with the help of teletype

communication it is shortened to 2-3 h (and in certain cases to

20-30 min).

In 1965 310 references were obtained and issued by teletype.

Subsequently there is contemplated still wider use of teletype

communication for the needs of information.
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Conclusion

I. The IPS developed by us is applied in practical activity"

of varied SIF during two years.

Mechanized retrieval and delivery of information with 
the use

of comparatively cheap punch-card equipment considerably 
reduces

time necessary for retrieval of documents and facilitates 
the labor

of workers of the section..

And althoug retrieval is carried out according to a limited

rumbpr nf retrirva± cAiterla (Ct-') practically in the overwhelming

majority of cases we are satisfied with its results.
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APPEND IX

TEMPORARY INSTRUCTION ON SEPARATE QUESTIONS OF INDEXATION
BY UNIVERSAL DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION AND CODING OF

INFORMATION MATERIALS FOR MECHANIZED
RETRIEVAL

During coding of information materials one should observe the

following rules:

1. The basic index of Universal Decimal Classification disposed

in the ist zone should express the technological process or equipment

of which it is a question in the information, and the part of the

index which comes after the sign of ratio (i.e., in the 3rd zone)

determines the object of processing.

For example: 1. Dyeing of tissues made of synthetic fibers

677.842:677.494.o64.

2. Milling machine for worm cutting of straight-tooth bevel

gears 621.914.5:621.833.22.

Only in those cases in which it is impossible to express the

technological process by the basic index of Universal Decimal

Classification is the object of production placed in the first zone,

and the process and equipment designated by determinant .002...

For example: 1. Zapletka (no translation founds of cables in

production of truck-cranes 621.86.065.3.002.72.
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2. If the contents of the information can be expressed only

with the use of two signs of ratio, one should give dipole cards
(the first idea with respect to the second and the first idea with
respect to the third). For example: "Sharpening" of a drill with
an artificial diamond 621.923.6:621.951.4:666.233.

code: 1) 621.923.611621.951.4 ...... 6

2) 621.923.611666.233 ...... 6

3. In a number of cases very important technical ideas on
Universal Decimal Classification can be expressed only through a

determinant of type .0.
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QUESTIONS OF DEVELOPMENT OF AN INFORMATION-RETRIEVAL
SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATED CONTROL OF THE WORK OF A

NAVAL FLEET OF STEAM NAVIGATION

A. N. Kiselev and I. A. Mikhaylova

Further improvement of the control system of a naval fleet of

steam navigation is possible only on the basis of introduction of

mathematical methods and means of computer technology and a way of

gradual transition to a system of automated control (SAU). Such

a system can take over the following basic functions:

a) automated collection, treatment and storage of information

about state of transport process;

b) sizing up of the situation put together in the transport

process and development of recommendations on its regulation;

c) machine preparation of initial data and solution of concrete

problems of control of the work of the fleet;

d) preparation and delivery of answers to inquiries of management

apparatus and reports on set forms, etc.

Naturally, the SAU will be created in several stages, distin-

guished by a circle of solved problems, degree of automation input

and data processing, structure of controls, etc.
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The material of the present report is part of large overall

research in information provision of SAU. This complex also

establishes the composition of information participating in solution

of the problems of control of the work of the fleet; its standardiza-

tion and unification, development of extramachine and intramachine

languages and forms of presentation of information, organization

of transmission of information on different communication channels,

development of founded requirements for composition of technical

means, and provision of the necessary sequence and continuity of

treatment and transmission of information.

The information-retrieval system (IPS) for automated control

of the work of the fleet is developed in the following sequence:

1. Analysis of the complex of problems of control, their

information communications, and peculiarities of solution.

2. Foundation of SAU in the form of an IPS variant.

Peculiarities caused by assignment and conditions of work of the

system.

3. Development of a system of inquiries and IPS (composition

of current forms, inquiries of management apparatus, preparation of

initial data for solution of concrete problems of control).

4. Classification of objects and their characteristics.

Determination of composition and volume of arrays of information

(information tables).

5. Development of principles of organization of storage and

restoration of information.

6. Development of method of distribution of information in

memory unit (ZU).

7. Development of algorithms and programs of input and

restoration of information.
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8. Development of algorithms and programs of preparation of

initial data of solution of problems of control of the work of the

fleet.

9. Development of algorithms and programs of answers to

inquiries.

The economicomathematical model of the system of automated

control of the work of a fleet of steam navigation has more than

80 different problems, which can be conditionally divided into

three basic groups.

The first group includes annual and quarterly planning of work

of fleet, loading of ports and ship repair, composition of the

optimum diagram of travel and arrangement of vessels by lines and

directions, etc.

The second group consists of problem of operational planning

and regulation of the work of the fleet, development of a monthly

work schedule of vessels, scheduled assignment to a concrete vessel,

appraisal of the daily situation and submitting recommendations on

readdressing of vessels, etc.

/

In the third group there are problems of operational and

statistical calculation and analysis of the work of the fleet.

For solution of a large complex of problems on control of the

work of the fleet it is necessary to process and store in EVTsM a

large volume of information: plans of works, data about the current

state of the transpcrt process, position of vessels, state of ports,

presence of cargoes, technical characteristics of vessels and ports,

tariffs on transport, norm of treatment of vessels in ports, data

about completed trips, etc.

Analysis of information participating in the solution of the

complex of problems of automation of control of the work of the
fleet bears witness to their large information communication. In a
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majority of problems the same initial intermediate data are used,

and the results of one problem are source data for solution of other

problems, etc. Thus, for example, in problems of composition of

a chart of work of vessels, scheduled assignment, composition of a
cargo plan, and readdressing of vessels there participate such data

as load capacity, load-carrying capacity, speed of movement of vessel,
distance between ports, tariffs on transport of cargoes, etc.

Experience in solving individual problems shows that manual
preparation of initial data for solution of problems of control,

their retrieval in documents, distribution in a definite sequence,

punching and input takes 90-95% of the time spent solving the

problem.

Part of the problems intended for daily solution, have limita-

tion with respect to time of solution. The first of these is the

problem of regulation of the work of the fltit, which must be solved

in a few hours. Furthermore, daily there will be solved the problem

of composition of scheduled assignment for vessels finishing a trip,

composition of a cargo plan of vessels before loading, delivery of
data on operational account, and delivery of reference data on the

state of transport process in different aspects. Manual preparation

of initial data for solution of these problems requires large

expenditures of working time of technical personnel and loads

auxiliary equipment.

The bivgest effect in this case can be obtained if the system
of information is formed taking into account interaction of problems

of information flows.

During the analysis of the complex of problems of control,
besides the establishing of information links between them and the

conditions of their solution, there is determined the composition

of the necessary information. For every element of information
(index) there are indicated corresponding characteristics (unit,

accuracy of measurement, maximum value, periodicity of changes,

etc.).
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Storage of information and its distribution in the memory

units of the computer can be organized in two ways.

In the first case immediately after input special arrays are

formed each of which is useful for solution of a certain problem.

Creation of such arrays is acceptable if the complex of problems is

known in advance and small. If the complex of problems is large,

there will be a greater number of arrays, where the same data can

appear in a number of arrays, which creates certain difficulties.

At present certain problems use small volume of data and are solved

for a concrete group of vessels or individual vessels, for example,

the problem of composition of scheduled assignment and the composition

of the cargo plan of the vessel. Big steamship companies unite

hundreds of vessels; therefore, the composition of arrays of informa-

tion for every problem and in reference to concrete vessels and

ports is bulky and irrational.

A second, more rational method is presentation of SAU in the

form of an information-retrieval system and organization of informa-

tion in the form of information tables.

During foundation of SAU in the form of an information-retrieval

system there were used theoretical developments of N. A. Krinitskiy,

0. A. Abramov, and others [l, 2, 3].

Information systems describe the state of certain objects in

their interconnection. An information system is a set of sources

and a depository of information, a collection of algorithms of

selection of information, and an information-carrying system.

An information control system of a fleet can be considered a

particular case of automated systems possessing a number of specific

properties governed by the purpose and conditions of its work. The

system of information provision of SAU possesses criteria of a

dynamic information-retrieval system:

1) restoration of information about the state of objects

participating in the transport process and conditions of shipments;
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2) distribution of information according to a definite law;

3) paeparation of initial data for solution of problems of

control;

4) composition of answers to inquiries.

The first basic peculiarity of this IPS is limited composition

of information elements in it. The main elements of the transport

process are vessels, ports, and loads. Knowing the perspective of

development of the fleet, it is possible to count the assigned number

of vessels of steam navigation in a certain interval of time, for

example, a year. The composition of world ports changes more and

more rarely. The product-list of transported cargoes also changes

rarely.

A majority of inquiries to the information system are known

beforehand and can be rigidly programmed. The obtaining of an

answer is the delivery of information according to a standard program.

There is no need in this case to translate the inquiry from input

language into information language since information at the input

to the system will be basically presented in standardized language.

Information should be issued in convenient human-readable form,

for example, in standardized Russian.

The information-retrieval system will conduct a calculation of

the work of the fleet, both operational and statistical, practically

without documentation, having freed management from unnecessary

tiresome work on data processing and composition of various reports

and references.

Therefore, an important question during development of IPS is

analysis of the work of management apparatus of steam navigation

and problems of control and investigation of inquiries.

To such inquiries there can be referred delivery of information

about the position of vessels of steam navigation at a definite
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moment of time, the presence of vessels in a certain region, daily

or monthly transported loads, fulfillment of the scheduled assign-

ment by a vessel, the bedget of time of vessels in a calendar cut,

etc.

Every object of the control system can be described by a set

of characteristics X1, X2, ... X.. Moreover in the information

system there are stored concrete values of these characteristics.

The characteristics of an object are not only numerical values of
any parameter of the object, but also other data determining the

participation of this element in the transport process. In this

case the concrete value of characteristics can be represented not

only by a numerical value, but can also have the form of a certain

alphabetical equivalent, word or even word combination. Information

about the objects of the system is in the form of information

tables. Objects are unified into information tables, taking into

account convenience of retrieval of data during solution of a

problem.

Information systems are created for production of information
about a certain set of objects M. Every object should be assigned
a list of properties. A set of M objects is divided into several

nonintersecting classes. Every class can also be split into sub-
classes, sub-subclasses, etc.

Objects of every class and their descriptions are simultaneously
numbered in such a way that objects of zero rank are numbered first
(lowest degree of classification), then of the first rank, etc.

In our case we are dealing with a small number of types of

objects (vessels, ports, cargoes, clientele, adjacent forms of

transport, etc.).

One of the labor-consuming problems in this plan is classifi-

cation of objects (elements) of the information system and also the
establishing of characteristics of objects and their classification.
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Objects and characteristics rust be classified proceeding from

conveniences of solution of problems, and retrieval of necessary

information. The set containing the greatest number of characterlis-

tics is the set of information about vessels. Vessels, which will

be processed by the ports of a given steamship company, i.e., enter

the sphere of its control, will be both domestic and foreign. In

turn, every grcup is divided into cargo, cargo-passenger, and

passenger vessels. Every class is divided into smaller subclasses.

The sniallest unit of classification is a group of vessels of a

definite type, for example, of the type "Poltava," "Krasnograd,11

etc., having many identical characteristics. These types take into

consideration design features and adjustability to transport of

definite cargoes. Every vessel in the zero class should possess

a certain formal criterion (index), which takes this classification

into consideration. Many of the problems of operational regulation

of the work of the fleet are solved for interchangeable hawsers

and vessels. Therefore, in the process of solving a problem from

the formal-criterion (index) the machine should determine what

vessels can be used in every concrete case.

The second important group of objects and a rather large one

is ports. In this group there are all ports, in which the vessels

of a given basin are processed: domestic ports of the given basin

and other basins, and also foreign ports. Every group of ports is

distinguished by composition of necessary information.

If classification of vessels and ports is rather simple, then

classification of other objects and sources of information of the

system and formalization of their characteristics have difficulties.

This pertains especially to loads. For this purpose it is necessary

to develop anew a single product-list of cargoes, which is needed

because at present different product-lists exist: one for determina-

tion of tariffs on transport of cargoes in export-import and

cabotage, others for standardization of loading and unloading of

works, and still others for capture of cargo collection. All these

product-lists have noncoincident designations of cargoes, and to

store in the machine all product-lists is inexpedient. Therefore,
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a new product-list of cargoes should consider in the form of a

characteristic all necessary indices.

Every information table consists of three parts:

cap of objects,

cap of characteristics,

table of values. 

The principle of composition of an information table is well-

known [3]. In the beginning designations of all objects of class M

are recorded and numbered. Then there are recorded designations

of all characteristics (criteria) describing the state of the objects

of the given class in a certain sequence (a procession of criteria

is composed), and they are numbered.

In the first line of the information table criteria are recorded

in the order of their numbers. In the second line there are recorded

under every designation the values of the given characteristic

.belonging to object No. 1. In the third line there are placed

characteristics for object No. 2, etc.

The cap of objects is a vertical cap since every assignment of

the object corresponds to a line of information table. The cap of

characteristics is horizontal because every assignment of charac-

teristic corresponds to its concrete value for every object.

In caps of objects, besides ideas expressing the name of concrete

objects or their coded equivalent, there are given links of entry of

classes of some ideas Into classes of other ideas.

It is necessary to note that characteristics can also be

classified, i.e., characteristics can also be divided into classes,

subclasses, etc., by ranks. For example, such a characteristic of

a vessel of the first rank as "coordinate" is divided into two
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characteristics of zero rank - "latitude" and "longitude." Therefore,

in caps of characteristics also, besides the name of characteristics,

there are given links of entry of characteristics of junior ranks

into classes of senior ranks and their links with the matrix. This

is done for convenience of retrieval and delivery of a reference.

During retrieval of information there should be assigned the rank

of the idea of the object or characteristics by which the necessary

values are selected.

In one information table one should place data about objects

the majority of the characteriLtics of which have identical names,

and there must alsb be considered the convenience of retrieval of

information for solution of problems. Thus, for example, it is

expedient to have separate information tables for oil, passenger,

and dry cargo fleets.

The information table for cargo vessels of the dry cargo fleet

includes technical characteristics of vessels (carrying capacity,

load-carrying capacity, speed of movement, type of engine, number

of holds, hatches, etc.), normative data (norms of consumption

of water, fuel on water and on stand, primecost of vessel, norm of

consumption of currency, etc.), plan of work of vessel in current

trip (scheduled assignment), location of vessel and form of fulfilled

operation by last operational data, fulfillment of scheduled e.ssign-

ment, data about fulfillment of preceding trips (time of trip,

designation and quantity of transported load, material and financial

consumptions, sum of prize, etc.). The vertical cap of this table

is of the third rank and contains around five hundred designations

of characteristics. The volume of the horizontal cap depends on

the number of vessels of steam navigation and can also contain more

than one hundred designations.

There may also be cases in which retrieval detects not one of

the ideas of the object or characteristic. In this case there are

generated special criteria equivalent to the expressions "there is

no assigned idea in the cap," "there are ro ideas of zero rank

subordinated to the assigned idea in the cap." If for description
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of a certain object a certain characteristic is useless, the criterion

"does not have meaning" is introduced, which is placed on the place

of concrete value of the characteristic. Furthermore, there is

introduced the official criterion "there is no information," which

is used if information about the value of the given characteristic

for any reason did not enter the information system.

Thus, the information system is in the form of information

tables. The finding of the concrete value of a characteristic is

determined by the information retrieval algorithm for which there

must be assigned certain initial data: number of information table,

number of line of information table (name of object) and kind of

concrete characteristic of object corresponding to name (number of

column).

/

Algorithms of solution of concrete problems developed at present

do not provide for machine preparation of initial data and, therefore,

require large expenditures. During automation of-control of the

transport process it is necessary to liberate maintenance personnel

from labor-consuming work on data processing. Subsequent organiza-

tion of solution of the problem in a system of information provision

is possible.

Algorithms of solution of problems of control of the transport

process will be developed beforehand, and programs of their solution

will be presented in the form of a library of standard subroutines.

The solution of every problem is divided into two stages:

- preparation of initial data;

- solution of the problem according to obtained data.

Therefore, programs of preparation of initial data have to be

separated into a definite group of problems. In each program of

preparation of initial data there participate information-retrieval

algorithms which depend on the organization of the information

depository.
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For simplification of distribution of information about the

transport process a certain assumption is made in our case: let us

keep in mind that the number of system elements is constant. Further-

more, let us take into consideration that the number of characteristics

necessary for description of the properties of every object is also

known.

Knowing the limits of change of the contents of the characteris-

tics, it is possible to establish the volume of information which will

describe the state of the system in a certain interval of time.

An important question of investigation is development of a

method (language) ;f presentation of information inside the machine,

ideas of caps of objects, and characteristics and their values.

Closely connected with this is construction of classificational

links between objects and characteristics and also application of

methods of distribution of information in memory units.

The main part of the information will be stored on magnetic

tape in linear form. In this sense the information table should be

placed line by line or column by column. In our case it is expedient

to place information line by line, forming separate arrays for every

object.

To ensure compact recording of information in memory there are

used several special procedures. The simplest is the position

principle of distribution. In this case for every object there is

assigned a strictly defined volume of memory for storage of informa-

tion about it. In the process of work there will be changed the

contents of cells stoi*ng variable information, and the character

of information and cells assigned for their storage remain constant.

Under the value of the characteristic there is assigned a constant

number of binary digits corresponding to its maximum value.

The main drawback of such a method is uneconomic use of memory

when there are many empty values of characteristics. Other methods

of information consider nonzero values of characteristics, which are
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recorded sequentially one after the other. Upon the finding of

information. there are used various kinds of logical scales, which

are at the beginning of the array of characteristics for a certain

object. These scales consider the presence of characteristics and

their dimension.

Selection of a method of distribution of information tables can

be solved after their construction and solution of the problem of

presentation of information.

Quec1ons of development of methods of data processing are

not less complicated. For purposes of transmission and processing,

economic information, as a rule, is grouped in reports. At present

there have been developed basic principles of processing of data on

control of naval transport. As a basis of developed algorithms

there is assumed the principle of clear separation of algorithms

of accumulation of information from algorithms of delivery.

Algorithms of accumulation of information are algorithms of

input and restoration ofl information, and algorithms of delivery are

algorithms of obtaining answers to inquiries and preparation of

initial data for solution of individual problems. A method of

construction of algorithms and programs of processing of operational

information about the work of the naval fleet has been developed

by Tseytin, the senior scientific colleague of the A. A. Zhdanov

Leningrad State University. As a basis of algorithms of data

processing there is assumed treatment of separate elementary reports

containing one or more characteristics of objects.

The first variant of IPS for automated control of the work of

a fleet will be created on the basis of the Experimentsl Computer

Center of the Naval Fleet in Baltic Steam Navigation.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF COMPARATIVE EFFECTIVENESS
OF MANUAL AND MECHANIZED IPS IN THE N. K. KRUPSKAYA

LENINGRAD STATE INSTITUTE OF CULTURE

A. V. Sokolov, D. I. Byumenau, R. F. Grinina,
and A. M. Sorkin

The present work deals generally with the problems, method,

and results of three interconnected experiments conducted in

1964-1966 in N. K. Krupskaya Leningrad State Institute (LGIK) under

the general names of "Lastochka," "Estafeta," and "Ruduga."

Experiments were prepared and conducted by a 10-man initiative

group. The practical target of inve. stigations consisted in obtaining

initial data for determination of rational fields of application

of manual and mechanized information retrieval.

A. problems of Experiment

Effectiveness is a relative concept. The conclusion that an

IPS is more effectire can be made only on the basis of its comparison

with other IPS. In LGIK experiments manual card files were compared

to mechanized IPS of the descriptor type. Effectiveness of IPS

was estimated according to the following indices, determining both

the final useful effect and the expenditures, made for its

achievement:

1. The quality of work determined by information 2osses and

information noise.
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2. Labor-input of creation.

3. High speed operation.

The main criterion of effectiveness was considered to be
information losses and the main attention was paid to exposure of
regularities affecting this index. Experiments were conducted on
the basis of three different collections of documents on library
matter and scientific information with the use of both inquiries
formulated by the experimenters themselves, and inquiries assigned

by information users.

Manual IPS were investigated in two directions:

a) appraisal of subject and systematic catalogs'accepted in
library and information practice, called "traditional IPS" from

now on;

b) exposure of promising ways of departure from traditional

practice within the bounds of manual retrieval.

Descriptor IPS participating in experiments were created in
accordance with rules generalized in [1] and can be considered by
typical representatives of the given class of IPS. Descriptor
language was represented in the form of a thesaurus on library matter

and scientific information developed at the N. K. Krupskaya LGIK.

Appraisal of effectiveness of traditional IPS as compared to
descriptor systems is the purpose of the works "Lastochka" and

"Estafeta." Analysis of catalogs and card files existing in informa-
tion services and libraries permitted to set that the following

peculiarities are inherent to them as IPS:

1. As an IPYa there comes forward an a priori assigned

In this work we do not distinguish between the terms "card
file" and "catalog."
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hierarchical diagram of classification (for systematic catalogs) or

empirical list of subject heading with cross fcferences (for subject

catalogs).

2. There is used a criterion of semantic conformity "on

inclusion," according to which in delivery there are included

documents carrying indices equal or subordinated with respect to the

indices of the retrieval pattern of the inquiry.

3-. A document yields an average of 1-2 independent indices

and, accordingly, the norm of duplication is not more than 1.5

cardB per document.

4. Realization in the form of a manual-retrieval card file.

Traditional cird files for LGIK experiments were developed by

several bibliographers with a good knowledge of accepted library

practice. Their problem was to create bibliographical card files

satisfying contemporary requirements for such card files. There

were no limitations on the finishing of available classifications,

depth and detailedness of indexing and degree of duplicating of

cards. Bibliographers worked independently of each other. It is

significant that card files obtained as a result corresponded to

the above-formulated "traditional norm," which once again confirmed

the justice of these norms.

Table 1 gives the conditions of carrying out the experiments

"Lastochka" and "Estafeta" and the obtained results. As can be

seen from the table, the difference in indices of information

losses of traditional card files and descriptor IPS clearly exceeds

the bounds of possible inaccuracy of ex-eriment, therefore a con-

clusion can be drawn concerning the superiority of typical descriptor

IPS over typical traditional card files in the sense of the quality

of retrieval. This conclusion is important in itself, but is still

insufficient for determination of rational fields of application of

manual and mechanized retrieval technology. There remained open

the question of the possibility of improvement of manual IPS by way
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Table 1.

Con V on of Indics of efoctiyss

I i

I"r - t o al.01

oo

VD (traiionl) 1 .! . lO 60 ?.Xi 2.41
D e c r i p o r P ll -- 9I .3 2 2 3 8 9 .1 4 2 I p• Istrota" . 0 23 l0 . I I . F

Subject catalog (traditilal) 1.37 I 4 - -
D4r or rp_ 14 I1.5

" U (first stag*) i to 8o 0 l i I
BIK (traditional) 1.3 .353 64 4 j

(untraditional) :353 15 3.2
Subject catalog (untraditional) I 3.8 I I1i 24 7 -

Descriptor IFS- 017.7 16.6 2.5 -

"Madugs" (second stage) • 1 7O0 .7 I 2. I I

VS (traditional) 1.31 3 16.2I 65., 7.3 2.1

Subject catalog (traditional) 1 .27 . 461 a $15 2.0
SDK (untraditiomal) 3.37 139:2 35 4. 65.4

Subject catalog (untraditional) -3.7 14.91 26 8.5 6.4
Descriptor Is - 7.0 30 5.0 9.0

of deviation from certain "traditional norms." To determine ways

of increasing the quality of work of traditional IPS we will analyze

sources of information losses and information noise inherent to

them and ways of removing them:

1. Apriority of classification diagrams utilized for con-

struction of systematic catalogs. Preassigned classifications are

in no way oriented to the available file of documents; ideas and

links essential for description of the documents of a given file

are always absent in them. For the purpose of compensation of

apriority of classification diagrams there is practiced their

finishing in the process of exploitation. As a result the a priori

assigned diagram approaches a classification diagram developed

empirically, proceeding from subjects of given array, and

theoretically in limit should merge with it. During the carrying

out of the experiment it is possible to exclude the influence of

apriority by way of use of empirically composed classification.
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2. Insufficient depth and detailedness of indexing, due to

which the information contents of the document are not completely

reflected in the retrieval pattern of the inquiry. The traditional

method, as shown above, establishes a norm of duplicating not

more than 1.5 cards per document, thereby limiting the possibilities

of indexing. In principle this limitation can be removed without

changing the specific character of the system.

3. The linearity of indices of manual catalogs manifested in

the fact that heuristic functions are inherent to only the left

part of the complicated index; nevertheless, the remaining com-

ponents (in particular, model subheadings and determinants) do not

fulfill heuristic functions. Removal of linearity of indices

within the limits of manual card files is possible by way of dupli-

cating of cards, introducing as many cards per document as there are

elements in the retrieval pattern of the document.

Possibility of decreasing information losses- within the bounds
of manual IPS are covered by "Raduga." The task of "Raduga" was to

construct manual-retrieval card files in which the above-mentioned

sources of information losses are removed. The problem of "Raduga"

corresponding to the second direction of investigations of manual

IPS was formulated in the following way: whether there exist

objective causes preventing the obtaining-of identical completeness

of delivery of information in manual card files and in model

descriptor IPS during equal conditions of processing and retrieval

of documents? In order to check the authenticity of estimated data

obtained in "Lastochka" and "Estafeta" the "Raduga" program provided

for the creation of traditional subject and systematic catalogs.

A traditional systematic catalog was organized according to new

Soviet Library-Bibliographic Classification (BBK).

In contrast to preceding experiments, where IPS were constructed

independently of each other, in the case of "Raduga" it was required

to provide coordination of untraditional manual card files with

descriptor IPS contrasted to it in order to exclude the influence

of subjectivity of operators of these systems. Such a measure is
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necessary, inasmuch as any IPS belongs to the class of "man-machine"

systems and, therefore, the effectiveness of its fulfillment of

functions depends both on the objective possibilities of the IPS

as a machine and the subjective qualities of the person of the

operator working with it. If one does not provide for measures

for exception or, in the extreme case, equalizing of the influence

of subjective factors, then the study of objective characteristics

of the system becomes impossible. In the "Raduga" experiment the

following measures were taken to compensate for subjectivity:

a) information-retrieval languages were-equalized with respect

to semantic force;'

b) description of information contents of documents (indexing)

was carried out with an identical degree of depth and detailedness;

c) programs of information retrieval on inquiries were

coordinated;

d) retrievel results were evaluated on the basis of single

criteria.

In order to satisfy the : st condition, for an untraditional

systematic catalog there was developed a Special Decimal Classifi-

cation (SDK) of literature on 7 brary science, bibliography, and

scientific information. The SOH was constructed according to the

type of traditional "enumerating" diagrams: structurally it presents

a single hierarchical "tree" of ideas, there is applied decimal

notation and a scanned system of model divisions (determinants) and

provision is made for the possibility of formation of complicated

indices with the help of "colon" and "plus" signs. A peculiarity

of SDK is that its glossary matches the glossary of an empirically

'Semantic force means the possibility of describing phenomena
by means of a given language. Semantic force determines possible
depth and detailedness of indexing.
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compiled thesaurus. Therefore, one may assume that SDK is an

empirically created classification. Comparing SDK with an a priori

assigned BBK, it is impossible not to note the considerably great

complexity of SDK tables. Into SDK there went 1109 different indices,

whereas in the BBK card file only 482 were used. The problem of

equalizing the semantic force of the descriptor language and the

language of subject headings was solved in the process of formulation

of subject headings by way of coordination of them with the retrieval

pattern of the document in descriptor language. The subject headings

of the untraditional catalog included frequently three or more sub-

headings, whereas, in the traditional subject catalog the structure

of the headings was much simpler (as a rule, title and subtitle).

For compensation of subjectivity of indexers in untraditional

IPS and in descriptor fPS there was carried out standardization of

the retrieval pattern of the document. Standardization consisted

in the fact that the retrieval patterns of documents composed in

various IPYa included the same idea. Thus, there was ensured identical

depth.and detailedness of indexing. Standardization does not ensure

absolutely correct indexing (this is practically impossible); the

purpose of standardization is to provide an identical level of errors

and inaccuracies in all untraditional IPS.

On everyindependent SDK index, besides determinants, there

was given a separate card in the card file. In exactly the same

way on every, significant word of a subject heading, with the

exception of model subheadings, corresponding to SDK determinants,

an additional Card is started. As a result, as Table 1 shows, the

degree of duplication in untraditional catalogs considerably exceeded

the usual library norms. In descriptor IPS there were used during

indexing an average of 5.65 descriptors per document.

To get rid of subjectivity in understanding inquiries and com-

posing the retrieval program the retrieval patterns of inquiries of

untraditional manual card files and the descriptor system were
intercoordinated in such a way as to achieve standardization of the

retrieval pattern of the inquiry in exactly the same way as standardi-

zation of the retrieval pattern of the document was provided.
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The relevance of documents was evaluated by a competent

commission on the basis of single principles shown below. To

eliminate tendentiousness in evaluation of relevance, experiments

were organized in such a way that members of the commission did not

know what document was issued by one system or another.

Thanks to the above-described measures there were excluded two

sources of losses in traditional IPS: apriority of classification

diagram and insufficient depth of indexing. Partially there was

compensated also linearity of indexation of manual systems. It is

true that compensation of linearity was not complete since heuristic

functions were not given to SDK determinants and model subject sub-

headings. Calculation showed that if this was done, then the volume

of untraditional catalogs would be increased 2-3 more times, and the

degree of duplication would reach 6-7 cards per document.

B. Method of Experimenting

During the carrying out of experimental IPS investigations

wide propagation was obtained by the method accepted during realization

of the Cranfield project [2]. By this method every inquiry

participating in the experiment is formulated on the basis of a

document-source arbitrarily selected from the file in such a way

that the document-source completely answers it. The number of the

document-source is reported together with the inquiry to the person

doing the retrieving. Retrieval on the inquiry continues until the

IPS gives out the document-source or permissible retrieval variants

are exhausted. In the first case retrieval is considered successful,

and in the second unsuccessful. The total percentage of unsuccessful

retrievals determines information losses.

The advantages of the Cranfield method are simplicity and

convenience of experimentation. In the opinion of the authors of

the project, the method proposed by them permits excluding the

complicated question of evaluation of relevance of documents to the

given inquiry, since the number of the document-source is known

beforehand. At the same time there are doubts with respect to the

reliability of this method [3, 4, 5]:
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1. It is possible to assume that the probability of non-

issuance of a document-source depends on information losses inherent

to IPS, but this assumption requires proof.

2. Inasmuch as every inquiry corresponds to a document-source

the connection of which with the inquiry is not stipulated by the

method, instead of the problem of relevance between the inquiry and

documents as a result of retrieval there appears the problem of

relevance between the document-source and the inquiry made on the

basis of it. For strict carrying out of the experirment it is

necessary to formulate a clear criterion of conformity between the

contents of the document-source and the inquiry. To do this is as

difficult as to stipulate the conditions of relevance of a random

document to a given inquiry. Thus, despite affirmation of the

authors, the Cranfield method does not exclude the problem of
/

relevance.

3. The impossibility of use of "real" inquiries of users is in

no way.connected with experimental collection of documents.

4. The Cranfield method does not permit calculating IPS

information noise.

In the N. K. Krupskaya LGIK there was developed a more exact,

in our opinion, and more complicated method of experimentation intended

for comparative investigations of two or more IPS. According to the

LGIK method, information losses and information noise for n inquiries

are calculated by direct means by formulas (1) and (2):

.... (1)

1 % (2)

where L is information loss; N is information noise; S. is the total

nurber of relevant documents in an array for the i-th inquiry; Si is

the issued number of relevant documents for the i-th inquiry; and
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Pi is the total number of documents issued in answer to the i-tn

inquiry.

The problem of relevance is solved on the basis of the following

considerations. Among documents issued by an IPS in answer to an

inquiry there are always documents which can be confidently recognized

as relevant or, conversely, irrelevant to a given inquiry. Authen-

ticity of determination sharply increases if it is carried out

jointly, by a special commission. Uncertainty in judgement of

relevances spreads only to a certain, as a rule, small number of

documents. By way of these documents there is created inaccuracy

of experiment, but the possibility of realizing the experiment is

not negated by the presence of "indefinite" documents. Practice

showed that during the Joint method of determination of relevance

the shown "uncertainty" is successfully solved. In the LGIK there

have been established the following leading rules for the evaluation

of the relevance of documents to an inquiry:
/

1. Relevance must be evaluated on the basis of the source

used during indexing. If indexing is carried out according to

annotation or abstract, then accessing the primary source or con-

jecturing its contents is not allowed.

2. Relevance is determined irrespectively of the reader's

assignment of the document (theoretical article, patent, popular

work), if the reader's assignment is not stipulated in the request.

3. If the document concerns a less general idea than the idea

assigned in the inquiry, then the document is considered relevant;

if, however, a more general idea appears in the document, then it

Is not recognized as relevant.

The described method can determine Si for every inquiry and

every IPS. As S Z is the total useful delivery of all IPS. Such

an assumption is based on the fact that delivery of systems, as

practice shows, is additional one to another, i.e., relevant

documents not issued by one system are issued by another, and
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vice versa. The more systems participate in the experiment, the

nearer sum Si approaches the hypothetical value of Si appearing
i zi

in formula (1). It must be borne in mind that an absolutelr accurate

determination of information losses is not necessary to come to a

conclusion about the superiority of one IPS over another; it is

enough to be convinced that one IPS issues a greater number of

relevant documents than another, i.e., to obtain the difference

value of infcrmation losses of investigated IPS.

The LGIK method has, in our opinion, the following merits:

a) direct calculation of information losses and information

noise increases authenticity of obtained results;

b) the possibility of using "real." inquiries of users;

c) the possibility of calculating information noise.

The deficiencies of the method are the necessity of the

participation in the experiment of a minimum of two IPS; and the

relative accuracy of determination of SZ.

C. Results of Experiments and Conclusions

Table 1 gives actual data of LGIK experiments. Values of
indices of effectiveness of traditional IPS obtained in different

experiments closely match, in spite of the fact that in every

experiment these IPS were composed by different specialists on the

basis of different literature bases and different sets of inquiries

were used. Consequently, these indices are of an objective nature

and do not depend on the subjectivity of the operator or the

conditions of the experiment. In particular, it is possible to

deduce the following mean information losses and labor consumption

of input of one document in traditional and descriptor IPS

(Table 2).
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Table 2.

IPS Informa- Informa- Input time
tion tion of document
losses,. noise, min

Systematic catalogs
(traditional) 53 60 2.26

Subject catalogs
(traditional 55 21 2.0

Descriptor IPS 12 21 9.21

Table 2 data show that the quality of work and labor consumption

of creating traditional systematic and subject catalogs are on one

level. Information losses in typical traditional catalogs are 40%

higher than in typical descriptor IPS, but the time spent processing

documents in the first is four times less. Thus, the first problem

of the experiments (evaluation of the effectiveness of traditional

retrieval technology) can be considered carried out.

In order to answer the question of whether there are objective

causes preventing thie obtaining of an identical level of information

losses in manual card files and descriptor IPS (the second problem

of investigation), let us analyze the causes of appearance losses

in untraditional catalogs of the "Raduga" experiment (second stage).

The experiment showed that fn these catalogs there are differences
in losses of information from descriptor IPS, in spite of steps

taken to compensate for the subjecti~ity of operators of these

IPS. The following sources of information losses were exposed

(Table 3).

Technical errors were headpiece of cards or their omission

during retrieval, incorrect writing of index on card, absence of

index entering standard retrieval pattern, and incorrect puncture

or error during readout cf punched cards.
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Table 3.

Information losses,

Sources of losses SDK subject cata- descrip-

log (untradi- tor IPS
tional)

Technical errors 11.9 1.2 3.9

Subjectivity of indexing 2.8 2.7 2.8

IPYa defects 4,3 2.1 0.3

Linearity of indices 20.2 8.9 -

All 39.2 14.9 7.0

Subjective errors of indexing were defects of the standard

retrieval pattern (insufficient depth or detailedness of indexing).

IPYa defects consisted in absence of basic links between IPYa elements

useful for retrieval. Losses due to linearity of indices of manual

IPS are caused by the impossibility of retrieval according to model

subheadings and determinants, since these language elements did not

give heuristic functions.

It is obvious that there will always be technical errors in

systems of the "man-machine" type including a person as one of the

sections. In exactly the same way there are removed errors

connected with the subjectivity of indexers, although thanks to

standardization of retr±'eval patterns these errors can be brought

to one level. The inevitability of the presence of the two sources

of information losses shown proves the impossibility of practical

construction of real IPS having zero information losses.

With the specific character of IPS there are connected losses

caused by IPYa defects and linearity of indices. In descriptor IPS

the influence of the first source of information losses is insi6;nifi.-

cant, and the second source is absent. Inasmuch as basic links

were established by IPS operators on the basis of erudition and
intuition, then omissions and errors in exposing them are inevitable
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in any IPS. But the specific character of the language of manual

systems is that.in them the probability of appearance of defects is

greater than in descriptor IPS. With increase of depth and
detailedness of indexing there is quickly complicated the structure

of the hierarchical diagram of classification and the dictionary of
subject headings. At the same time achievement of such quality of

indexing in descriptor IPS does not require much complication of the

thesaurus, thanks to the fact that every word of descriptor language
possesses heuristic functions. It is not difficult to see that
"simplicity" of descriptor language is the result of the basic
distinctive peculiarity of systems of coordinate indexing - the

possibility of retrieving according to any IPYa elements and their

combinations. Manual means of realization do not allow such a

possibility. Thus, in the case of manual IPS there is obtained

a closed circle: to decrease losses of information it is necessary

to increase depth and detailedness of indexing, which cannot be done

without development of complicated 1PYa possessing great semantic

force. In turn, IPYa complication inevitably leads to errors and

omissions during its creation and use, which involves information

loss.

Linearity of indexation in manual catalogs, as shown above,
can be completely excluded by way of increasing degree of duplicating

of cards. In the "Raduga" exp atment we refused formation of

independent indices on the base of determinants of classification

and model subheading since this would contradict the main purpose
of these elements - to serve as auxiliary means for more accurately

defining of basic indices IPYa. But in principle such measure is
/

not excluded.

Returning to the main question posed in the "Raduga" experiment
we can ascertain that there were not revealed theoretically

irremovable obstacles to bringing the level of information losses
in manual card files to the level of information losses in descriptor

IPS if initial data are equal. However, practical achievement of
this level is ha j-rcd by increasing complication of manual systems.

In systematic catalogs a practically irremovable source of information
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losses is apriority of classification since introduction of empirical

diagrams apparently is impossible.

Conclusions

1. It is practically impossible to construct bibliographic
IPS possessing an "ideal" quality of work, i.e., zero information

losses.

2. Traditional IPS having comparatively simple IPYa structure
and using small depth and detailedness of indexing independently
of the principle of organization of the card file - subject or

systematic - have approximately 40% higher information losses than

model descriptor IPS.

3. The tendency to compensate sources of information losses
of traditional IPS within the bounds of manual retrieval leads to

increase in the volume of card files and the labor consumption of
their creation and to considerable complication of IPYa structure,

which is a potential source of information losses.

4. Descriptor IPS in principle must provide a minimum level
of information losses but realization of such systems takes much

more work than realization of manual IPS.

Actual data obtained by us can be uscd in further investigations
aimed at determining the rational fields of application of various

IPS. In this we see the basic meaning of experiments conducted

at the N. K. Krupskaya LGIK.
/
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INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS

R. ;. Trukhayev and V. V. Khomenyuk

A description of an information retrieval system, its functional

stages and structure is given.

1. Information retrieval systems are one of the means and

component parts of an organ for making a decision (by which is under-

stood a group of people, one person, a technical device or a complex

of technical devices, etc.) during the study and explanation of the

character of functioning of different objects (processes, phenomena

and others) for the purpose of output of a solution on control of

this object, and also for the purpose of accounting for the possible

.influences from the side of this object (in case it actively or

passively counteracts).

Functioning of an object is examined as a sequence bf'transitions

(in time) of an object from one position x in n-dimensional metric

space into another possible position y E R.

Two basic types of information retrieval probldms are possible

(according to the character of the goal searched) depending on what

is required: to separate an object with certain criteria from a
great number of analogous objects or to determine the state of the

object from a certain large number G of possible states.



By position of the object is understood, in the first case, the

vector of characteristic criteria of the object, in the second case,

the vector of spatial coordinates.

Information retrieval systems are intended for determination of

the position of an object. What does application of information

retrieval systems give?

Information retrieval systems permit determin~lng the position of

an object in time with a certain degree of definitiveness depending

on the time of functioning, consttuction and other parameters of the

information retrieval system. Obtained information about the position

of an object permits the organ making the decision to carry out its

functions: to make one or another decision in accordance with goals

of its work. For example, an information retrieval system should find

the code of a book from a catalog and (if this Is necessary) find

the book and issue it to the reader.

Further on we will briefly examine the principles of functioning,

capabilities, structure and criteria of work of information retrieval

systems.

2. The essence of functioning of an information retrieval system

consists in determination (finding) the position of an object on the

basis of a certain model of functioning of the object, data obtained

during search, observation and processing of available informations

about the object.

It is necessary to note that information retrieval systems

should, as a rule, carry out a purposeful or goal-directed process of

retrival of information about the position of an object, since there

are different criteria and limitations on parameters of functioning

of information retrieval systems.

Functioning of information retrieval systems can be split into

the following stages (see Fig. 1):
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organ makcing decision

its preliminary analysis

,Ig
Composition (selectionHtd oM4pf model of functoniu o inoron o Fig. 1. Stages of functioning!Ing orinformation retiea

"Item of an information retrieval
Ste 3 system.
Formulation of information

retrieval problemHI
tae 4
t Theortical solution of in-
forration retrieval problem

Stage 5

Practical perfrinance cp

requisition

Stage 6

Check of correctness and
fitness of results searched

Stage 7
Delivery of results

1) obtaining a requisition or order (from the organ making "he

decision) and its preliminary analysis;

2) composition (or selection) and study of qualitative and

quantitative models of functioning of the object;

3) formulation of the information retrieval problem;

4) theoretical solution of the information retrieval problem

posed;

5) practical performance of search;

6) check of correctness and fitness of data obtained by the

information retrieval system;
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7) readout and results to organ making the decision.

The first stage consists in obtaining a requisition, from the

organ making the decision, formulated according to set standard rules

(in the for, of a formula, oral assignment and so forth). In the

requisition are indicated:

a) criteria of the object separating it from analogous objects,

or certain information about its position accordingly for problems of

the first and second types;

b) requirement about finding the actual object or requirement

about finding the position of' the object;

c) criteria and limitation on the character of performance of

the requisition (time of performance, required accuracy and volume of

information, etc.);

d) form of delivery of the information obtained by the Infor-

mation retrie.val system to the organ making the decision.

Preliminary analysis consists of the fact that a requisition is

formulated ir. accordance with s -andari rules, and in prelinri-:ary

appraisal of the possibility cf use of the obtained requisition in

tho inf()rmation retrieval cystem.

The second stage consists of the fact that on the basis of stuuy

of the actual object, and other indirect information about the object

a qualitative or quantitative model of functioning of the object is

composed (selected).

The third stage consists in presenting the in!- -matilon retrieval

problem on the basis of:

a) given requirements from the requisition;

b) model of functioning of the object;
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c) capability of the information retrieval system;

d) criteria of functioning of the information retrieval system.

lathematically, information retrieval problems are formulated a3

problems of finding sol utions to problems of mathematical logic,

problems of mathematical statistics and the theory of statistical

solutions, systems of equations and inequalites, on the one hand,

or solution of extreme problems Jn the presence of limitations, etc.,

on the other hand.

The fourth stage consists in development and application of

methods for solution cf a tosed information retrieval probirm, and

also in a check of correctness cf obtained (on the basis of these

methods) a theoretical solutions of an information retrieval problem.

The fifth stage consists i practical performance, by an informa-

tion retrieval system, cf a received requisition or order on the basis

of solutinn of the information retrieval problem.

The sixth and seventh stages consist in a check of correctness and

fitness of data obtained by an Information retrieval system and

delivery ,of the obtained results to the organ making the decision.

in aoordari ~i~w.i-i stages of at-ctionir~g, an information

retrlaval system .a. the fo w icng ctructure (see Fig. 2).

fration retrievl

ir1n c trieva. to)I~s of
the a :

P.ig. 2. Sructure of information
retrieval system.
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An information retrieval system consists of retrieval tools and

the organ of control of the system.

The tools can constitute differe-t technical devices, construc-

tions anLd autac hment, and also complexes of technical devlcec together

with personnel. Not stopping for detail on principlcs of ,cvtces and

work of retrieval tools, let us give an idea about the retrieval

unit, the space searched, density of distribution of retrieval

equipment and its volume.

information reztrieval systems consist of a set of varying

quantity of various types cf retrieval equipment.

A retrieval unit of a certain type is that quantiLy of equipment

of this type which has its own control system and is intended for

production of a defined character of information about an object. A

retrieval unit of a system can be a certain technical device, a person

or group of people, a complex of technical devices with perscnn:el,

etc., which are intended for production of information about the object.

The concept of a retrieval unit is conditional, just as any otner

concept of unit of weight, length, area, etc.

The space searched by the tools of an information retrieval

system is either the space and tirre coordinates of the tool, or the

character and quantity of information about the object (obtained from

the retrieval too-l), or a combination cf them.

Density of distributJo.i o tihe equipment of an info-mation

retrieval system is defi'ned as the quantity of retrieval units of

different types belonging to a great number in space searched unit

measure.

The volume of retrieval equipment of an information retrieval

system is defined as the total quantity of retrieval units of different

types distributed in the whole space searched. It Is clear that the

volume is determined by unification with the sum of volumes of

uniform equipment. Here under volume of uniform equipment is ur.der-

s.ood . quantity of units of cr.e type distributed In tIe space
searched.
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Control of an information retrieval system constitutes a

technical device or group of people, a complex of technical devices

with personnel intended for:

a) develnment of distribution of retrieval tools;
!

b) contrcl;
I.

c) delivery to organ making a decision.

. e structure of control of an information retrieval system is

represented in Fig. 3.

7 .~~r7,~ 3. Srcur fcnrlo

f oai rtn re

systemthe sysem for evelopet f d5tVuio en f erea
-""i

t ssem- of 0e-l vSystu the o n gte tis for m

t ch e t stage

Fig. 3. Sructue of contrcl of
information retrieval system.

According to stages of functioning of an information retrieva

sstes, the s for deveisopment f distribution meins of retrieval
is fulfilled by stages 1-4 and 6, control of the z ystem by the 5th

sa.-e, anda tIhe sy em ... .. ...._,v ,. tu Ute organ making the.. decision t %r

the 7th stage.

The system. of deveo ..... t ofdistribution of retrieval of an

information _retrieval system consists of 6 blocks:

a) block for reception of reo'u 'ition. and its preliminary

b) block of composition (selection) and study of model of

functioning of object;

c) block of fc' 'mulation of information retrieval problem;
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d) block of theoretical solution of information retrieval

problem;

e) block for coupling with the system of control of means of

retrieval of an information retrieval system;

f) block of control.

The structure of the system for development of distribution of

means of retrieval of a system is represented in Fig. 4.

of requi- (sele tr) ti~ton of" 08 seote l~- i t~

Fig. 4. Structure of system of development of
distribution of means of retrieval of an infor-

mation retrieval system.

4 . The information retrieval problem is that of determination
of distribution of means of retrieval of the system in the space

searched taking limitations and criteria into account.

Limitations and criteria of the problem arise from requirements
of the requisition from the organ making the decision, the accepted
model of functioning of the object, capabilities and requirements of
work .if the system, i.e., parameters of the control system and means
of retrieval of the system.

The character of limitations and criteria of the problem can berepresented in a definite form, in a probabilistic form (assigned
probablistic characteristics) and in an indeterminate form in
accordance with the form of the requisition, the composition (selection)
of the model of funcn) ting ofthe object, representation of work of
control and parameters o means of retrieval of the system. For
example, the requisition can show all, or perhaps not all data for its
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fulfillment. In addition, the model of the object can be composed

in a definite probabilistic or indefinite couplings (equations,

inequalities, functional relationships, etc.). Furthermore,

knowledge of parameters of the information retrieval system can also

be presented in a determined accidental or indeterminate form.

It is necessary to note that in the first stage of posing and

solution of an information retrieval problem a great degree of

indeterminateness (i.e., chance and uncertainty)is introduced by

parameters of the model of functioning of the object.

In practice, limitations and criteria are expressed in different

form; for example, criteria and limitations of work of an information

retrieval system can be:

a) readiness of the system to fulfill the requisition;

b) probability of fulfillment of the requisition per unit time;

c) probability of obtaining an assigned volume and accuracy of

information about the object per unit time;

d) cost of fulfillment of the requisition per unit time;

e) time of fulfillment of the requisition;

f) zolume of means of retrieval;

g) degree of automation of the system;

h) simplicity, adaptability (fitness for performance of a large

number of mixed requests) of the information retrieval system;

i) fitness for execution of requests which can appear in the

future;

J) standardization of technical means of information retrieval

systems, etc.
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Let us note that in different information retrieval problems one

of the above-indicated characteristics can be taken as a criterion of

optimization of work of the system, and others as limitations.

At any stage of functioning of' an information retrieval system it

is desirable to use a contemporary EVTsM which permits accelerating the

time for performance of a requisition, increasing the accuracy and

volume of obtained information, etc. During a more complete (exact)

account of the character of functioning of the object.

Stages examined here of functioning of information retrieval

systems and accor-dingly the structures of information retrieval

systems are fairly general for a broad class of operational and

designed information retrieval systems.

k0i
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A SYSTE;NI OF AUTOMATIC DIFFERENTIATION OF DISTRIBUTION
OF INFORMATION (SARI-i) ON CONSTANT INQUIRIES

DEVELOPED IN TsBNTI AKIAE'

A. i. Nadtochiy, V. F. Kalinin, N. N. Mikheyev,
V. A. Voronin, V. I. Sostev, N. S. Denisenko,

and G. S. Chuba

Introduction

Contemorar-y rates cf scientific and technical progress are

connected with continuous growtn of flow of information materials

and sharply increasing needs in information.

Needs In .orresponding infor..ation for scientist and engineer

appear on all stages of scluticn of a scientific-research or engineer-

ing problem.

It becomes evident that at the contemporary stage of scientific

aJCJ tecnical progress trovfting cf information is one of the decisive

fac crs (and in man.; cases a bottleneck) to successful movement of

scientific-research and research-design works.

In these conditions TsENTI was faced with the problem of

creating system of informaticn service which would satisfy the need

for concrete consumers, both with respect to time and with respect to

subjects.

'Expansions unknown.
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Solu iorn of this pro)lei began wltn creation of a reference and

IfoUrmatlon fund the main compon ent part of which would be unpublished

materials - reports on scientific-research and research-design works5

:o:iducotC in fcweign aLd do; etic scientifiC research and design

nrgani ations. The principle af laying in a fund of these ateriaOi

was accepted in connectior with the fact that these materials present

the greatest scientific interest, and they are not reflected in

periodical publications.

With creation and accumulation of a reference and information

fund there was taken on constant information service of a number of

subscribers (scictific-research and design organizations, and also

big scientific organizations) by which with the processing of a

reference and information fund there had to be issued information on

those thematic problems on which they are working at a given time.

To solve the problem there was developed a system of automatic

differentiation distribution of information (SARI-i) with respect to

constant inquiries with the help of the "Minsk-22" on the basis of

descriptor language. The report gives the essence of this system.

!. Descriptor Dictionary (Thesaurus)

The list of descriptors accepted at the TsBNTI for the AlPS "as

the form of an alphabetic dictionary with indication of digital ctdes.

Digital codes were appropriated to simple numeration af eumn:t,

of different lists entering the dictionary:

basic dictionary 0001-1231

supplements to it 1500-2000

glossary 6000-8000

supplements to it 4000-5000
countries, 5000-5200

reactors 5200-6000

mass numbers 9000-
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Thus, all tihe elements of tie dictionary have four-digit

decimal code, but are recorded in paired combinations in eight-digit

code. Digital coding, instead of Euratom alphabetic coding iF

?-quired for purelv technical reasons. A descriptor dictionary is

built on the basis of a thesaurus already proved with respect to

frequency and a glossary accepted by Euratom and now recommended as

an international too] within the bounds of MAGATE. In the course of

practical application this dictionary in 1964-1965 there appeared the

extreme necessit; of its thematic and lexical expansion for a more

complete scope of the;iatic interests of the proposed subscriber network

of TsB:1TI. For this it was necessary to supplement the Euratom

thesaurus with additional descriptors from the dictionary of the

Cimelinsk Institute (FRG) and the subject Indicator of the American

abstract journal Nuclear Science Abstracts (NSA). The volume of the

basic dictionary increased from 1231 to approximately 1600 term-ideas.

Simultaneously from the Euratom thesaurus there were completely

excluded two divisions of compound descriptors of the type

a) ferric oxide iodine isotopes sodium sulfates
uranium oxide carbon isotopes p~tassium sulfates

etc.

with respect to !s repeatea descriptors for all chemical elenients:

b) uraniu-233 srntium- 8 5 iodine-13i
uran!,-m-235 s t ront iutir- 9 iodine-140

.rania-2:3 stontiu. -970 icdine-l4l
etc.

for concrete isotopes of all chemcial elements. Instead of them in

the instruction to the descriptor dictionary there is given a rule cf
free conmLnation of any na.mes of chemcial compounds with their

concretizing chemical elements.

Oxide; Iro. = ferris oxide
isotopes; iodine = isotopes of iodir.e
chlorides; sodiu_ = sod-._!L chloride, etc.
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This made indexing more flexible and permitted composing

such complicated descrir"tors as "uranium sulicide," "molybdates of

ammonium" and others, whlh was not in the Euratom thesaurus.

For coding, iaotopec .11th t-he : mra-sO numbers thee was sepa]at.ed

the 9th division of the decimal system. Mass numbers of any chemical

elements are expressed by code with a 9 in front:

uranium = 235 has the code 1168.9235
strontim = 90 has the code 1070.9090, etc.

The terms of the Euratom glossary were almost completey introduced
into our dictionary with all references provide-j for by Euratom. It

also gave aigital cndes.

Furthermore, the dictionary includes coded lists:

a) countries, oceans and seas;

b) the most importar.t atomic reactors;

c) the best known therimonuclear installations;

d) a small number of names of adJectivas allowing concretizing

such !loas as

temerature, low
temperature, high
uranLIiu, natural
interactions, weak, etc.

As a result of all these reccnstructLions there was obtained a
dictionary allowing indexing deeply enough any sources of information

on very wide subjects and coding already prepared descriptor patterns

(Euratom descriptions) and subject indicators (NSA).

The dictionary including glossary elements contains about 4000

term-ideas each of whlc'h can enter a paired combination if' it has
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meaningand turns out to be necessary for reflection of fund material.

The term-ideas "reactor" with code 0937 and "energy" with code 0869

give in our case the compound idea "power reactor" with code 0937.0869.

The "analysis" and "chemistry" permit composing terms

chemical analysis with code 0056.1533 and
analytical chemistry with code 1533.0056

by a single rule: in the first place "that," and in the second "which.'

In spite of supplements to the Euratom dictionary and reconstruc-

tion to adjust it to our concrete needs, the code system-of the TsBNTI

descriptor dictionary has a drawback: hierarchical or associative

connection in the code reflection of descriptors is absent. Foy

example, the ideas

nuclear reactor 0937
nuclear fuel 0459
active zone 0934
loop of heat-transfer agent 0259
retarders 0705
heat-transfer agents 0260

are not interconnected with respect to code, although they form a

"field" of terms directly related to the idea "reactor" hierarchically

.common to them. The absence of classification connections in codes

characteristic for all official codes in contrast to functional codes

hampers information retrieval and makes necessary multiple probing of

the fund with respect to the set of related descriptors, instead of

one-two inquiry descriptors having a broader meaning.

II. Processing Information Documents

A primary information unit which requires separate consideration

and individual treatment is documents or their parts (a book chapter

separate work in collection and so forth), treating of a thematically

isolated subject. For example, in the report of the research center

there are described various works in the field of metallurgy of uranium

and other fuel materials. Each of the subjects touched is considered
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an independent document and processed individually.

An information retrieval cord with bibliographic data, annotation

or abstract (if necessary and practically possible) and the descriptor

pattern of the primary document (or an information unit of it) is a
secondary document (VD) with a constant retrieval number and index of
universal address of the document - the address assigned to the

document during composition. For reports this is a literal abbrevia-

tion, the name of laboratory and the reference number of the report
of this laboratory; for journalistic articles it is a four-letter

code of the name of the journal on CODEN and numbers indicating

number of volume, page and year. The retrieval number appears at all

stages of processing, retrieval, and reproduction of primary documents.

-Contents of primary documents (or their units are reflected in

secondary documents in the form of a so-called descriptor pattern - a

list of elementary or compound descriptors completely enough

expressing the thematic essence of the given information unit. In a

descriptor pattern there should not be nothing superfluous or secondary
from the point of view of successful retrieval of a given document on

inquiry. On the other hand, the pattern should contain all descriptors
corresponding to the most important aspects of the present work having

retrieval value.

In the accepted TsBNTI map on the face in certain places there

are indicated exploration number of document, its authors and name in

authentic writing, the ranslation of the name into Russian,

annotation or abstract, initial bibliographical information and

indication of the address of the abstract in NSA. On the other side

of the card there is given information about the publishing character

of the document, its form and fulfillment, place of publication and

place of storage, and a list of nebessary descriptors is given. The

card is signed by its compiler. An approximate information card on a

document in our fund is shown in Fig. 1.

The composed map is edited by a more experienced indexer,
especially the translation of the name of the work and its descriptor

pattern. Practice showed that even with the most conscientious

relationship to indexing and translation the editor almost always
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'-ii',.. . - .* -  .,? . *.: Retrie... .
Retr 0 .ieval No.., .: .

(Ce~rtraW fund).2 ~
Authors;

S Name:

Source' . IVol4  Number I Culty I at

I .• : - - Abstract,. . .. . .... ...

- . C
• .: :. . ... "b )

Retrieval NO, -- . .. . Retrieval No.... ... .

(Cetral fund). (Local fund). j
Form of ma;erial: article, report, book,
patent, standard, firm's prospect, draw- |
ing, and others; microcord, microfilm, "
photocopy, translation (to stress). NOPUTIO
Organization putting out material: CARD
Location of materlal .."CR

.Kay brds and Their Codes

-.

Form of information card. a) front; b) back.

improves the translation or list of descriptors. For editing there

is a worker with a good grasp of the language of the original and

technical indexing-,

In the preface to the $ussian-English variant of the descriptor
dictionary there are contained methodical indications how to use the

dictionary during indexing of the primary document. The result of-

indexing is the retrieval pattCern of the original,..e., the secondary

p_,, no teoignl !..4t9scodr



document. The rules of Pndexing documents consist in sequential

fulfillment of a number of operations.

1. Professional analysis:

a) analysis of all forms of presentation of the primary document

from the point of view of their pithiness - title, abstract, thematic

table of contents (divisions), complete text, and others,

b) check of the possibility of breaking up the document into

independent information units (not to mix with rubricational division

in'subject cataloguing),

c) thorough study of contents of obtained information unit,

d) understanding of the system of basic ideas reflecting the

contents of the separated part of the document, with use of the method

of logical contrast within the limits of paired structure: "subject -

about subject" (or "subject - subject"), for example: "power

reactors" and "exploitation"). I

2. Indexing:

a) composition of list of separated idea-terms. One should

remember that use of binary terms (consisting of determination and

determined) promotes high concreteness of expression; one should not

use terminological compositions like "rim of wheel: or "American

reactors," and it is necessary to have recourse to terminological

unities, for example, "boiling-water reactors,"

b) finding in the descriptor dictionary lexical units for

expression of the most exact equivalents of arranged ideas and

'The subject will be most frequently exrrezsed in general-
technical terms of the type "measurement," "breakdown," "production,"
preparation," "treatment," etc.
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"translation" or tracing of ideas on descriptors (in the form "simple
descriptors") or descriptor syntagmas (i.e., "compound descriptors")
using rules of grammgatical synthesizing of a paired determining
connection, for example, "boiling-water reactors" = "reactors boiling,"

3. Coding:

a) coding of descriptors; two-four-digit digital code is used,
i.e., a four-digit for the first component of the descriptor syntagma,
and another four-digit code-for the second component. In the absence
of an attributive component, instead of the second component there is
placed four-digit code, consisting of four zeroes (so-called "zero
syntagma"). Between both components of two-four-digit code there is
placed a sign of coupling, designated by a point.

As can be seen from the rules, in retrieval language serving for

recording the contents of a document, there are used now only two
forms of coupling: - logical (or "semotactical") - between syntagmas,

i.e., expressed by opposition "subject-theme"; - syntactical - between
components of a paired descriptor syntagma - i.e., coupling
"determined - determination" (so-called "postpostitive attributive

syntagma").

Inside the actual pattern separate descriptors are disposed in
groups in accordance with basic elements; subject, theme, and
circumstance (or condition). This it is necessary so that a similar
"telegraph" recording in some measure replaces or duplicates the
infor-ation abstract. An example is the pattern depicted in such a
way on applied map No. 250127 in Fig. 2.

III. Processing of Inquiries

I. Form of Inquiry

In the actual beginning of creation of SARI-I in TsBNTI there
were determined consumers of information, selected in the process

'In TsBNTI the consumer of information which is whole by an
independent establishment is named "object SARI" with its registration
number.
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T~~qect ~1 '% Tuaiuu

aaeRpon~ol mM~ocsoUI

T )~

Rosmo 290T27

UA--4

Library of Committee and 'sBNTI _________________

IJseeoge tasso a so a*sse

uranium oxide 0783,168

uranium dioxide 181.1168 gjgt_
tablets 0800. _ ___

sintering 1022 subjtect

*thin f "a 0426.4236 g-.bJect II-
greveration .0874
chemical polishing 4197.0351 subject II - _____

Setching 039D___ ___________ ____

n~tflLm~rosppy 0696.0367 1circumstance: -

Fig. 2. Form of filled infoimation card.
a) front; b) back.

of work of the AIPS [Automatic IPS] - scientific research and planning
and design organizations of the State committee.

Every consumer was assigned a-conditional number (from 01 to-
N... ) and there was sent notification about acceptance of a given
enterprise in the number of subscribers SARI-i, instructi.on according
to formulation and descriptor description (or descriptor scanning)
interesting this enterprise of subject. The instruction offered the
following form of inquiry sent to the TsBNTI.

.The usual card, the dimensions of which were indicated beforehand,
had to be filled from two sides. One one side there was supposed to
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be written a so-called "formulation of inquiry," i.e., the name of

the interesting subject in natural (Russian) language, and on the back

the "descriptor description of the inquiry." For the latter there was

used an applied descriptor dictionary. Assignment of a "descriptor

description," which is more correctly called "descriptor 
scanning,"

consisted in that the "description," first, brought to a group of

TsBNTI inquiries a more detailed expression of a subject, and secondly,

played the role of a normalized AIPS language. The latter is very/

important since this was normalization not only in the direction of

retrieval language, but also normalization in the terminological

sense.

Experiment showed that descriptor description of inquiries by

subscribers turned out to be low-quality due to inability to use

descriptor language and complexity of the actual method of indicative

mood reviewing of subject, which in point of fact is "descriptor

description." For example, we will take one of the inquiries sent:

Formulation of inquiry: "Obtaining by way of gas
electrolysis of volatie compounds of refractory
metals."

Descriptor description: "Refractory materials."

Here descriptor description does not definitize the subject of
inquiry but expands it, not even mentioning that "refractory materials"

are not only metals; the class of refractory metals includes all

metals with a melting point higher than the melting point of iron.

In particular, during the analysis of this inquiry in TsBNTI there

were 16 descriptors in the list: molybdenum, tungsten, niobium,

tantalum, titanium, vanadium, chromium, zirconium, ruthenium, rhodium,

palladium, hafnium, rhenium, osminum, iridium, platinum.

Later there was accepted the decision to establish feedback with

subscribers of inquiries. The most effective method of such contact

is direct conversation with the interrogator. Started in 1966, this

practice has not yet been brought to completion but has already given

good results. In particular, after conversation with the subscriber

of the above-cited, out of sixteen refractory metals there remained
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only four, which considerably decreased input volume during retrieval

and, consequently, lowered the cost of machine work.

Distribution of information documents by constant inquiries is

carried out periodically with the putting into the AIPS of new

information material immediately after obtaining the form of the

inquiry. The form of inquiry obtained by TsBNTI in book of constant

demands and from this moment becomes as the "information inquiry

questionnaire" of the given subscriber. In TsBNTI retrieval by

constant inquiry is regular, and, since the reference and information

fund (SIF) SARI grows with the processing of entering materials by

a comparatively small number of informant-indexers, single input of

documents into the AIPS cannot be great. At present each AIPS gets

300 documents in a week. The retrieval system is fed 182 constant

thematic inquiries from a number of organizations.

2. Study of Subjects of Inquiry

In cornection with the fact that it is necessary clear~y to

concre-*,L. rne expression of the inquiry, the subjects of the latter

turns out to be almost the most important aspect of work during the

analysis of entering inquiries. During descriptor treatment of the

inquiry before us, there came up not only the question of thematic

referredness but also the problem of expression of these contents,

where the latter is immeasurably more important, since during retrieval

by the informant there stands the question not to reproduce a

phenomenon physically and even not to explain its meaning to any

person but to express it in the language of descriptors. "Descriptor

description," sent by the author of the inquiry in this case only

insignificantly helps during the analysis of the subject of inquiry

since it most frequently does not fulfill its assignment. Even

moreover: if "formulation of inquiry " being surface, often leads

to error, then "descriptor description" 3ives too many variants in an

attempt to relate the inquiry to a branch.

Inasmuch as the subscriber must give a clear account of the

subject interesting him, foresight of usual difficulties during

"formulation" and "descriptor description" determined the necessity
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during selection of descriptors of access to the thematic divisions

of the dictionary. In connection with this it is possible to give

two case, which turned out to be the most typical.

A. "Formulation" of Inquiry has "Tight" Filling

Example: "Obtaining of different classes of organic compounds

containing radioactive isotopes. Questions of introduction of radio-

active isotopes in proteins-, amino acid, nukleodizy [no translation

found], nucleotides, nucleic acids, vitamins, hormones, antibodies,

benzene, naphthalene, and their derivatives."

Descriptor description
/ Methods of obtaining
Organic compound
Racioactive isotopes

B. Formulation" of Inquiry has "Weak" Filling

Example: "Zirconium and its alloys."

Descriptor description
Zirconium
Alloys of zirconium
Corrosion
Oxidation
Oxides
Metallurgy
Diagram of states
Intermetallic compounds
Diffusion
Mechanical properties
Adsorption
Hydrogen
Soldering
Welding
Heat treatment
Irradiation

The difference between both examples is absolutely evident, but

regarding thematic referredness, in the first case it is easier to

trace with respect to "formulation of inquiry," and in the second with

respect to "descriptor description." With such an approach to thematic
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analysis for us the subject of the theme is one of the ideas selected

from the formulation of the inquiry, and the theme is the fact that

is expressed by one of ideas contained in the "descriptor description"

and designating the process of introduction of radioactive isotopes

into an organic compound.

It is not difficult to note that case "B" requires absolutely

the reverse approach. Here the theme is the general content of the

"descriptor description," i.e., "metallurgy," and the subject is
"zirconium" or "alloys of zirconium" (or their synonyms).

From the point of view of retrieval language every inquiry is

considered an expression which must contain a subject and what is

said about this subject, i.e., its theme. "Representatives" of a

subject are usually seleoted from a number of concrete, subject

ideas, but "representatives" of a theme are expressed by names of

processes, operations, phenomena, states, or their sets (in example

"B" such a "Joint" idea is descriptor "metallurgy," which causes

determination of it as themes). In connection with this the knowledge

of a logical system of ideas of a dictionary of retrieval language

is absolutely necessary, or it must at least be grasped intuitively,

'if the researcher has no skills of formal analysis of language. With

respect to the two examples given with "tight" and "weak" filling

one should say the following: durIng the shaping of an inquiry

extremes on neither side are permissible. An inquiry with "tight

filling of formulation" is no longer an inquiry, but many inquiries

with matching themes and, consequently is subject to breaking up

(case A). An inquiry with "weak filling of formulation" (case B) is

an inquiry containing the subject of an expression, but without a

theme, which must be looked for in "descriptor description." There-

fore, the following rules cover composition of an inquiry:

1) construct the inquiry in the form of an expression containing

one subject and one theme in natural (not descriptor) language;

2) in the descriptor description under the heading "l" enumerate

all descriptors having to do with the subject of expression. Select
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descriptors from dictionary, but new ideas may be introduced if

necessary;

3) the same as in the above paragraph, for the theme headed "T."

Only if these rules are observed, will an inquiry have so-called

"transparent structure." In another form inquiries sent to the TsBNTI,

did not respond to this formula but made it necessary to conduct

"structural analysis of the inquiry."

3. Structural Analysis of an Inquiry

Structural analysis emanates from the preceding procedure of

thematic analysis and has as its purpose to turn the initial inquiry

into a group of its modification-subinquired.

The structure of an inquiry is expressed in the form of a

relation identical to logic function "and," i.e., assumes "single-

placeness" or "simqitaneity" of both parts of the basic structure,

i.e.,

nAT.

where sign A transmits the "and" relation. Without going into a

detailed account of this question, let us note only that structural

analysis involves twic ioirms of actions or operations.

The firs i operation is horizontal scanning of the structural

formula, i.e., calculation of all components of both the subject and

the theme of an inquiry. Thus, for example, for case "B," given

in the preceding paragraph, scanning will have the following form:

n A T

ziroonium, ziroonium alloys I metallurgy, corrosion, diffusion,
xI dation, mechanical properties,

etc.*

'Tar the sake of neither horizontal nor vertical scanning is carried to
completion.
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The second operation is "vertical scanning." This means that

from the thesaurus there have to be selected all synonyms of both

the subject and the theme. For example:

1 A T

zirconium (ziroonium alloys) metallurgy (corrosion) of oxide
1. ziroalloy 1. heat treatment - 1. of dioxide
2. alloy A-816 2. cold treatment
3. 3. pressing
4. 4.

As a result of horizontal and vertical scanning we have two

subsets - subset "I" and subset "T," and within the limits of each of

them there acts the relation of "various-site," expressed by the "or"

function.

In the course of structural analysis there can be clarified false

associations (i.e., combinations not confirmed by the meaning of the

inquiry or the common meaning). This makes it possible, first, to

avoid uninformative inquiries, and secondly, to articulate "compli-

cated inquiries" into su~inquiries.

4. Modification of Inquiry and "Working Inquiry"

Modification of an inquiry is its breakdown into variants with

respect to certain considerations determined by its structure or the

possibilities of descriptor presentation. Inasmuch as the subject or

theme can be represented by totalities with internal "or" relations,

the number of possible combinations nAT can be very great. Thus, for

example, if there are 10 members, theoretically it is possible to take

10 x 10 = 100 modifications (in practice fewer of them). An inquiry

entering the number of real modifications introduced into the AIPS,

is called a working inquiry' in contrast to the initial thematic

inquiry.

'That is, the inquiry in that form in which it is introduced
into the retrieval system.
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Indexing of inquiry. Indexing of inquiries is the next stage of

treatment and at the same time the last conditon determining quality

of SARI work and AIPS effectiveness.

Indexing can be conditionally called "marking of the inquired

subject" and provision of the inquired theme with criteria according

to the document in the file will be identified during retrieval. Hence,

naturally, descriptor presentation of an inquiry must meet certain

requirements, nonobservance-of which will lead to information losses

or information noise at the output of automated retrieval. Noise can

be uncovered by examining a set of issued documents and comparing it

with the inquiry, but this is considerably easier than examining the

whole file.

We are not trying to get rid of noise altogether but to minimize

it. The fight for IPS quality is a fight for lowering of noise,

inasmuch as losses need not come under discussion at all since there

should not be any of them or at worst they have to be insignificant.

For struggle with losses in the order of the document list there are

several procedure which, in the end, lead to attracting paradigmatic

connections of the dictionary, i.e., analyzing connections between

descriptors.
/

The basic rule of control of search is the more identification

criteria (descriptors) in an inquiry the less probability of their

completely matching the descriptors- of the retrieved document.

The number of descriptors (i.e., the depth of retrieval) is a
very important AIPS parameter since increase in the depth of retrieval,

i.e., increase in the accuracy of the inquiry can lead to losses;

decrease in depth decreases losses but can increase noise. Such,

unfortunately, is one of the regularities of probabilistic retrieval.

Usually there is found (after a certain number of experiments) an

average depth of inquiry. At the TsBNTI for SARI-1 inquiries the

average depth is 2-3 descriptor (connected by an "and" function for

quantitative calculations - 2.5) if the average number of descriptors

in the document is 15. Thus, full coincidence of an inquiry with a
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document is most probable when the number of descriptors of the inquiry

is to the number of descriptors of the document as 1 is to 6.

The hard part of indexing is reaching the average parameter of

the inquiry without distorting the contents of the inquiry. The fact

is that only in structural relation does an inquiry consist of two

members - R and T. But a member of the syntagma (syntactical combin-

ation) of an inquiry in most cases does not match an individual U=it

of the descriptor dictionary. More frequently either member n and T

are expressed by two units, but if an inquiry consists of four

descriptors, then there appears a threat of losses. For example:

Inquiry: "Economics of production of uranium fuel"

Structure: R - (uranium, fuel) as H1' 112

T - (economics, production) as T1 , T2

Indexing: Uranium - Fuel - Production - Economics

As can be seen from the example, the working inquiry consists of four

descriptors, which threatens information losses since there surely

will be found a document in which information is contained on this

subject, and the descriptor "Production" or the descriptor "Economics"

is absent. Therefore, the inquiry in the form obtained after analysis

is modified into two synonymic constructions:

a) uranium - fuel - production
b) uranium - fuel - economics

Instead of one thematic inquiry there were obtained two sub-

inquiries.

Another 3xampa~e is the still wiore complicated case in which

inquiry density is so'high that losses are inevitable:

Inquiry: "Fast-neutron power reactors with high
burn up of fuel and increased reproduction."

Here the author of the inquiry does not explain just what about

this reactor he needs, and, therefore, we consider, that he needs
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everything on this class of reactors, and consequently:

Structure: Rl - power reactor

H2 - fast neutrons

I3 - high burn-up of fuel

ll4 - increased reproduction

T - 0
Indexing: Power reactor - fast neurons - burning
out - reproduction

When only one member of the syntagma is expressed by more than

two descriptors, it is possible to say beforehand that the probability

of finding the document is insignificant. In this case we furthermore

arrive at the modifications

M, - power reactor - fast neutrons - burning out

M2 - power reactor - burning out - reproduction

M - power reactor - fast neutrons - reproduction

Besides modification we usually-use the so-called "method of

substitution" or replacement. Thi is possible only if descriptor

scanning of the inquiry after indexing allows according to the laws of

descriptive lexicology replacing the "sum of ideas" with one idea in
the thesaurus. Here instead of four descriptors of scanning at the

same value (with distortion of meaning,of course) substitution (S)

is possible:

S- breeders

Substitution is expanded here basically to "reactors" and
"increased reproduction of fuel," i.e., substitution is partial, but

in this sense the purpose of introducing variants, subinquiries,

modifications, etc., is to collect all partially synonymic expressions

consisting of not more than three descriptors, so that their sum

completely covers the meaning expressed in the inquiry. Each of
the variants can give and surely will give noise, but then losses are

avoided, which inevitably appear if the machine is fed complete
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scanning of the inquiry. Incidentally it is necessary to note that

such cases as the last example are few. It remains only to add that

substitution is only an intermediate procedure in the sense that the

substitute ("replacement") can be combined with other "unreplaced"

scanning descriptors such as, for example:

M - breeders - fast neutrons

However, the number of modifications is increased to such

dimensions that it is necessary to remember to save the volume of

memory of input to the ETsVM.

Correction of inquiry. Everything said above brings us to the
final stage of processing inquiries - correction of working inquiries

with respect to analysis of feedback. Inasmuch as AIPS effectiveness

is estimated as a percentage of noise information and information

losses, output (delivery of documents) AIPS gives to us that material

which contains data for corrections of inquiries on any of the

enumerated stages of treatment. It is necessary to note that error

in the inquiry or its inaccuracy on the most first stage (presentation

of the inquiry by the subscriber) does not depend on the work of the

group of TsBNTI inquiries and they are removed only during conversa-

tion with the subscriber during personal contact. Obviously, taking

measures to remove error of this type is very important, since if

error is allowed in the very beginning of the process of work, the

error will spread with passage through subsequent phases of treatment,

where its dimensions will be greater the more intermediate operations

there are up to the moment of input.

Regarding the correqtion of ihquiries on remaining phases of

treatment, we do this regularly with the accumulation of material by

way of study of output tabulograms and comparison of output data with

the retrieval array and inquiries in a given stage of treatment.

5. Evaluation of Informative "Weight"

After the above it is easy to see that formulation of an inquiry
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is subordinated to the language system on the one hand and the system

of descriptor retrieval on the other. This means that all operations

4gomplih~d with in4rp 4r@ in pont or' L~t on@ of~ th@ moot
important methods of controlling the retrieval process. But to keep

down noises and losses in TBNTI retrieval subsequently there is to

be used one of the procedures - "evaluation of informative weight" -

of the descriptors of the inquiry which consists in the following.

Ideas introduced into the group of inquiry descriptors possess

various degree of information recognizedness. Of all the descriptors

some have very direct linage with the inquiry (subject or theme),

others have mediated linkage, and a third group is so weak what a

descriptor can be considered optional (i.e., both its presence and

its absence in the inquiry is grasped as controversial). Now, if

we dispose all inquiry descriptors by method of "diminishing criterion"

(the so-called "gradual series"), then in the first place we have the

most "informative" descriptor and in the last the least informative,

for example:

Inquiry: Investigation of the contents of

strontium-90 in the atmosphere.

Descriptor description: 1. strontium-90
2. atmosphere
3. contents
4. investigation'

Gradual series: stronti-m-90 - atmosphere -

contents - investigation

The series contains four components. If we assume that the number of

gradations must not exceed four, as in this case, then we could
"evaluate" the informativeness of every descriptor by its place in the

series, designating thereby its informative valence or so-called

"informative weight" (U).

/ 1. strontium-90, U-4
2. atmosphere, U-3

'For simplicity of account we take the "ideal" descriptor
description, omitting analysis, expounded in the preceding sub-
divisions.
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3. contents, U-2
4. investigation, U-1

The total sum of weight is 10 units of valence. Taking this

number as the initial constant, we can assume that correct delivery

ofinformation is within limits from 7 to 10 (or in other limits

which are set by a series of checks of statistical order). It is not

difficult to note that, setting the optimum number at 9, we manage

only without descriptor "investigation," which in fact insignificantly

affects the outcome of retrieval. Thus, we will obtain one more

method of controlling retrieval.

IV. The Structural-Functional Diagram of the SARI-1

The SARI-1 AIPS is a descriptor retrieval system working on

differentiational distribution of information. This means that a

set of inquiries and the basic principle of the work process consists

in series comparison of "descriptor descriptions" of documents with
"descriptor presentations" of inquiriez. The result in the form of a

tabulogram indicates that a given inquiry corresponds to a given

subset of documents. A tabulogram is a list of digital codes of a

finite set of inquiries which registers the subset of the retrieval

(i.e., identification) numbers' of those documents the descriptor

description of which completely includes the descriptor presentation

of the given inquiry.

In the expounded meaning SARI-1, as an AIPS, belongs to a class
of retrieval systems, i.e., during work accessing an array of documents

consists in two phases of the process:

- comparison with a finite set of inquiries and

differentiational distribution in linkage.

'Universal addresses in general.
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An AIPS is a basic functional organ of the SARI-1 and occupies

in it a place, which can be characterized as a "subsystem in a system,,"

although the property of these two systems by far not are identical.

As shown above, SARI is differentiational distribution of information

in which it was decided to use the "Minsk-22" as technical means

playing the role oy an automatic retrieval device. Automation of such

distribution was recognized as expedient because at the TsBNTI there

was set the problem of processing a large information fund. Let as

enumerate basic functioning parts of SARI.

The flow of information in the form of reports, articles,

abstracts, etc., is sent to the library of the information fund.

Processing of information (primary document "PD") for the purpose

of presenting it in a form convenient for retrieval from the point of

view of AIPS requirements (secondary document "VD") is carried out in

the division of the reference and information fund by an indexing

group in which all necessary data are introduced into the card in

the form of formal criteria - indices (retrieval numbers, addresses,

descriptors with digital codes, and others).

Form VD is an information card (form No. 1). Removal of data

from the secondary document (indices) to the retrieval sample of the

document (POD), for example to a punched card, punched tape, or

magnetic tape (depending upon input method), is carried out in the

punching group of the section of mechanization of information processes.

Reception, analysis, processing, and modification of inquiries and

their conversion into VD form are carried out in the group of inquiries

of the section of the reference and information fund.

The SARI structure also includes:

A network of SARI objects - subscribers of information service.

On the first stage we were limited to a comparatively small number of

subscribers - the leading scientific and engineering-technical workers

of scientific research institutes and design bureaus of the basic

thematic directions of our branch of science and technology. The

1
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number of such thematic inquiries (or "inquiry-subscribers") obtained

at the TsBNTI was 182.

A network of peripheral information services directing information

documents (PD and or VD) to the central fund, In the first place it

was decided to deposit in the fund reports of foreign centers and

firms working Jn the field of atomic science and technology, and also
open reports of scientific research institutes and design bureaus of

the Glavatom [Main Administration for the Use of Atomic Energy] system.

Solution of problems of automated information retrieval (AIPS) -

d,,olopment of algorithm and program and practical fulfillment of

retrieval - is carried out by the division of mechanization and auto-

mation of information processes (OMAIP) of the TsBNTI and the computer

center of the Central Statistical Administration of the RSFSR, where

we are renting a "Minsk-22."

The processing of output tabulograms, which are "output pro-

duction" of AIPS, at present is carried out by a special "group of

processing of output" of AIPS.

Feedback. A copy of the information card found according to the

inquiry is sent to the subscriber with a special breakaway coupon

("stub") containing a mark characterizing the reaction of the buyer

for the document in the fund, for example: "The document sent

interests him a) completely, b) partially, c) information on the

given question is obtained for the first time, d) material is known"

or "He needs a) abstract, full material; b) original microfilm or

microcard" or "The material obtained does not correspond to the

inquiry." The feedback coupon is sent back to the TsBNTI where part

of them - with positive answer - goes to the group of distribution,

and part - with negative answer - enters the group of inquiries for

analysis of unsatisfactory output and correction cf input.

Such is the structural-functional diagram (Fig. 3). As can be

seen from the diagram, the function of separate sections coincide

not by form or assignment of material (report or information card,
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Fig. 3. Diagram of SARI-I work.
KEY: (a) Printing material; (b) Domestic and foreign
technical documentation; Cc) Flow of information; (d)
Removal of copies; Ce) Microfilms; (f) Microcards; (g)Indexing of technical documentation; (h) Illegible;(i) File of information cards; (J) Sampling of infor- i

mation card by found numbers; k) Stub of informational

clard (feedback); (1) Copying of information cards; (m)
File of punched information cards; (n) Retrieval on the
"Minsk-22"; (o) Recording of inquiries on punch-cards;
(p) Processing and checking of inquiries; (q) User;
(r) Inquiries; (s) Characteristic of experimental re-
trieval; (t) 1. Number of simultaneously processed
documents. 2. Number of simultaneously processed
inquiries. 3. Machine time of processing 300 inquiries
during retrieval.

as form VD; demand or information material, etc.), by its presentation
by a method, and by methods of its processing.

In the beginning of this division we talked about "descriptor
description of a document" and "descriptor presentation of an inquiry."
The meaning of these two ideas is that information materials and
inquiries can equally be considered two varieties of document, of
which one is recorded in natural language, and the second of which is
processed in digital codes for moving retrieval data to the retrieval

sample of the document.

The secondary form of the inquiry somewhat differs from4Fhe
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secondary form of the information document. The difference is that

while an inquiry is being processed it (as a rule) has no bibliographic

and factographic data; therefore, the corresponding secondary form

contains only an identification number and codes of descriptors

expressing the theme inquired about (see the section "Processing of

inquiries" in greater detail).

V. Machine Realization of SARI-1

1. Introduction into System. Form of Presentation
of Primary Information

Documents presenting a volume of current information on the one

hand, and constant inquiries reflecting the interest of users, on

the other hand, art punihbo the gyotem,

The abstract of the document in the form of code-descriptors is

recorded in an information card. Descriptors are described in eight-

and four-digit digital codes, where the first main part of the eight-

digit code appears as an independent code on the information card:

0746.0000
0746.9017

For input to the "Minsk-22" the contents of the information map

(registration number and code-descriptor's) is recorded on punched

cards in the decimal system. Every punched card contains 9 descriptors,

and the average number of descriptors of a document is 20, consequently,

on every document 2 (two) punched cards are recorded. Both copies of

punched cards of one document contain one registration number of the

document. (The program provides for recording documents on punched

tape when necessary.) The system is fed 455 punched cards or

approximately 270-300 simultaneously.

Constant inquiries of users are broken up into subinquiries.

Every inquiry includes not more than 40 subinquiries. An individual

subinquiry contains 2-3 descriptors and is recorded for punch-card

input. The machine is simultaneously fed a group of 300 subinquiries

(punched cards). Formed and definitized groups of inquiries are

recorded on magnetic tapes.
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An auxiliary program provides for printing a punched array of

punched cards of documents (inquiries) and the obtaining of the che1k

sum on a given group of cards. Printed data permit restoring punched

card in case of loss or damage.

Unit I of the main program provides:

1) input of documents to the "Minsk-22" (punched card,

punched tape).

3) creation of information tables ab6't documentd 
- lng'th ;

of retrieval pattern of every document and initial address of its

location in MOZU [Magnetic working storage] (Form see Appendix).
/

Unit II provides:

1) input of inquiries to the machine (punched cards,

magnetic tape),

2) regulating of descriptors within each inquiry,

3) creation of information tables about inquiries - length

of retrieval instruction of every inquiry and initial address of its

location in MOZU (Form see Appendix).

2. Storage of Information in Machine.
Accumulation of Information

Provision is made for a direct form of storage of information in

the machine: recording presents a sequence of descriptors located

behind the document number
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+580011479 +580011480
+0560000 +00079000
+000561533 +0026OOO00
+001650000 +003020000
+001900000. +003020108
+00629000 +004760000
+ o065O000 +O489000
+008240000 +004899198
+0064000 +0O690000
+009930000 +009140000
+010270000 +009140108

* +012040000 +016520000
+012040993 +050530000
+015450000
+015840000

Every number and code-descriptor goes with a 37-bit cell. They

are stored in binary-decimal code. The difference between a code-

descriptor and the code of a document number is that there is a

5800 or a minus sign (-) in the highest bit of the latter.

On operational storage of punched cards of documents for retrieval

there are assigned 4096 cells (words) of unit II of MOZU. On opera-.

tional storage of inquiries for retrieval there is assigned half of

unit I of MOZU - 2000 words; documents and inquiries are located in

order of input. The necessary input condition is an array of punched

cards regulated by numbers of documents (inquiries). Provision is

made for accumulation of information on punched cards.

3. Method of Retrieval

Use is made of a simplified algorithm based on simple comparison

of descriptors of inquiry and document. By the table of information

of inquiries (T.Z) there is selected the first subinquiry, and in

sequence by the table of information of documents the retrieval

instruction of the inquiry is crossed with the retrieval pattern of

every document. The resultant list of crossing is compared with the

inquiry and there is carried out echeloning of the delivery of the

answer.

Form of delivery of answer:

1. If all (n) descriptors of an inquiry match all or some

descriptors of a document, the number of the given document is issued
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in the 1st echelon.

2. If n-i descriptors of an inquiry match all or some descriptors

of a document, the number of the document is issued in the 2nd echelon.

3. If n-2 descriptors of an inquiry match, the number of the

document is issued in the 3rd echelon. (Program provides for cutoff

of the 2nd and 3rd echelons through a key; thus during exploitation

of the system, a 3rd echelon providing for the matching of n-2

descriptors of the inquiry with the descriptors of the document ceases

to be necessary.)

4. Delivery of Information

Retrieval results are printed on an ATsPU (alphameric printer).

In the corresponding columns in the binary-decimal system there

are printed:

a) the number of the inquiry and its retrieval pattern

(descriptors);

b) numbers of documents by echelons of delivery and .descriptors

of documents which matched the descriptors of the retrieval pattern
of the inquiry.

5. Reproduction and Distribution of Documents

As can be seen from the flow chart (Fig. 3), after the tabulogram

has been processed, from the fund there are selected information cards

corresponding to the inquiry. They are manually selected from the

fund (cards are decomposed in order of retrieval numbers). Removed

cards are examined by a specialist for evaluation of contents (to

decrease noise).

Information ca.4s selected for the user are sent to an "ERA"

installation for reproduction. From the iriginal-mock-up there are

prepared on the "ERA" two forms (front and back), from which there are
reproduced impressions of blanks.
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After obtaining a copy of the information card with a feedback

stub, the latter are distributed to information users. From the

information user "stub-cards," "feedback" enter the group of inquiries

where the inquiry is corrected - in case of a negative answer -

materials are selected Lor reproduction. The order and originals are

transmitted to the microfilming laboratory or to the section of

operational reproductio- ". the form of works which must be conducted.

Microfilming is done oi : uDM-2.

Laboratory technology has been developed at the TsBNTI for

removal of copies from microcards and documents.

Single copies are remoued by means of electrography. Copies

from small individual materials are taken by means of electrography

on the "ERA" (for sheet materials) and the "Electrophot" for stitched

materials.

During the time of field testing of the SARI-l system during 1.5

years, about 2000 originals were reproduced from stubs.

VI. Determination of Effectiveness of Automated
and Differentiational Distribution

of Information (SARI-1)

We analyzed a comparatively small array of documents; obtained

data permitted reaching a simple conclusion with respect to ways of

improving the investigated system.

The basis of the given method of calculation is the method of

A. V. Sokolov. According to this method parameters characterizing

the accuracy of IPS work are loss of useful information L and infor-

mation noise N%, which are determined, by the corresponding formulas:

L. (I S. 100N,*

100%,
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where S is the number documents introduced into the IPS completely or

partially satisfying a certain inquiry (containing useful information

on a given inquiry); S is the number of documents issued by the IPS

containing useful information (part from Sn;. N is the number of

documents issued by the IPS not containing useful information on a

given inquiry (information noise); F is the total delivery of IPS on

a given inquiry (S + N).

Thus, S/SE characterizes completeness of delivery, and N accuracy

of delivery. Completeness and accuracy of delivery are basic

characteristics determining effectiveness of IPS work.

The values S, P and N in tables giving analysis of delivery of

documents by the system (Tables 1-5) are represented in the form of

fractions the numerators of which are the number of documents issued

by the system in the 1st echelon, and the denominators of which are

the number of documents issued by the system in the 2nd echelon.

The criterion of delivery of the document in-the 1st echelon is the

presence in descriptor description of this document of all descriptors

of the inquiry, in the absence of one inquiry descriptor in the

descriptor description of the document this document is issued by

the system in the 2nd echelon.

Table 1. Inquiry 12001. Power reactors with nuclear
superheating of steam: construction, parameters,
operational experience (energy reactors, power
installations, overheating, nuclear overheating,
superheaters) S = 8.

Descipto decripion aI,!N ~aloulations of losaciAla_ Descriptor de__ ipio M and noises

I. power reactors + overheating 0/8 0/32 0/24 L-O-; N/,-750/.
2. power plant * overheating 0/7 01/. 0/4 L 12.5/.; N0/1-36.464
3. power reectors * nuclear over-. 00 0/21 0/21 L-.100O/; N019- 100/.

heating
4. plants * nuclear overheating 0/0 03 0/3 LmlO0%; No/l-1001e

5. power reactors + super- 0/8 0/8 0/0 L-0;, NeO/-0
heaters

0;. power plants * superheaters 018 0/8 0/0 L=0. NG/MO

Altogether 08 O/3 0/24 L-0; Ne-75/e
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Table 2. Inquiry 12011. Operational experience
of boiling-water reactors (boiling-water reactors,
exploitation, reactors, boiling) S =9.

v/a Descriptor description. $ losfes and noises

1. boiling-water reactors - 8 0/165.70/
* exploitation 0/1 0/6 0115 N%-93,759/

2. boiling + reactors * ex-, Lm85,70/
ploitation 10/16 0/15 Nah - 93,75%/.020/22 0/20 L-71,40/

~~N % == ,91,

Table 3. Inquiry 12019. Zirconium and its
alloys (zirconium, zircalloy, alloys of zir-
conium) SE = 12.

-~ iI ~Ii aloulatioso-90 Descriptor description C losses and noises

1. zirconium 410 14/0 10lO/ L:66,7%A; NO/6-7.4%
2. alloys of zirconium 6/0 6/0 I0/0 LSOe/; Ne/-0
3. ziroalloy 3/0 8/0 5/0 L--75%; N66a -62,5"/,

12/0 27/0 15/0 L-;N%-55,601

Table /4. Inquiry 12029. Diffusion of products
of fission of uranium dioxide at high temperature
(uranium dioxide - fission products - diffusion -

high temperature) S E 5.

S I Caloulations of
Descriptor desoription losses and noises

1. dv. ( unknown] uranium .
fission products + ditffu-
sion * high temperature I/2 1/I 0/0 L=40%, NI-0

112 1/2 0/0 L-400/, N-0

Table 5. Inquiry 25003. Processing and burial
liquid waste at an AES [Atomic Electric Power
Plant] and enterprises (liquid waste, removal of
waste, waste treatment) SE = 20.

Ii Calculations of
u/U Descriptor description SjP N losses and noise

1. liquid waste + removal of

waste 0/17 0/19 0/2 L-15%. N-105,%2. 'liquid waste + waste treat-|

.liudwse*wsete-ment 0/13 0/14 0/I L-35%. N- 7.14%
0/19 0/21 0/2 L-55 N-=9.54/6
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On the giverinquiry the system has no losses and 24 documents

not satisfying it are issued due to the presence in their descriptor

description of the descriptor "power reactors."

Twenty documents not satisfying the inquiry are issued by the

system on the descriptor "exploitation" on the 1st modification and

the descriptors "exploitation" and "reactors" on the 2nd modification.

Of nine relevant documents only two are issued, and retrieval

numbers 06209, 06680, 07610, 09097, 09098, 09219, and 09223 are lost.

Direct comparison of the descriptor descriptions of the inquiry

and documents mentioned above, permits uncovering the cause of loss

of these documents by the system.

In all the above-mentioned documents in the descriptor description

there is shown the descriptor "boiling water" and separately "reactor."

In the descriptor description of the inquiry and its modificaticns

there are shown the descriptors "boiling-water reactor" and "boiling,"

"reactor."

The same fact or phenomenon is described by indexers of inquiries

with one bunch of descriptors, and by indexers of documents by others.

Therefore, one should introduce an understanding with respect to

application in descriptor descriptions of the document and inquiry

of the synonymic construction, most completely responding to the

meaning; this understanding should be reflected in the instruction

with respect to indexing of documents and inquiries.

The descriptor description of inquiry 12019 assumes delivery of

material by the formula "all on zirconium and its alloys." If

issued documents are examined from this point of view, then all 27

documents should be considered relevant, and information noise equal

to zero. However, among these 27 documents there are documents in

which the percentage of useful information on a given inquiry is small

with respect to the complete information of the document. An example

is a report on 144 pages with retrieval number 06215, where the

question is experiments on a reactor with liquid-metal fuel, and in the

descriptor desc.ription there is the descriptor "zirconium."
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Two documents are lost. The cause of the loss of these documents

is analogous to that which was described in examining inquiry 12011,

i.e., different forms oe recording in the document and in the inquiry

of two identical relations of ideas. Thus, in document No. 09092 in
the descriptor description there is shown the descriptor "thermo-

diffusion" and in document No. 09268 there is shown the descriptor

"liberation"; in the inquiry there appears only the descriptor

"diffusion." Thus, during modification of the inquiry inaccuracy is

allowed, and the descriptors shown in the documents "thermodiffusion"

and "liberation" must appear in modifications of the inquiry.

For analogous reason on inquiry 25005 there is lost the document

with exploration number 06540: "processes of separation" - "waste

treatment," "radioactive waste" - "liquid waste" - various forms of

recording of two ideas close in meaning.

Conclusions

There is developed a system of automatic discribution of

information by constant (on duty) inquiries of users (developers and

scientists) from a constantly supplemented fund of information

'documents (reports of foreign centers and firms and dometic scientific

research organizations).

The basis of treatment of information documents is a descriptor

dictionary on subjects of the branch, containing 4000. basic terms and

ideas.

The retrieval patterns of the parts of the document isolated in

meaning Kinformation blocks) are transferred on information maps,

bearing besides a list of descriptors universal addres.es and retrieval

numbers and a bibliographical description and annotation (abstract)

of the corresponding part of the document.

/

To decrease of noise during retrieval into the descriptor

description there are introduced grammar elements (separating of

object and theme and definition). To decrease losses special attention
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is payed to the composition of inquiries. The inquiry formed by the

user is divided into subinquir-es taking into consideration necessary

hierarchical and associative li,.iks.

/

The descriptors of the dictionary are united in semantic groups -

semantic fields allowing replacement of synonyms, terminological
groups, and the idea above, below and next to. For further more

precise definition of inquiries there is used feedback with the user

(coupons and personal conversations).

Retrieval is realized with the help of the "Minsk-22" on the

basis of rent of machine time by way of direct comparison of the
descriptors of the se; of subinquiries introduced into memory with

descriptors of a portion of documents introduced into the machine;

Results of field testing of the system showed that noise accounts

for about 70% during insignificant losses.

During further finishing of the system provision is made for
strengthening grammar and introducing weight categories of individual

descriptors into inquiries.
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APPLICATION OF DOMESTIC PUNCH-CARD MACHINES AND THE
"MINSK422" FOR COMPOSITION OF A DESCRIPTOR INDEX

A. I. Nadtochiy, L. N. Krasovskaya, L. P. Martynov,
and N. N. Mikheyev

In the work of information services at present for operational

information and information retrieval they find wide application

indices of information materials composed on the basis of key words of

context of the title ("key words in context" system KWIC), and indices

on the basis of key words outside the context (system KWOC). The

latter form of indices started to be applied abroad relatively
recently, for the purpose of increasing the effectiveness of

application of indices [1]. Indices of the KWOC type are considerably

more convenient in work than indices of the KWIC type, since they

facilitate examination and retrieval of sources of information

included in the index.

Indices of a similar type permit considerablyreducing periods

of bringing information to users makes it possible to detect documents

from input data - key words or descriptors - more rapidly.

Indices of the type of key words found wide application in

foreign atomic-energy centers. For example, Physindex C7] is the

index of information materials put out by the Commissari.at on atomic

energy of France, system Gipsy [8], developed by the International

agency on atomic energy, and others.
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Such indices are used for various information materials (list of

dissertations in National laboratory in Oakridge (the United States)

and others) [9].

During solution of the problem of mechanized data processing

and index of the descriptor type was selected.

Selection of a descriptor-type index similar in form to KWOC

was caused by the available.program of creation of a fund in inverted

recording for IPS, realized at the T;BNTI on the "Minsk-22." Further-

more, a descriptor-type index as compared to an index composed on the

basis of key words of the title of documents is based on deep indexing

of documents by descriptors and, as one should expect, should ensure

high probability of finding necessary information materials.

Besides what has been mentioned, during selection of an index of

the descriptor type there was taken into consideration the fact that

indices reduce consumption of paper as compared to card files and

improve access to the fund during retrieval.

The General Flow Chart of Composition
of a Descriptor Index

A descriptor index is composed in the following sequence. On
*every document there is composed an information card of the abstract

type. To be more exact there is used an information card composed

for the "SARI-l" information-retrieval system exploited in the Central

Bureau of Scientific and Technical Information on Atomic Science and

Technology.

A report on this system was presented at the present conference.

The information card contains a retrieval pattern in the fcrm of a

number of descriptors and the bibliographical characteristic of the

document (name, author, volume, number, page, location of document,

etc.). Primary documents are processed using a dictionary of

descriptors developed at the TsBNTI. Information cards composed from

available materials go to 'punch. Punching - transfer of data from

the information card -is carried out twice.
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In the first stage of works retrieval criteria are transferred
to punched cards, and on the second stage (after obtaining an inverted
recording on the computer) the name of the document is punched. On
the first stage there are transferred to punched cards the number of
the document and descriptors in the form of codes (retrieval pattern).

The whole deck of punched cards is divided into subdecks (455
punched cards each, which is explained by insufficient working-
storage capacity), and they.are put into the "Minsk-22."

According to the developed program in the computer there is
created recording of documents from descript.ors entering the document.

The inverted recording "descriptor-documents" is created
according to the following algorithm:

1. The putting of punched cards into the computer and the
recording of information about documents in the form: after every
document number descriptors are located sequentially. Recording is in
the binary decimal system. For every document or descriptor number
there is an individual working-storage cell.

2. The regulating of descriptors inside documents and the crtiton
of a table of initial addresses of location of documents in workin,

storage.

3. Creation of a single list of descriptors on all documents.

4. Formation of inverted recording of documents (on every
descriptor there are written out all numbers of documents in which it

is encountered).

5. Printing of obtained recording "descriptor-documents" on
paper tape.

The work of the program in terms of creation of an inverted
recording in many respects is similar to the work of the program of
inverted retrieval on the "Ural-2" described earlie*r E2].
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The -form of the. recording "descriptor-documents" on paper tape

obtained from the "Minsk-22" is shown in Fig. 1, where the number

+002010000 designates the code of the descriptor "charged particles

(0201), and +000052112 designates the code of the reference number

of the document (52112). The descriptor "chelaty" [no translation

found] is code 0202, and the descriptor "reaction" is code 0205.

%*1ie,00oa charged

,oaciaif particles

Fig.O~l 1.Frmo nvre

A O0OOS13

'0000511 |
.000 50110j

A oosgto Fig. 1. Form of inverted

-splnterdi ti c ars b recording "descriptor-thed etslato t documents" on paper tape.
" A000 11a1

, +. 0o op reactions

0 it 111111

According to the obtained recording from the fund there are

"splintered information cards by which there is punched the name of

the' documents accordng to the developed mock-up shown in Fig. 2.
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* Fig. 2: Mock-up of punched card for composition
of descriptor indicator.

As can be seen from the figure the punched card carries:
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1. The descriptor code- four-digit number (columns 1-4).

2. The text of the document name (columns 5-74).

3. The retrieval number of the document (columns 75-79).

4. The number of the punched card (column 80).

During the composition of the index eight-digit code is broken

up into two four-digit codes, and the basis is the first descriptor.

The main part of the punched card is for texts of documents.

Since the text of the title will not fit on one punched card,

provision is made for cards with continuation, i.e., the text of the

name of documents is printed on several punched cards, which are

interconnected by the number of the puncbed card.

During the punching of names of documents great difficulties

are encountered in designations. An alphameric tabulator does not

have many signs, sugh as I, %, and others, and furthermore, many
formulas are not standardized in names, and therefore, in those cases

in which verbal recording was unsuccessful, the formulas were manually

inscribed in a tabulogram.

The following stage of work is selection of punched cards from

the inver'ted list in alphabetic order. Do.uments, belonging to

descriptors are taken. The sampling is done on an C-80-5M sorter.

Sorter is by numbers of documents and punched cards (columns 75-80).

At present the name of the document is punched once. Therefore,

if the document is encountered in the inverted list several times -

and this is normal since the number of descriptors describing the

document averages 8-12, then it is necessary to do extensive work on

sorting the punched cards.

In further work it is proposed to improve available technology

by duplicating punched cards of identical documents, punching in

columns 1-4 the numbers of descriptors belonging to these documents
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for the purpose of sampling the necessary cards.

For text printing in the indicator of descriptors according to

their codes there is developed a mock-up of the punched card different

from the mock-up of printing the name of the document.

The whole field of the punched card, except for the first four

columns, is for the text of the descriptor. The name of the descriptor

is printed according to the.inverted list mentioned at the beginning

of the article.

The first four columns are omitted for displacement of the

recording of the descriptor on the tabulogram - for the best reading

of the indicator.

After-selection of punched, cards of names of documents and

punched cards on which name of descriptors are recorded, on an

alphameric tabulator there is nrinted a mock-up - a form from which

the descriptor index is printed with a 1:0.7 decrease.

Figure 3 shows the page of a descriptor index. In the left part

of the page there are descriptors, and in the right part numbers

(retrieval) of information cards.

The index is reproduced by means of an operational polygraph.

The form for reproduction is prepared on an "ERA."

In the first, experimental indicator there are included 1000

documents composed on the basis of abstracts of reports on experimental

works, carried out by organizations of the State Committee on use of

atomic energy.

The purpose of the index is to reduce the time of getting

indicative information to the user and make it easier to retrieve

necessary literature.

From a descriptor or combination of descriptors the user finds

the necessary document number. After appraisal it can through the
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card, original, or copy. Certain sources off information are issued

in the form of microcopies.

Conclusion

To speed up getting documents to users at the TsBNTI there is

developed a descriptor index. The index is intended both for users

working directly in the field off atomic science and technology and

for users of other departments for which information off a similar

form is needed.

Output of descriptor indices is one of the steps in the creation

of an effective system off information service.

Existing computerized IPS at present can service only a certain

circle of users governed by the possibil ities of service of
information and economic considerations.
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The descriptor index should allow more widely using the existing

data-processing system and giving to a wide circle of consumers

retrieval by index and use of information materials available in the

reference and information fund of the TsBNTI on the use of atomic

energy.

Practice of work shows that the time of output of the index with

the help of computers and punch-card machines can be considerably

reduced as compared to such time for an index prepared completely

manually.

Wide application of indices of the desc 'tptor type to various

information materials - reports, journals, and technical specifications

and records, will allow improving information service of information

users.
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